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1.O’QUV MATERIALLARI
III-SEMESTR
LESSON 1: Introduction. foreign language, its study and teaching; Features of

the language learner
Aim:
To acquaint students with theories of language learning and their relationship with teaching
methods, techniques applicable to their own learning and teaching situations
Objectives:
By the end of the course students will
 obtain an overview of key issues and research findings in language learning
 learn via readings, discussions and written tasks to relate the ideas of the course to their
thoughts and experiences both as learners and future teachers
 reflect on their own language learning processes by linking theories of language learning
with practical experience
Indicative content
This course provides an introduction to the ways and means through which languages other than
the mother tongue are learned and taught. It introduces students to second language learning as a
social, psychological, and linguistic phenomenon. The course focuses on theories and issues
related to practical concerns of language teaching methodology.
Introduction to and overview of the course
Language, Learning, and Teaching
The good language learner
Cognitive factors in language learning, transfer, interference and generalization events;
learning inductive and deductive language; ability and intellect; The phenomenon of systemic
memory
Methods and strategies of learning a foreign language. Methods of learning a foreign
language; foreign language learning strategies; communication strategies.
Psychological factors in language learning. self-esteem; shyness; risk taking; excitement;
- attitude and motivation
Mistakes in language learning. types of errors;
- detection and description of errors;causes of error;persistent errors.
Age characteristics in learning a foreign language. types of comparison and comparison; age
hypothesis; bilingualism.
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Approaches to teaching and learning




Differences between foreign language teaching methods;
Practical application of modern methods of language teaching;
Foreign experience in teaching a foreign language: grammatical-translation style; the
method of teaching the lesson in a complete foreign language; audio-linguistic style
(listening); communicative style.
 Methods used in the local environment and their analysis: deductive and inductive
teaching of grammar; language teaching through translation; retelling; phonemes and
phonetic methods; memorization of texts;post-teacher repetition; language learning
through communicative exercises;
 Discuss the pros and cons of different styles
 Language and culture;
 Teaching / learning processes;
 The role of the mother tongue in learning a foreign language
Learning outcomes:
By the end of Year 2 students should have
 increased their awareness of the practical implications of theories of language learning
and methods, approaches, techniques for the field of learning and teaching
 produced written narratives based on their own second language learning
autobiographies
 applied the concepts, constructs, and models of language learning to a personal
experience of learning a foreign language via discussions, activities, and case studies
Assessment profile
Semester 3
Mid-term Assessment 1-2
Participation (see introduction for the specified criteria)
Debates
Journal Entries
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Final Assessment
Language Learning Profile
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Assessment specifications
1. Debate
Sample Specifications for Debate
You are going to express your views about how languages are learned and what the
implications are for how they should be taught by being involved in debates. You are required to
use books, newspaper/magazine articles, or the Internet to come up with your arguments.
Possible debate topics:
 Languages are learned mainly through imitation
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People with high IQs are good language learners.
-Students learn what they are taught.
-The earlier a second language is introduced in school programmes, the greater the
likelihood of success in learning.
Assessment criteria:
 Strong, appropriate, and interesting arguments
 Support by the evidence of research findings
 Statistical support where appropriate
Use of real life examples

2.Language Learning Autobiography (Journal Entry)
Students are required to write journal entries that describe a previous or concurrent foreign
language learning experience. By doing so, they will be better able to connect the issues that they
explore in the classroom with a real-life, personal experience.
Journal should be written freely, without much concern for beautiful prose, or good
grammar. It is a diary in which students can spontaneously record their feelings, thoughts, and
reactions. The main rule to follow in writing a journal is to connect personal experiences of
learning a foreign language with issues and studies covered in the course.

LESSON 2: COGNITIVE FACTORS IN LEARNING:TRANSFER,INTERFERENCE
Aim:to introduce students with the term Transfer,Interference and Overgeneralization
Objectives:
 to help students to understand the reasons of mistakes in their learning process


to raise students’ awareness of learner differences by questionnaire

Human beings approach any new problem with an existing set of cognitive structures
and, through insight, logical thinking, and various forms of hypothesis testing, call upon
whatever prior experiences they have had and whatever cognitive structures they possess to
attempt a solution. In the literature on language learning processes, three terms have commonly
been singled out for explication: transfer, interference, and overgeneralization. The three terms
are sometimes mistakenly considered to represent separate processes; they are more correctly
understood as several manifestations of one principle of learning—the interaction of previously
learned material with a present learning event. From the beginning of life the human organism,
or any organism for that matter, builds a structure of knowledge by the accumulation of
experiences and by the storage of aspects of those experiences in memory. Let us consider
these common terms in two associated pairs.
Transfer is a general term describing the carryover of previous performance or knowledge to
subsequent learning. Positive transfer occurs when the prior knowledge benefits the learning
task—that is, when a previous item is correctly applied to present subject matter. Negative
transfer occurs when previous performance disrupts the performance of a second task. The
latter can be referred to as interference,in that previously learned material interferes with
subsequent material—a previous item is incorrectly transferred or incorrectly associated with
an item to be learned.
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It has been common in second language teaching to stress the role of interference—that is, the
interfering effects of the native language on the target (the second) language. It is of course not
surprising that this process has been so singled out, for native language interference is surely
the most immediately noticeable source of error among second language learners. The saliency
of interference has been so strong that some have viewed second language learning as
exclusively involving the overcoming of the effects of the native language. It is clear from
learning theory that a person will use whatever previous experience he or she has had with
language to facilitate the second language learning process. The native language is an obvious
set of prior experiences. Sometimes the native language is negatively transferred, and we say
then that interference has occurred.
It is exceedingly important to remember, however, that the native language of a second
language learner is often positively transferred, in which case the learner benefits from the
facilitating effects of the first language. In the above sentence, for example, the correct one-toone word order correspondence, the personal pronoun, and the preposition have been positively
transferred from French to English. We often mistakenly overlook the facilitating effects of the
native language in our penchant for analyzing errors in the second language and for
overstressing the interfering effects of the first language.
In the literature on second language acquisition, interference is almost as frequent a term
as overgeneralization,which is, of course, a particular subset of generalization. Generalization
is a crucially important and pervading strategy in human learning. To generalize means to infer
or derive a law, rule, or conclusion, usually from the observation of particular instances. The
principle of generalization can be explained by Ausubel's concept of meaningful learning.
Meaningful learning is, in fact, generalization: items are subsumed (generalized) under higherorder categories for meaningful retention. Much of human learning involves generalization.
The learning of concepts in early childhood is a process of generalizing. A child who has been
exposed to various kinds of animals gradually acquires a generalized concept of "animal." That
same child, however, at an early stage of generalization, might in his or her familiarity with
dogs see a horse for the first time and overgeneralize the concept of "dog" and call the horse a
dog. Similarly, a number of animals might be placed into a category of "dog" until the general
attributes of a larger category, "animal," have been learned.
In second language acquisition it has been common to refer to over-generalization as a process
that occurs as the second language learner acts within the target language, generalizing a
particular rule or item in the second language—irrespective of the native language—beyond
legitimate bounds. We have already observed that children, at a particular stage of learning
English as a native language, overgeneralize regular past-tense endings (walked, opened) as
applicable to all past-tense forms (goed, flied) until they recognize a subset of verbs that belong
in an "irregular" category. After gaining some exposure and familiarity with the second
language, second language learners similarly will overgeneralize within the target language.
Typical examples in learning English as a second language are past-tense regularization and
utterances like "John doesn't can study" (negativization requires insertion of the do auxiliary
before verbs) or "He told me when should I get off the train" (indirect discourse requires
normal word order, not question word order, after the wh- word). Unaware that these rules have
special constraints, the learner overgeneralizes. Such over-generalization is committed by
learners of English from almost any native language background.
Many have been lead to believe that there are only two processes of second language
acquisition: interference and overgeneralization. This is obviously a misconception. First,
interference and overgeneralization are negative counterparts of the facilitating processes of
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transfer and generalization.Second, while they are indeed aspects of somewhat different
processes, they are represent fundamentals and interrelated components of all human learning,
and when applied to SLA are simply extensions of general psychological principles.
Interference of the first language is simply a form of generalizing that takes prior the first
language experience and applies them incorrectly. Overgeneralization is an incorrect
application – negative transfer of previously learned second language material to a present
second language context. All generalizing involves transfer and all transfer involves
generalizing.
COGNITIVE FACTORS IN LEARNING: INDUCTIVE AND DEDUCTIVE
REASONING
Aim:to introduce students with Inductive and Deductive instruction
Objectives: to help students to understand the reasons of Inductive and Deductive instructions
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences by questionnaire
Inductive and Deductive Instruction
Two very distinct and opposing instructional approaches are inductive and deductive.
Both approaches can offer certain advantages, but the biggest difference is the role of the
teacher. In a deductive classroom, the teacher conducts lessons by introducing and explaining
concepts to students, and then expecting students to complete tasks to practice the concepts; this
approach is very teacher-centred. Conversely, inductive instruction is a much more studentcentred approach and makes use of a strategy known as ‘noticing’. Let’s take a closer look at the
differences between inductive and deductive instruction, and find out how noticing can be used
in the language classroom to better facilitate student learning.
What is deductive instruction?
A deductive approach to instruction is a more teacher-centered approach. This means that
the teacher gives the students a new concept, explains it, and then has the students practice using
the concept. For example, when teaching a new grammar concept, the teacher will introduce the
concept, explain the rules related to its use, and finally the students will practice using the
concept in a variety of different ways.
According to Bob Adamson, “The deductive method is often criticized because: a) it teaches
grammar in an isolated way; b ) little attention is paid to meaning; c) practice is often
mechanical.” This method can, however, be a viable option in certain situations; for example,
when dealing with highly motivated students, teaching a particularly difficult concept, or for
preparing students to write exams.
What is inductive instruction?
In contrast with the deductive method, inductive instruction makes use of student
“noticing”. Instead of explaining a given concept and following this explanation with examples,
the teacher presents students with many examples showing how the concept is used. The intent is
for students to “notice”, by way of the examples, how the concept works.
Using the grammar situation from above, the teacher would present the students with a
variety of examples for a given concept without giving any preamble about how the concept is
used. As students see how the concept is used, it is hoped that they will notice how the concept is
to be used and determine the grammar rule. As a conclusion to the activity, the teacher can ask
the students to explain the grammar rule as a final check that they understand the concept.
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How can teachers help their students practice ‘noticing’?
In the 1990s researchers explored the role that ‘noticing’ a grammatical construct played
in learning that structure. They hypothesized that learners needed to notice a structure in order to
hold it in their short- or long-term memory. Although the value of the concept to grammatical
acquisition is still under debate (See http://www-writing.berkeley.edu/TESL-EJ/ej23/a2.html),
the overall value of responding promptly to questions and observations of learners cannot be
dismissed nor can the role that awareness and consciousness play in the development of
metalinguistic knowledge.
What is noticing?
Noticing is the process of students becoming aware of something in particular; as
mentioned above in the inductive approach, noticing can be used to teach a grammar concept
when students are given the examples, and they come to understand the rule by noticing what
those examples have in common. In a more general classroom situation, noticing can be used in
many ways:
When teachers speak at a more advanced level, they are giving the students constant
opportunities to notice the differences between the teacher’s speech and theirs. This way each
student can become aware of the differences at his own pace.
Teachers can provide students with opportunities for noticing simply by putting posters up in the
classroom in the target language. As before, when the students are ready to notice the difference,
they will.
Language ladders promote students’ noticing skills. Once they understand what each rung on the
ladder means, they can understand how they all fit together and how they differ.
How can a teacher decide which method is the best choice for a given topic?
Both deductive and inductive sequences are valuable for teaching concepts,
generalizations, processes, and skills. The teacher must decide which to select given the learning
outcomes desired and the composition of the class. When choosing, the teacher should consider a
number of factors:
How personalized should the learning be?
Students will usually be more involved in the learning experience and tend to participate
more actively when an inductive approach is used. If a deductive approach is chosen, it is
important to structure the learning experience in order to draw on students' prior experiences and
learning, and to provide for their active involvement.
Should learning experiences be predictable?
The deductive approach is more predictable because the teacher selects the information
and the sequence of presentation.
What depth of understanding and rate of retention is desired?
Students tend to understand and remember more when learning occurs inductively.
How much time is available to teach the material?
The deductive approach is faster and can be an efficient way to teach large numbers of
facts and concrete concepts.
Instructional methods tend to be either deductive or inductive, although some methods use both.
Many lessons can include both approaches.

ABILITY AND INTELLIGENCE
Aim:to introduce students with the term Aptitude and Intelligence
Objectives:
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to help students to understand the term Aptitude and Intelligence
to raise students’ awareness of the terms

In second language learning, some students progress rapidly while others struggle along
making very slow progress. Some learners never achieve native like command of a second
language. There are some individual characteristics that make one learner more successful than
other, here the discussion of these internal characteristics make clear idea about which character
seems most likely to be associated with success in second language learning.
Social psychologist argued that difference between individual learners is the most
common factor that effect development of language. Second language learning even following a
common developmental route but the degree of success learners achieved is always different
from each other, and this is due to individual differences.
Language learning factors
Second language refers to any language learned in addition to a person's first language.
A number of factors influence anyone's success at mastering a new language. Such a complex
process necessarily has many contributing causes and elements. Internal factors affecting
second- language learning are those which stem from the learner's own mind. Some students
learn a new language more quickly and easily than others. This simple fact is known by all who
have themselves learned a second language or taught those who are using their second language
in school. Clearly, some language learners are successful by virtue of their sheer determination,
hard work and persistence. However there are other crucial factors influencing success that are
largely beyond the control of the learner. These factors can be broadly categorized as internal
and external. It is their complex interplay that determines the speed and facility with which the
new language is learned. Gardner and Macintyre (1992, 1883) divide these internal factors into
two groups:
• Affective factors
• Cognitive factors.
Affective factors include learner's attitude to the learning process that has also been
identified as being critically important to second-language acquisition. Anxiety in languagelearning.
Cognitive factors of SLL situations has been almost unanimously shown to be detrimental
to successful learning. A related factor, personality, has also received attention. Social attitudes
such as gender roles and community views toward language learning have also proven critical.
Language learning can be severely hampered by cultural attitudes. Affective factors particularly
include language attitude, motivation, language anxiety and willingness to communicate. But as
far as this assignment is concern, the discussion will more about cognitive factors.
The learner has a lot of information on his brain, as if it were the hard disk of our
Computer. There are some mental factors or characteristics of an individual that make him more
Successful than others these three characteristics seem most effective and important in success of
Learning second language. These factors are:
• Intelligence
• Language aptitude
• Language learning strategies
Intelligence refers to mental abilities that are measured by an IQ (Intelligence quotient)
test. Intelligence may be a strong factor when it comes to learning that involves language
analysis and rules learning. On the other hand it may play a less important role in language
learning that focuses more on communication and interaction.
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It is common observation that students with good intelligence are able to do well in
second language learning at least in formal classrooms, but it varies from learners to learners but
its difference does not matter. It is important to keep in mind that intelligence is complex and a
person has many kinds of abilities and strengths. An individual with strong academic
Performance does not necessarily mean that s/he is a successful second language learner, many
students whose academic performance has been weak have experience success in second
language learning.
Aptitude refers to potential for achievements. Language aptitude is very effective for
second language learning, an aptitude test is designed to make a prediction about an individual
future achievements. Aptitude for language learning usually composed of four different types of
activities:
• The ability to identify and memorize new sounds.
• The ability to understand function of particular words in sentences.
• The ability to figure out grammatical rules from language samples.
• The ability to memorize new words.
Successful language learners are not necessarily strong in all of components of aptitude
some may have strong memory but only average ability to figure out grammatical rules. All
learners do not share same aptitude, a child have right aptitude, they have chances of learning
well and quickly, that’s why it is shown to be one of the strongest indicator of success.
Language learning strategies.Strategies are the implications that we apply, it have
different levels. Those who are successful in second language learning are having more useful
strategies, like: planning, monitoring, rehearsal, organization, etc. learners with high motivation
to learn a language will likely use a variety of strategies. Learner’s preference for learning,
whether due to their learning styles or to their beliefs about how language are learned, will
influence the kind of strategies or implications they choose to learn new material. The more
proficient learners employ strategies that are different from those used by the less proficient.
Implications for teaching
• Teachers can select appropriate teaching approaches and activities based on learner’s
intelligence and aptitude profiles to accommodate their differences and to create learning
environment.
• Teacher can use information about preference for learning to help learners in expanding
their repertoire of learning strategies and thus develop greater flexibility in their second language
learning.
Individual differences in intelligence, aptitude, and learning strategies have been found to
be important determining factors in both rate of learning and eventual success in learning. It
remain difficult to make precise prediction about how a particular individual characteristics
influences his/her success as a language learner, because results of research are not entirely
satisfactory, may be because of lack of clear methods for measuring the individual characteristics
or may be because of complex interaction of those characteristics.

SYSTEMATIC FORGETTING
Aim: to introduce students with the concept of Systematic Forgetting
Objectives:
 to help students to understand why they forget systematically
 to raise students’ awareness of the terms
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Blessed are those who give without remembering and take without forgetting.
Elizabeth Bibesco
During learning foreign languages, learners came across some difficulties. One of the
largest problem in learning second language is forgetting systematically. What is its
consequence? You can get the answer while you are reading this article. Many students have
poor memory problem. They have difficulty remembering instructions, phone numbers, dates,
places or directions. They have just been given, what was just said during conversations, class
lectures and discussions and what they just read. Different scholars provided various definitions
of forgetting.
According to Cubeli etymologically, the word ‘to forget’ derives from the Old English
word forgytan, which is composed by for (letting go) and gientan (to grasp) (2010, p35) Tulving
defined forgetting as “the inability to recall something now that could be recalled on an earlier
occasion. Davis defined the strong form at forgetting as complete loss from storage by saying
that forgetting is “the theoretical possibility that refers to a total erasure of the original memory
can not be recalled, no matter what technique are used to aid recall. Now we live in high
technology century. When the computer was invented, it was created like a people’s memory.
Now the memories of every computer remember its files only 6 or 12 months.Then it begins to
forget them quietly like our memory. We also remember only necessary recollections. During
learning another language learners have difficulties in remembering new words. According to
Rebecca L. Oxford memory strategies fall into four sets: 1. Creating mental linkages: we can
easily remember by grouping, associating and placing new words into a context. For example:
Grouping(groups can be based on type of word. Words about weather — rainy, sunny, hot, cold,
warm, chilly.) Words about occupation — doctor, teacher, plumber, worker, dancer Associating
(to create associations in memory associations can be between two things) Beautiful flower, sly
as a fox, innocent as a lamb. (Proper name) Aziz — Oasis, Solange –So long. Placing new word
into context. (Involve using all possible clues, including the context, the meaning) UN –United
Nations NBU- National Bank of Uzbekistan. Memory strategies reflect very simple principles,
such as arranging things in order, making association and receiving. These principles all involve
meaning. 2. Applying images and sounds: four strategies are included here: using imagery, using
keywords, semantic mapping and representing sounds in memory. These all involve
remembering by means of visual images or sounds. Using imagery –Student should imagine
a picture of an object, words or expressions. For example:Red or yellow ripe and juicy fruit. One
can easily imagine an apple. Semantic mapping–Making an arrangement of words into a picture.
Using keywords — Remembering a new word by using auditory and visual links. F.ex
I usually go to the library. The word usually helps us to guess the time and keywords usually in
the Present Simple. Representing sounds in memory –Remembering new language information
according to its sound. F.ex meow-meow (cat), oink-oink (pig) Although memory strategies can
be powerful contributors to language learning. There are some tips of remembering effectively.
Learn new word with their synonyms by heart. So we cannot come across difficulties in
speaking and writing. It helps us to write good essay too. There are some words the meaning of
that is similar or different. Sometimes we cannot use any word instead of its synonyms. F.ex the
word “beautiful” and “handsome” are synonym. But we should use “beautiful” for girls and
“handsome” for boy. Learn new words with their antonyms by heart. This strategy is also useful
for remembering well. The antonyms comes our memory fast if we learn them, such as beautifulugly, fat-slim, happy-unhappy.Use the new words in sentence after learning them by heart. F.ex
you learn the word “motivation” by heart. Motivation is the process of arousing and sustaining
behavior. When you meet this word in any text, you memorize not only the meaning of the word,
but also this sentence too.Learn new words with their variation by heart. F. ex you have learnt
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the word “injure” by heart. This word is a verb, that is why you should try to find its adjective,
adverb and noun variation. It is adjective variation is injured. Some words have not all variation.
This word has no adverb version. But it has also noun for thing and ideas. It is injury.
Learn new words with another word, which has similar pronunciation. This word should be
regarding your native language or another language. For example, you learn by heart the word
“interesting”. This word is similar pronunciation the word “интересный” in Russian. This
method helps you remember well. If you learn German, English can help you to learn it easily.
Because they are similar to each other. For instance:German English Gut Good Alt Old Nev
New Vater Water Und And Lernen To learn Apfel Apple Guten morgen Good morning Yung
Young Freund Friend Hier Here Familie Family Ist Is Klasse Class Hous House Kommen To
come Trinken To drink Haben To have As a conclusion, forgetting means failure at any time to
recall and experience, when attempting to do, or to perform an action previously learned. If the
learners use these methods, they can easily remember. They should also work on themselves.
If they do not do it, they begin to forget quickly like computer memory.

LESSON 3: METHODS AND STRATEGIES OF LEARNING A FOREIGN
LANGUAGE. METHODS OF LEARNING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE; FOREIGN
LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES; COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES.
Aim:to acquaint students with main differences between teaching approaches, methods and
techniques
Objective: to help students identify the main differences
 to discuss the importance of the following concepts
 to help students to know about the concept of learning strategies, to distinguish
between teaching strategies and learning strategies
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences
 to practice adapting exercises to cater different learning styles.

The simple diagram found below is an attempt to distinguish them:

APPROACH
APPROACH
METHOD
DddD

TECHNIQUE
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Based on the diagram, it clearly shows that approach encompasses the whole orientation of
teaching. Approach is the broadest of the three, making technique the most specific, and the
method found in between approach and technique.
An approach is an enlightened viewpoint toward teaching. It provides philosophy to the whole
process of instruction. As presented by the diagram, the method and technique are just parts and
parcels of approach. Approach gives the overall wisdom, it provides direction, and sets
expectations to the entire spectrum of the teaching process. Furthermore, approach sets the
general rule or general principle to make learning possible.
A method, on the other hand, is an organized, orderly, systematic, and well-planned procedure
aimed at facilitating and enhancing students’ learning. It is undertaken according to some rule,
which is usually psychological in nature. That is, it considers primarily the abilities, needs, and
interests of the learners. Method is employed to achieve certain specific aims of instruction. To
make it as an effective instrument, it should be presented with certain amount of efficiency and
ease. More so, the teaching method aims to achieve greater teaching and learning output, thus
saving time, efforts and even money on the part of both the teacher and the learner. It directs and
guides the teacher and the students in undertaking any class lesson or activity.
To appraise that teaching method is good and effective, the following characteristics would tell if
it is so:
 good method recognizes individual differences;
 if it provides students’ learning;
 if it facilitates growth and development;
 if it achieves the desired results of the teacher as reflected in her instructional
objectives.
One must remember that there is no such thing as the best method. Thus, there is no single
correct way to teach a class. Instead, there are many good ways of teaching the students.
The procedural variation of a method calls for the third term, technique. Technique encompasses
the personal style of the teacher in carrying out specific steps of the teaching process. Through
technique, teachers enable to develop, create and implement, using her distinctive way, the
procedures (method) of teaching.
Activity 1. Identify whether each sentence below suggests an
a. Approach

b. Method

c. Technique

1. A procedural variation of a teaching strategy.
2. A general rule or principle that guides the whole process of teaching
3. A sound philosophy and orientation, which used as bases in the process of instruction
4. Guiding students by following an established patterns/steps of teaching
5. A highly personalized style of carrying out a particular step
6. A viewpoint that suggests what teaching procedure is to be used.
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7. Implementational due to its instant classroom application
8. Embracing the entire spectrum of the teaching – learning process
9. Procedural in nature since it is a series of logically arranged courses of action.
10. An overall plan for the orderly presentation of a lesson
11. Guiding teaching from planning to evaluating
12. Making teaching an organized and systematic process
13. Developing the teacher’s own distinctive way of carrying out some aspect of instruction
14. Teaching is done following a well spell-out procedure.
15. An example of which is looking at the learner as the center of the educative process.
TYPES OF LEARNING STRATEGIES: A GOOD LANGUAGE LEARNER –
DEVELOPING LEARNING STRATEGIES
As we, extensive research into learning strategies reveals the importance and relevance of
this instruction for language students. However, as experienced teachers, we know that
incorporating a new approach into our instruction is not an easy task. This lesson focuses on
preparing both teachers and students for learning strategies instruction. We begin by answering
some of the most commonly asked questions about learning strategies. We also share the
techniques and explain the importance of establishing a learner-centered environment in the
classroom before beginning strategies instruction.
I. Answers to Some of the Most Common Questions about Learning Strategies
Instruction
At this point, you may be thinking, "Twenty learning strategies? How do I find the time
to teach 20 learning strategies instruction in my already full schedule of teaching language
skills?" And even more importantly, you may be thinking about your students: "How receptive
will they be to learning strategies? How do I prepare them for learning strategies instruction?"
Explicit strategies instruction may entail not only a new experience for you and your students,
but also new roles in the learning process. The purpose of this section is to respond to these
important questions and provide suggestions for getting started with learning strategies
instruction.
It is important to distinguish between teaching strategies and learning strategies. Think about
yourself in two different roles - as a language teacher and as a language student. Look at Table 1
below for examples of strategies you might use as a teacher and those you might use as a student.
A comparison of teaching strategies and learning strategies
Strategy
Background
Knowledge

Personalize

Teacher
Activate your students' prior
knowledge in order to build new
material on what they already
know.
Link new material to your
students'
knowledge
and

Learner
Think about what you already know about
a topic to help you learn more about it.

Think about how language constructions
in the language you are studying compare
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experiences
using
guiding with those of your native language and
questions or other activities.
relate new information to your own ideas
and experiences.
Use Imagery

Create a meaningful context for Associate new information with a mental
your students by accompanying or printed picture to help you learn it
new information with figures
illustrations, and photographs

Learning strategies take different forms. Strategies like make Inferences, in which students
derive meaning from context, are mental processes that are difficult to observe. Other strategies
like Use Graphic Organizers/Take Notes can be easily observed and measured. What is
important for the purpose of this guide is that strategies can be learned.
II. How Do We Name and Organize Language Learning Strategies for Instruction?
There are a number of different names and classification systems for learning strategies (for a
very good review see Hsiao & Oxford, 2002). There are few "rights" and "wrongs" in learning
strategies taxonomies, but specific ways of organizing the strategies can be useful for different
teaching situations. Here, we have provided you with a list of 20 commonly used and effective
language learning strategies grouped in a way that we think will help you seamlessly integrate
strategies instruction into your FL classroom teaching. Students can use these strategies to
improve their skills in reading, writing, speaking, listening, master grammatical features,
increase their vocabulary, and learn content.
We have divided the 20 strategies into two categories: "Metacognitive" and "Task-Based." The
Metacognitive Strategies can be used for almost any task and are based on reflecting on one's
own thinking while the Task-Based Learning Strategies are more determined by the specific
nature of the task and the resources of the student.
A. Metacognitive Learning Strategies
Metacognitive learning strategies are general learning strategies. Reflecting upon your own
thinking and learning is metacognitive thinking. Once students begin to think about their own
learning, they can then begin to notice how they learn, how others learn, and how they might
adjust how they learn to learn more efficiently. We list four general metacognitive strategies:
Organize/Plan Your Own Learning
Manage Your Own Learning
Monitor Your Own Learning
Evaluate Your Own Learning
These metacognitive strategies follow the sequential order of the process a learner generally goes
through in accomplishing any task. What do I do before I start? (Organize/Plan) What do I do
while I am working on the task? (Manage) How do I make sure I am doing the task correctly?
(Monitor) What do I do after I have finished the task? (Evaluate) It is important to remember,
however, that learners are not as linear as our models suggest. In reality, we go back and forth:
planning, then monitoring, then planning again, managing, organizing, etc.
B. Task-Based Strategies for Learning
The "Task-Based Learning Strategies" focus on how students can use their own resources to
learn most effectively. There are 16 task-based strategies in the list. We have divided them into
four categories that are grouped by the kinds of resources students already have, or can get, to
help them complete specific tasks. By focusing students' attention on their resources, we
emphasize their ability to take responsibility for their own learning. The four categories are
Use What You Know
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Use Your Imagination
Use Your Organizational Skills
Use a Variety of Resources
Within each of these four groups, you will find specific strategies that are examples of what the
students can do with these resources to help them learn. For example, in the group "Use What
You Know" we include Use Background Knowledge, Make Inferences, Make Predictions,
and Transfer/Use Cognates.
A diagram follows that puts the relationship between the Metacognitve and the Task-Based
Learning Strategies in graphic form.
Looking through the list of strategies, you might think that people use learning strategies
one at a time and that learning strategies are clearly delimited in function and in use. Reality, of
course, is never that simple. Many learning tasks are accomplished using a number of different
learning strategies, sometimes simultaneously and sometimes in sequence. However, teaching
learning strategies one-by-one, giving each one a name and a definition, and using examples,
gives you a way to talk to your students about thinking and learning. It gives the students a way
to talk to themselves about their own thinking. You develop a common vocabulary that will then
allow you and your students to talk about how to choose and integrate strategies for different
kinds of language learning tasks.
Below you will find the "Learning Strategies List for Students." This list outlines the language
learning strategies discussed above; it provides names for the strategies, descriptions of
strategies, a picture of a key concept related to the meaning of each learning strategy, and a
keyword that might be used with students to help them remember the strategy. You will probably
want to teach the names of the strategies in the target language

LEARNING STRATEGIES
METOCOGNITIVE STRATEGIES
Stategy
Description
Organize/Plan
Calendar

Plan the task or content sequence.
Set goals.
Plan how to accomplish the task.

Manage Your Own Learning

Pace Yourself Determine how you learn best.
Arrange conditions that help you learn.
Seek opportunities for practice.
Focus your attention on the task.

Monitor

Check

Evaluate

I did it!

While working on a task:
Check your progress on the task.
Check your comprehension as you use
the language. Are you understanding?
Check your production as you use the
language. Are you making sense?
After completing a task:
Assess how well you have accomplished
the learning task.
Assess how well you have applied the
strategies.
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Decide how effective the strategies were
in helping you accomplish the task.

TASK BASED STRATEGIES: USE WHAT YOU KNOW
Strategy

Description

Think about and use what you
already know to help you do the
Use Background Knowledge
I know.
task.
Make associations.
Use context and what you know to
Make Inferences
Use Clues
figure out meaning.
Read and listen between the lines.
Anticipate information to come.
Make Predictions
Crystal Ball
Make logical guesses about what
will happen.
Relate new concepts to your own
Personalize
Me
life, that is, to your experiences,
knowledge, beliefs and feelings.
telephone/
Apply your linguistic knowledge
telefono/
of other languages (including your
Transfer / Use Cognates
Telefon/
native language) to the target
telefon
language.Recognize cognates.
Think of a similar word or
descriptive phrase for words you
Substitute / Paraphrase
Spare Tire
do not know in the target
language.
TASK BASED STRATEGIES: USE YOUR IMAGINATION
Strategy
Description
Use or create an image to
Use Imagery
Mirror, Mirror
understand
and/or
represent
information
Act out and/or imagine yourself in
different roles in the target
Use Real Objects / Role Play
Lights, Camera, Action!
language.
Manipulate real objects as you use
the target language.
TASK BASED STRATEGIES: USE YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS
Strategy
Description
Apply a rule.
Make a rule.
Find/Apply Patterns
Pattern
Sound out and apply letter/sound
rules.
Relate or categorize words or ideas
Group/Classify
Sort Suits
according to attributes.
Use Graphic Organizers/Take Notepad
Use
or
create
visual
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Notes

representations (such as Venn
diagrams, time lines, and charts) of
important relationships between
concepts.
Write down important words and
ideas.
Create a mental, oral, or written
Summarize
Main Idea
summary of information
Focus on specific information,
Use Selective Attention
Look for It
structures, key words, phrases, or
ideas.
TASK BASED STRATEGIES: USE A VARIETY OF RESOURCES
Strategy
Description
Use the dictionary, the internet,
and other reference materials.
Seek out and use sources of
Access Information Sources
Read all about it!
information.
Follow a model
Ask questions
Work with others to complete
Cooperate
Together
tasks, build confidence, and give
and receive feedback.
Use your inner resources. Reduce
your anxiety by reminding
Talk Yourself Through It
I can do it!
yourself of your progress, the
(SelfTalk)
resources you have available, and
your goals.

LESSON 4: PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN LANGUAGE LEARNING. SELFESTEEM; SHYNESS; RISK TAKING; EXCITEMENT; - ATTITUDE AND
MOTIVATION
Aim:to introduce students with the concept of communication strategies and methods that
students use to learn.
Objectives:
 to help students to know about the concept of communication strategies
 to discuss the importance of being aware of learners’ communication strategies in
teaching
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences
 to help students identify the role of motivation ana attitude in their learning process
 to discuss the importance of desire in second language acquisition
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences
Style and strategy are two components that consciously or not have been used by people
in learning process. These two have influenced very much the process of learning and its result.
And although people have their own rights to choose what learning styles and strategies they
want to use in learning, they still should consider that building and shaping good learning styles
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and strategies are something important. Sometimes we see two learners in the same age level
who learn the same material, for the same period, have got very different achievements. This
difference is happened actually because both of them have used the different learning styles and
strategies. The one who have get the more is the learner who has known his own learning styles
properly and then knows very well how to match it with the characteristics of the material they
learned, in order to be able in choosing the proper strategies that will be used.
Styles and strategies are also need in learning second language. Because in fact, learning
language is something that is not only related to the transferring materials to the learners’ brain,
but also related to the communication ability building, so, people should choose the proper
learning styles and strategies that will help them to understand and apply the language properly
as tool of communication, weather in oral or written form.
There is one factor that can be very important to be considered before choosing certain
styles and strategies in second language learning process. Commonly, people choose the learning
styles and strategies which are appropriate with their personality characters, physical ability,
neurological development, and also socio-cultural conditions. These four become the most
influential variables that determine the learners’ styles and strategies when learning second
language.
This article is going to discuss the learners’ affective types that influence their learning
styles and strategies. It involves the discussion about the types of learners’ styles and strategies
in learning second language, and how they are influenced by the affective types told before. And
in order to present the comprehensive discussion, the physical, psychological, neurobiological
and socio-cultural factors will not be discussed in this paper. Hopefully this paper can help the
learners to consider their own learning styles with its benefits and weaknesses, and then get some
references to choose the proper strategies that will help them to be successful second language
learners.
AFFECTIVE FACTORS
Affective factor is one aspect that can influence the styles and strategies used by the
second language learners. This opinion is supported by Keefe’s (1982: 4) definition about the
style (will be explain further in the next chapter). He stated that style is not only cognitive traits,
but also affective and physiological traits. From his definition, we can see clearly the relationship
between learning styles and affective factors of the learners. Most of learning styles used by
learners are shaped by their personality characteristics.
Affective refers to emotional side of human being (Hulse, Egeth, Deese, 1981: 4). The
affective factors meant in second language learning includes the self-esteem, attribution theory
and self-efficacy, willingness to communicate, inhibition, risk taking, anxiety, empathy and
extroversion.
1. Self-esteem
Brown (2007: 154) has explained that self-esteem is probably the most pervasive of
human aspect that influences very much the success of people in their life. According to Wells
and Marwell (1976: 56), self-esteem is the positive thinking of people in valuing their own
selves. This positive thinking then expressed in the positive physical and emotional behavior.
Further, Rosenbreng (in Wells and Marwell: 1976: 57), explained that self-esteem will help the
people to appreciate their own selves and enable them to develop their abilities properly. So,
self-esteem is people perception about their own selves which has big influence to the people’s
behavior. The proportional self-esteem will support the people to be more successful because it
will help them to be braver in facing the challenge and taking the possible risks that may be
appear.
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This kind of affective factor is of course need in second language learning. It can be the causes
of the learning result, and also can be the result of the learning it’s self. Self-esteem also
becomes the base of self-confidence, attribution theory, and self-efficacy that becomes the
second kind of the effective factors.
Attribution theory and Self-Efficacy
Weiner (in Brown, 2007: 156) defines that attribution theory refers to people ability in
knowing some factors that support their success or failure in learning. From this theory, selfefficacy then appears. People with high self-efficacy will know that their own effort is the main
cause of their success. So, in solving learning problems, they will believe on their efforts, and if
finally they fail, they will have positive thinking by viewing that their failure may be caused by
their effort that still does not enough to get the success. This way of thinking will make the
learners learn from their experiences and agree to do the harder effort in the next. In the contrary,
people with low self-efficacy, when they failed in their learning, they tend to have negative
thinking such as blaming other people as the cause of their failure, or think that actually they will
be never become success in the learning because they are weak, stupid etc.
Related to this factor, of course people’s self efficiency degree will influence very much
the way how the second language learners experience the learning process. As stated by Wells
and Marwell: 1976: 81), people always reflect what they think about their own selves in their
mind. If they believe that they have enough ability to be success in learning, they will get it, but
if they do not believe their own ability and construct the idea that they will be failed in the
learning, they will also get it.
Willingness to Communicate
Because language is the tool of communication, so, learning language is the process of
training to use the tool of communication. Of course, trying to practice the language in the real
communication is very important in the process of second language learning. But, in fact,
learners have different willingness to do it. Some of language learners have big willingness to
practice their language, while some learners do not have it.
Willingness to communicate is related to self confidence, self-esteem and self-efficacy. The
more the people confidence, the more the willingness to communication they have. For some
people, creating the willingness to communicate is very difficult. This difficulty is supported
very much by the next types of personality, they are inhibition, extroversion or introversion.
2. Inhibition
Still related to self-esteem, self-efficacy and self-confidence, inhibition is one personality
type that has big impact in the process of learning language. Hjeelle and Ziegler (1981: 273)
said that inhibition is the people tendency done as their effort to protect their ego. This inhibition
type sometimes makes the learners can not mobilize all potencies they have that actually may be
support them to get the good result in learning.
People with inhibition personality usually are not the people who have risk taking personality.
They will worry very much if the risks that come later will endanger their ego. But, this
inhibition sometimes is also need in learning language. It enables the learners to delay the
production to get the best production in the next.
3. Risk Taking
Risk taking is the personality of language learners that enable them to be brave in facing
all result or risks came out from their language learning process and practice. This risk taking if
of course need because learning language will involve some trial-and-error process. This
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personality is commonly created by the people’s mental braveness and their high motivation to
get the greatest result from their learning.
People with risk taking personality will not easily give up when they get bad result from their
learning. In second language learning context, the bad results meant can be the risk of being fool
in front of other people when the learners did some mistakes, causing misunderstanding to the
people to whom the learners try to practice their second language, loosing lot of time and energy
because of learning force, etc. While people who have not good risk taking personality tend to
limit their learning efforts strictly, easily give up when facing some learning problems, and next
makes possibility of being trauma for further learning process.
4. Anxiety
Scovel (1978: 134) defines the anxiety as the subjective feeling that is associated with
uneasiness feeling, frustration, worry and apprehension. The anxiety has some levels, and
although usually it refers to the negative feeling, but actually it has some benefits in the process
of second language learning. That is whyOxford(1999: 97) said that anxiety can be in form of
harmful anxiety and also helpful anxiety.
The harmful anxiety in learning language means that sometimes, people’s anxiety causes them
nervous or act worse in practicing the language. While the helpful anxiety means that from
previous condition, people can learn from their experience in order to motivate their selves to be
harder in learning, or prepare everything well before deciding to produce the language. As
anxiety can be the factor that results weather bad or good effects as explained before, the anxiety
can also becomes the result of some poor performance in second language, or the product of less
than satisfactory performance of learners.
In learning second language, people can get some benefit from this type of personality.
Empathy enables the learners to understand and associate their selves with the characteristics of
the second language they learn. This opinion is supported by Witkin and Goodenough (in
Brown, 2007: 166), who stated that empathy is one characteristic of good language learners.
All of those affective factors are more created by long conditioning rather than instant
training. They have been effected very much by the condition of socio-cultural in which the
people live. That is why the socio-cultural is also considered by the factor which influences
indirectly the learners’ style and strategies for having big roles in shaping peoples’ emotion and
feeling.
ATTITUDE AND MOTIVATION
Motivation is one of the important aspects of second language acquisition. Motivation is a
kind of desire for learning. It is very difficult to teach a second language in a learning environment
if the learner does not have a desire to learn a language. Taken into consideration from that aspect,
to be able to make the learner active and desirable in learning process gains importance.
A. What is Motivation?
The word "motivation" is typically defined as the forces that account for the arousal, selection,
direction, and continuation of behaviour. Actually, it is often used to describe certain sorts of
behaviour. A student who studies hard and tries for top grades may be described as being "highly
motivated", while his/her friend may say that he is "finding it hard to get motivated". Such
statements imply that motivation has a major influence on our behaviour.
Motivation can be defined as a concept used to describe the factors within an individual which
arouse, maintain and channel behaviour towards a goal. Another way to say this is that
motivation is goal-directed behaviour.
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B. Motivation in the ESL/EFL Classroom
Motivation has long been a major problem for most teachers of English as a Second
Language (ESL) or as a foreign language not only in the Arab World but also elsewhere.
Motivation in the ESL/EFL classroom is easily one of the most important factors as I'm sure
most teachers would agree with me. The main reason I'm coming to this point of view is that
most of our students have low motivation to learn English. In addition to that, while most of
them have a vague sense that whether "English will be useful for my future" or not, they don't
have a clear idea of what that means, nor is that a very strong motivator; it's too vague and too
far off.
The first step in tackling the problem of motivation is that the teachers need to understand
and appreciate the role and importance of motivation in any learning. In the context of second
language learning, William Littlewood (1987: 53) observes:
In second language learning as in every other field of human learning, motivation is the critical
force which determines whether a learner embarks on a task at all, how much energy he devotes
to it, and how long he perseveres. It is a complex phenomenon and includes many components:
the individual’s drive, need for achievement and success, curiosity, desire for stimulation and
new experience, and so on. These factors play a role in every kind of learning situation.
“Student motivation is influenced by both internal and external factors that can start, sustain,
intensify, or discourage behaviour” (Reeve, 1996).The teacher has to activate these motivational
components in the students but that is the precise problem. How can it be done in every class
everyday?
C. Ways of motivating students in the classroom
1) - “Pair work” or “Group work”
One of the successful ways, if the teacher is resourceful and skilful enough, to motivate his/her
students to participate in the lesson is to use “pair work” or “Group work”
appropriately.Language is best learned through the close collaboration and communication
among students. This type of collaboration results in benefits for all or both learners. In fact,
learners can help each other while working on different types of tasks such as writing dialogues,
interviews, drawing pictures and making comments about them, play roles, etc…
Researches on Second Language Acquisition have shown that learners have differences in
mastering skills. While one student is good in drawing, another can be good in expressing ideas
verbally; a third other student can be good at role play and imitation. Besides, some students find
it less stressful, if not much comfortable to learn certain rules or usages of language from their
pears and comrades than from their teacher.Finally, communicative language teaching requires a
sense of community and anenvironment of trust and mutual confidence which “pair work” or
“Group work” can provide.
2) The seating of the students
The way the students are seated in the classroom will often determine the dynamics of the lesson.
Indeed, a simple change in the seating pattern can make an incredible difference to group
coherence and student satisfaction, and I’ve seen many other cases where seating has been a
crucial element in the success or failure of the lesson.The seating pattern you use may, in some
cases, not be fully under your control – if for example the desks are fixed to the ground or the
school has strict rules about not moving the furniture. Student numbers are also going to be an
issue.
I’ll talk about average size classes – anything from 6 to 25. Teachers have different preferences
for seating arrangements – groups seated round small tables is often one choice. This is probably
the best option for the larger classes in this range, but for smaller numbers and with adult or
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teenage students I think the horseshoe shape, which I find has all of the advantages of groups,
and none of the disadvantages. A horseshoe may be desks in a U-shape with a hollow centre,
students in a semicircle on chairs with arm-rests and no desks, or students seated around three
sides of a large table, with the teacher at one end.nIn any case, whatever seating pattern you
choose or is imposed on you, the class is likely to be more successful if you keep the following
principles in mind:
a) Try and maximise eye contact.
Both teacher to student and student to student. In full class phases of the lesson, if the person
who is speaking does not have eye contact with the others, then attention is likely to drop. This is
the main reason I personally think the horseshoe shape to groups is better.
b) Make sure students are seated at a comfortable distance from each other.
Make sure you don’t have one student sitting alone or outside the groups. Besides, try to leave a
fair empty, but not so much a space because large distances between the students will tend to
lead to a “muted” atmosphere, low pace, and less active student participation in the lesson.
c) Think in advance about how you will organise changing partners or changing groups.
This is a stage of the lesson which can potentially descend into chaos if it’s not tightly
controlled, with students wandering aimlessly around not knowing where to go or confidently
moving to the wrong place.
3) The Error Correction
It is always asked whether we should correct all students’ errors, whenever they occur. The
reasonable answer is that if we stop at every single error and treat it with no room for errors to
take place, this will lead to a gap of communication and students will be too much afraid of
making mistakes. Hence, due to being too much obsessed with making errors, students will be
too much reluctant to participate.Thus, Teachers should be aware of when to correct errors and
how to do that without any hurt and humiliation. In a learner- centered classroom, it should be
better to correct errors, which students make unconsciously, whenever there is a gap of
communication or when not treating the error will result in a misunderstanding of the idea
expressed.
Concerning the ways of how to correct errors, there are several techniques which the teacher,
who is seen as the monitor, should choose from them according to the type of the error and task
where the incorrect form of language occurs. Among these ways of correction we can state: self
correction, peer correction and teacher correction.
4) Role play
This is another technique to vary the pace the lesson and to respond to the fundamental notion of
variety in teaching. Teachers are advised to use the role- play activity in order to motivate their
students and to help the less motivated learners take part in the lesson. Besides, certain tasks in
the student’s book are followed by a role- play activity where it becomes a necessity to undergo
such an activity. As good examples of that we can state: the hide (item) and guessing game,
dramatizing an interview of customer and shop assistant, doctor and patient conversation, etc…
5) Using realia, flash cards, Stories and songs in teaching
Realia and flash cards are considered as important tools in teaching especially a foreign
language, since they play the role of a facilitator in teaching new vocabularies such as fruits,
vegetables, clothes items, etc…Besides, they are very helpful in drawing especially beginners’
attention to follow and match new words to items. In addition, realia is an authentic material that
helps the teacher to overcome classroom artificiality.Creating stories with the students is another
way of developing speaking and writing skills. Actually, creating stories is grounded in the
students’ ability to create a story from their personal experience. In creating stories some issues
are revealed such as: a) fluency, b) whether the students have enough language to create the
story, and c) accuracy.
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Teachers are able to demonstrate techniques of using songs in different ways to teach
grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and community building because the students like songs
and they motivate the students to learn the English language in an interesting way. Teachers can
elicit students’ ideas about the song through activities such as prediction, mind maps, word
splashes, etc. Students discuss questions such as the feelings in the song, what will happen next,
etc. and write their responses in an interesting manner. Students may write and present how the
song makes them feel and then draw a picture of their feelings while listening to the song.
Teachers respond to this presentation and ask questions. Then, feedback is provided from the
group.
6) Using audio visual material: cassette player, video, computer…
Since our schools are equipped with various audio visual materials such as cassette recorders,
videos, computers, projectors, magic boards and many others, teachers should use these
materials when teaching. Indeed, they should include the appropriate material to use while
planning their lessons. For instance, we should include a cassette player in a lesson based on
listening, while we need to include a computer in any e-lesson or a lesson about designing a
website or an internet page about your school. Whereas, we can use an overhead projector in
presenting writing drafts for classroom correction or to read.
7) Using the L1 in the EFL/ ESL classroom
Should we or shouldn’t we use the students’ first language (L1) in the classroom? This is one of
the questions which most divides EFL/ESL teachers, whether they are for it or against it.The
main argument against the use of the L1 in language teaching is that students will become
dependent on it, and not even try to understand meaning from context and explanation, or
express what they want to say within their limited command of the target language (L2).But
there are other, historical reasons why the use of the students’ mother tongue went out of favour.
Initially it was part of a reaction against the Grammar-Translation method, which had dominated
late 19th and early 20th century teaching, and which saw language learning as a means towards
intellectual development rather than as being for utilitarian, communicative purposes.
But, we can say that there are a few cases when we can resort to the student’s mother tongue
such as- When there is a gap of communication or total misunderstanding, since it can prevent
time being wasted on fruitless explanations and instructions, when it could be better spent on
language practice.- It can be used contrastively to point out problem areas of grammar. For
example, various course books, like Headway, now encourage students to translate model
sentences into their own language in order to compare and contrast the grammar.
- It can be used with beginners, when students are trying to say something but having difficulty,
they can say it in their own language and the teacher can reformulate it for them.- When students
need to combine the two languages, for example in those lessons whose focus evolve around
translation and interpreting.
Motivation refers to goal-directed behavior (cf. Heckhausen, 1991), and when one is
attempting to measure motivation, attention can be directed toward a number of features of the
individual. The motivated individual spends effort, is persistent and attentive to the task at hand,
has goals ,desires, and aspirations, enjoys the activity, experiences reinforcement form success
and disappointment from failure, makes attributions from success concerning success and/or
failure, is aroused ,and makes use of strategies to aid in achieving goals. That is, the motivated
individual exhibits many behaviors, feelings, cognitions, etc., that the individual who is
unmotivated does not. (A.-M.Masgoret & R.C.Gardner, 2002) Motivation can be classified into
intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. The following are brief definitions of intrinsic
motivation and extrinsic motivation. 1. Intrinsic Motivation "Intrinsic motivation occurs when
we act without any obvious external rewards. We simply enjoy an activity or see it as an
opportunity to explore, learn, and actualize our potentials."(Coon & Mitterer, 2010) "Intrinsic
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motivation refers to the reason why we perform certain activities for inherent satisfaction or
pleasure; you might say performing one of these activities in reinforcing in-and-of
itself."(Brown, 2007) The factors that they identify as increasing intrinsic motivation are:
 Challenge: People are more motivated when they pursue goals that have personal
meaning, that relate to their self-esteem, when performance feedback is available, and when
attaining the goal is possible but not necessarily certain.
 Curiosity: Internal motivation is increased when something in the physical environment
grabs the individual's attention (sensory curiosity) and when something about the activity
stimulates the person to want to learn more (cognitive curiosity).
 Control: People want control over themselves and their environments and want to
determine what they pursue.
 Cooperation and Competition: Intrinsic motivation can be increased in situations where
people gain satisfaction from helping others and also in cases where they are able to compare
their own performance favorably to that of others.
 Recognition: People enjoy having their accomplishment recognized by others, which
can increase internal motivation. (http://www. pshchology.about.com) 2. Extrinsic Motivation
"Extrinsic motivation refers to our tendency to perform activities for known external rewards,
whether they be tangible (e.g., money) or psychological (e.g., praise) in nature."(Brown, 2007)
"Motivation can come from the outside, such as the motivation to win medals, receive financial
rewards, and attract attention from the media. This is known as external, or extrinsic, motivation
because it involves participation in sport for some kind of reward that is external to the process
of participation."(Karageorghis & Terry, 1969)
Attitude. Gardner proposed that “attitude is an evaluative reaction to some referent or
attitude object, inferred on the basis the individual's beliefs or opinions about the referent."
(Gardner, 1985, P. 9). Attitudes towards the learning situation refer to the individual’s reaction to
anything associated with the immediate context in which the language is taught. There are many
factors that need to be considered with respect to the learning attitudes, such as the evaluation of
the teaching environment, the English class and classmates. Learning attitude is concerned with a
learner’s learning experiences, beliefs, values as well as a learner’s educational background.
The attitude of learning is one of the important individual factors that plays a vital role in
the learning behaviors. It has great effect on the learning process and learning outcomes. It
determines a learner’s success or failure to a great extent. Therefore, more attention should be
paid to the problem of the students’ attitude toward learning.
Baker (1988) summarized the main characteristics of attitude as follows:
1) Attitudes are cognitive (i.e. are capable of being thought about) and affective (i.e. have
feelings and emotions attac hed to them).
2) Attitudes are dimensional rather than bipolar—they vary in degree of
favorability/unfavorability.
3) Attitudes predispose a person to act in a certain way, but the relationship between
attitudes and actions is not a stro ng one.
4) Attitudes are learnt, not inherited or genetically endowed.
5) Attitudes tend to persist but they can be modified by experience.
Types of attitudes Most of the research on attitudes with regard to language learning has
tended to concentrate on attitude towards target language and their speakers. In 1950s, Gardner
and Lambert investigated a number of different attitudes which they co nsider relevant to L2
learning.
Stern (1983) classifies these attitudes into three types:
1) attitudes towards the community and people who speak the L2;
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2) attitudes towards learning the concerned; and
3) attitudes towards languages and language learning in general. These attitudes are
influenced by the personality of the learner, for instance whether he is ethnocentric or
authoritarian.

LESSON 5: Mistakes in language learning. types of errors;

detection and description of errors;causes of error;persistent errors.
Aim:to introduce students with the term Error and Mistake and their reasons
Objectives:
 to help students to understand the reasons of mistakes in their learning process
 to discuss the types of mistakes and errors
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences by questionnaire
Influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language is called an interference
or transfer.
A developmental error is made by learners when they are unconsciously working out and
organizing language, and this process is not yet complete.
Fossilised errors are errors which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time,
even for ever, in his/her foreign language use.
Errors in which learners wrongly apply a rule for one item of the language to another item, are
known as overgeneralization.
The learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn is known as an
interlanguage.
Handout 1, Activity 1, Accuracy or appropriacy
Look at the following examples of learners’ oral mistakes. There are mistakes of accuracy
(grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary,) and appropriacy. Can you identify them?
1. She like this picture. (Talking about present habit)
2. Shut up! (Said to a classmate)
3. I wear my suit in the sea.
4. Do you know where is the post office?
5. The dog [bi:t] me (Talking about a dog attacking someone)
6. What [h p n’ed]?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Handout 2, Activity 2
The role of error
There are two main reasons why second language learners make errors. The first reason is
influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language. This is called
interference or transfer. Learners may use sound patterns, lexis or grammatical structures from
their own language in English.
The second reason why learners make errors is because they are unconsciously working
out and organizing language, but this process is not yet complete. This kind of error is called a
developmental error. Learners of whatever mother tongue make this kind of errors, which are
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often similar to those made by a young first language speaker as part of their normal language
development. For example, very young first language speakers of English often make mistakes
with verb forms, saying things such as “I goed” instead of “I went”. Errors such as this one, in
which learners wrongly apply a rule for one item of the language to another item, are known as
overgeneralization. Once children develop, these errors disappear, and as a second language
learner’s language ability increases, these kinds of errors also disappear.
Errors are part of learners’ interlanguage, i.e. the learners’ own version of the second
language which they speak as they learn. Learners unconsciously process, i.e. analyse and
reorganize their interlanguage, so it is not fixed. It develops and progresses as they learn more.
Experts think that interlanguage is an essential and unavoidable stage in language learning. In
other words, interlanguage and errors are necessary to language learning.
Errors are a natural part of learning. They usually show that learners are learning and that
their internal mental processes are working on and experimenting with language. We go through
stages of learning new language, and each new piece of language we learn helps us to learn other
pieces of language that we already know more fully – like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle which only
make full sense when they are all in place.
Developmental errors and errors of interference can disappear by themselves, without
correction, as the learner learns more language. In fact, correction may only help learners if they
are ready for it, i.e. they are at the right stage in their individual learning process. But experts
believe that learners can be helped to develop their interlanguage. There are three main ways of
doing this. Firstly, learners need exposure to lots of interesting language at the right level:
secondly they need to use language with other people; and thirdly they need to focus their
attention on the forms of language.
Sometimes errors do not disappear, but get ‘fossilised’. Fossilised errors are errors which
a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for ever, in his/her foreign
language use. They often happen when learners, particularly adults, are able to communicate as
much as they need to in the foreign language and so have no communicative reason to improve
their language. These fossilised errors may be the result of lack of exposure to the L2 (second
language) and/or of a learner’s lack of motivation to improve their level of accuracy.
Handout 3, Activity 3
What is an interference or transfer?
What is a developmental error?.
What is a Fossilised errors?
What is overgeneralization?
What is an interlanguage?
Handout 4, Activity 4
1. Influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language is called…
a) an interference or transfer.
b) a developmental error.
c) overgeneralization.
2. What type of mistake is a mistake made by learners when they are unconsciously working out
and organizing language, and this process is not yet complete.
a) an interlanguage.
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b) a developmental error.
c) overgeneralization.
3.In which line is given the correct definition of the term “Fossilized errors”?
a) The learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn is called
Fossilized errors.
b) an error made by learners when they are unconsciously working out and organizing language
is called Fossilized errors.
c) Errors which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for ever, in
his/her foreign language use.
4. What is an interlanguage ?
a) An error in which learners wrongly apply a rule for one item of the language to another item.
b) The learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn.
c) Influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language.
5. What is an overgeneralization ?
a) Influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language
b) Error which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for ever, in
his/her foreign language use
c) An error in which learners wrongly apply a rule for one item of the language to another item.
6. What is an error?
a) Errors happen when learners try to say something that is beyond their current level of
language processing .usually learners can not correct errors themselves because they do not
understand what is wrong.
b) Errors are the result of tiredness, worry or other temporary emotions or circumstances.
c) Errors that can be corrected by learners once they realize they have made them.
7. What is a slip?
a) Slips are the learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn.
b) ) Slips are the result of tiredness, worry or other temporary emotions or circumstances.
c) ) Slip is mistake which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for
ever, in his/her foreign language use
8. Find out the mistake of accuracy from these lines.
a) Close your mouth! (Said to a groupmate)
b) She like his coat. (Talking about present habit)
c) My girlfriend was at the hospital yesterday.
9. Find out the mistake of appropriacy from these lines.
a) She wear her swimsuit. (Talking about present action)
b) Shut up! (Said to a teacher)
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c) Do you know where is the post office?
10. Why do second language learners make errors?
a) Because of influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language.
b) Because they are unconsciously working out and organizing language, bur the process is not
yet complete.
c) Both are correct.
LESSON 6: Age characteristics in learning a foreign language. types of

comparison and comparison; age hypothesis; bilingualism.
Aims: to introduce students with the term
Objectives:
 to discuss the ways of avoiding errors
 help students improve their accuracy
A biologically determined period of life when language can be acquired. The critical
period hypothesis claims that there is such a biological timetable. Initially, the notion of a critical
period was connected only to first language acquisition. Pathological studies of children who
acquired their first language, or aspects thereof, became fuel for arguments of biologically
determined predispositions, timed for release, which would wane if the correct environmental
stimuli were not present at the crucial stage.
The "classic" argument is that a critical point for second language acquisition occurs
around puberty, beyond which people seem to be relatively incapable of acquiring a nativelike
accent of the second language. This has led some to assume, incorrectly, that by the age of 12 or
13 you are "over the hill" when it comes to the possibility of successful second language
learning.
In
order
to
examine
these
issues
we
will
look
at neurological and psychomotor considerations first; these will then followed by an examination
of cognitive, affective, and linguisticconsiderations.
Neurological Considerations
One of the most interesting areas of inquiry in second language acquisition has been
study of the function of the brain in the process of acquisition. There is evidence in neurological
research that as the human brain matures certain functions are assigned - or "lateralized" - to the
left hemisphere of the brain and certain other functions to the right
hemisphere. Intellectual, logical, and analytical functions appear to be largely located in the left
hemisphere
while
the
right
hemisphere
controls
functions
related
to emotional and social needs. Language functionappear to be controlled mainly in the left
hemisphere, though there is a good deal of conflicting evidence.
While question about how language is lateralized in the brain are interesting indeed, a
more crucial question for second language researchers has centered on when lateralization takes
place, and how that lateralaziation process affects language acquisition. Eric Lenneberg(1967)
and others suggested that lateralization is a slow process that begins around the age of 2 and is
completed around poberty. During this time the child is neurologically assigning functions little
by little to one side of the brain or the other; included in these functions, of course, islanguage.
And it has been found that children up to the age of puberty who suffer injury to the left
hemisphere are able to relocalize linguistic functions to the right hemisphere, to "relearn" their
first language with relatively little impairment. Thomas Scovel(1969) extended these findings to
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propose a relationship between lateralization and second langauge acquisition. He suggested that
the plasticity of the brain prior to puberty enables children to acquire not only their first language
but also a second language, and the possibilty it is the very accomplishment of lateralziation that
makes it difficult for people to be able ever again to easily acquire fluent control of a second
language, or at least to acquire it with Alexander Guiora et al.(1972a) call "authentic"
(nativelike) pronunciation.
While Lenneberg(1976) contended that lateralization is complete around puberty, Norman
Geschwind(1970), among others, suggested a much earlier age. Stephen Krashen(1973) believed
that the development of lateralization may be complete around age 5. Krashen's suggestion does
not grossly conflict with research on first language acquisition if one considers "fluency" in the
first language to be achieved by age 5.Scovel(1984:1) cautioned against asssuming
with Krashen, that lateralization is complete by age 5. "One must be careful to distinguish
between 'emergence' of lateralization (at birth, but quite evident at 5) and 'completion' (only
evident at about puberty)." If lateralization is not completed until puberty, then one can still
construct arguments for a critical period based on lateralization.
Obler (1981:58) notes that in second language learning there is significant right hemisphere
participation and that "this participation is particularly active during the early stages of learning
the second language."Genesee(1982:321) concluded that "there may be greater right hemisphere
involvement in language processing in bilinguals who acquire their second language late relative
to their first language and in bilinguals who learn it in informal contexts."
Psychomotor Considerations
An issue closely related to strictly neurological considerations is the role of the
psychomotor coordination of the "speech muscles" in second language acquisition, or, more
commonly, accent. We can appreciate the fact that given the existence of several hunderd
muscles that are used in the articulation of human speech (throat, larynx, mouth, lips, tongue,
and other muscles), a tremendous degree of muscular control is required to achieve the fluency
of a native speaker of a langauge.
At birth the speech muscles are developed only to the extent that the larynx control sustained
cries. These speech muscles gradually develop, and control of some complex sounds in certain
languages (in English the r and l typical) sometimes is not achieved until after age 5, though
virtually complete phonemic control is present in most 5-year-old children. Children who
acquired a second language after the age of 5 may have a physical advantage in that phonemic
control of second language is physically possible yet that mysterious plasticity is still present.
It is important to remeber in all these considerations that pronunciation of a language is
not by any means the sole criterion for acquisition, nor is it really the most important one. I like
to call this the "Hennry Kissinger effect" in honor of the former U.S. Secretary of State whose
German accent was so noticeable yet who was clearly more eloquent than the large majority of
native speakers of American English. The acquisition of the communicative and functional
purposes of language is far more important. Scovek(1988:186) captures the spirit of this way of
looking at second language acquisition:
For me, the acquisition of a new language will remain a phenomenon of natural fascination and
mystery, not simply because it is a special skill of such incrediable complexity that it remains
one of the greatest achievements of the human mind, but because it also is a testimony of how
much we can accomplish within the limitations that nature has placed upon us. We among all
animals possess the gift of tongues because we have a time to speak.
Cognitive Considerations
Human cognition develpes rapidly throughout the first 16 years of life and less rapidly
after adulthood. Some of these changes are critical, others are more gradual and difficult to
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detect. Jean Piaget outlines the course of intellectual development in a child through various
stages:
The sensorimotor stage from ages 0 to 2
The preoperational stage from ages 2 to 7
The operational stage from ages 7 to 16
These stages with a crucial change from the concrete operational stage to the formal operational
stage around the age of 11. The most critical stage for a consideration of first and second
language acquisition appears to occur, in Piaget's outline, at puberty. It is here that a person
becomes capable of abstraction, of formal thinking which transcends concrete experience and
direct perception.
Ellen Rosansky(1975:96) offers an explanation noting that initial language acquisition
takes place when the child is highly "centered" : "He is not only egocentric at this time, but when
faced with a problem he can focus (and then only fleetingly) on one dimension at a time.
The lateralization hypothesis may provide another key to cognitive differences between
child and adult language acquisition. As the child matures into adulthood, the left
hemisphere(which controls the analytical and intellectual functions)becomes more dominant than
the right hemisphere(which controls the emotional functions).
Another construct that should be considered in examining the cognitive domain is
the Piagetian notion of equilibration. Equilibration is defined as "progressive interior
organization of knowledge in a stepwise fashion"(Sullivan 1967:12), and is related to the concept
of equilibrium. That is, cognition developes as a process of moving from the states of doubt and
uncertainty (disequilibrium) to stages of resolution and certainly (equilibrium) and then back to
further doubt that is, in time, also resolved. And so the cycle continues. It is conceivable that
disequilibrium may provide the key motivation for language acquisition: language interacts with
cognition to achieve equilibrium.
The final consideration in the cognitive domain is the distinction that Ausbel makes
between rote and meaningful learning. Ausbel notes that people of all ages have little need for
rote, mechanistic learning that is not related to existing knowledge and experience. Rather most
items are acquired by meaningful learning, by anchoring and relating new items and experiences
to knowledge that exists in the cognitive framework. It is myth to contend that children are good
rote learners, that they make good use of meaningless repetition and mimicking.
We may conclude that the foreign language classroom should not become the locus of excessive
rote activity - rote drills, pattern practice without context, reciting rules, and other activities that
are not in the context of meaningful communication.
Affective Considerations
Human beings are emotional creatures. At the heart of all thought and meaning ana action is
emotion. As "intellectual" as we would like to think we are, we are influenced by our emotions.
The
affective
domain
includes
manyfactors:empathy, selfesteem, extroversion, inhibition, imitation, anxiety, attitudes. Some of
these may seem at first rather far removed from language learning, but when you consider the
pervasive nature of language, any affective factor can conceivably be relevant to second
language learning.
A case in point is the role of egocentricity in human development. Very young children
are totally egocentric. The world revolves about them, and they see all events as focusing on
themselves. Small babies at first do not even distinguish a seperation between themselves and the
world around them. A rattle held in baby's hand, for example, is simply an inseperable extension
of the baby as long as it is grasped; when the baby drops it or loses sight of it, it ceases to exist.
As children grow older they become more aware of themselves, more self-conscious as they seek
both to define and understand their self identity. In preadolescence children develope an acute
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consciousness of themselves as seperate and identifiable entities but ones which, in their stillwavering insecurity, need protecting. They therefore develope inhibitions about this self-identity,
fearing to expose to much self-doubt.
Alexander Guiora, a researcher in the study of personality variables in second language
learning, proposed what he calle the language ego(Guiora et al. 1972b)to account for the identity
of a person develops in reference to the language he or she speaks. Guiora suggested that the
language ego may account for the difficulties that adults have in learning a second language. The
child's ego is dynamic and this stage does not pose a substantial "threat" or inhibition to the ego
and adaptation is made relatively easily as long as there are not undue confounding sociocultural
factors such as, for example, a damaging attitude toward language or language group at a young
age. However, the simultaneous physical, emotional, and cognitive changes of puberty give rise
to a defensive mechanism in which the language ego becomes protective and defensive.
It is no wonder, then, that the acquisition of a new language ego is an enormous undertaking, not
only for young adolescents but also for an adult who has grown comfortable and secure in his or
her own identity and who possesses inhibitions that serve as a wall of defensive protection arount
the ego.
In type 1 comparisons of first and second language acquisition, ego development and
identification may be relevant factors. Type 2 and 3 comparisons are of course highly relevant.
These inhibitions surface in modern language classes where the learner's attempts to speak in a
foreign language are often fraught with embarrassment.
Another affectively related variable deserves are the role of attitudes in language
learning. From the growing body of literature on attitudes, it seems clear that negative attitudes
can affect success in learning language. Very young children, however, who are not develped
enough cognitively to possess "attitudes" toward races, cultures, ethnic groups, classes of people,
and languages are unaffected.
Finally, peer pressure is a particularly important variable in Type 2 and Type 3
comparisons. The peer pressure children encounter in language learning is quite unlike what the
adult experiences. Children usually have strong constraints upon them to conform. They are told
in words, thoughts, and actions that they had better "be like the rest of the kids." Adults tend to
tolerate linguistic differences more than children, and therefore errors in speech are more easily
excused.
Linguistic Considerations
It is clear that children learning two languages simultaneously acquire them by the use of
similar strategies. They are, in essence, learning two languages, and the key to success is in
distinguishing separate contexts for two languages. (People who learn second language in such
separate context are referred to as coordinate bilinguals; they have two meaning systems, as
opposed to compound bilingual who have one meaning system from which both languages
operate.)
One could refer to children who are acquiring a second language soon after they have
begun to learn their first language(say at age 3 or 4), or as late as age 10. For the most part,
research confirms that the linguisitic and cognitive processes of second language learning in
children are general similar to first language processes.
Adults, more cognitively secure, appear to operate from the solid foundation of the first
language and thus manifest more interference. But it was pointed out earlier that adults, too,
manifest errors not unlike some of the errors children make, the result of creative perception of
the second language and an attempt to discover its rules apart from the rules of first language.
The first language, however, may be more readily used to bridge gaps that the adult learner
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cannot fill by generalization within the second language. In this case wedo well to remember that
the first language can be facilitating factor, and not just an interfering factor.
AGE AND ACQUISITION:THE ROLE OF GENDER IN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
Aims: to introduce students with the role of gender in language acquisition
Objectives: to discuss the role of gender in language acquisition
Gender in the language classroom
Classroom issues connected to gender and interesting ways of using that topic in classes of
various ages
Very young learners
Although it is still controversial, researchers seem to be coming round to the idea that some
interests and behaviours are naturally more prevalent in one sex than the other. Even by the age
of two, some culturally determined roles will also be obvious in the kids. It may therefore be able
to judge something about your class just from the number of boys and girls on the register. What
we can say for sure is that every class you have will have differences in interests and behaviour,
some of which will echo what are generally considered to be gender differences. If your
assumptions about gender and the class turn out to be wrong, you should still find that you have
planned a good mix of activities that appeal to everyone, e.g. some cute animal flashcards and
some fierce and scary ones, and some running around games and some sitting down crafts. If you
make sure you keep an open mind, you can then adjust your classes depending on how well they
go down, all the while still making sure that students with minority interests are catered for.
It is also possible to use gender as content of the class, even at this young age (and usually low
language level). One nice one is to ask students to pretend to “put on a hat”, “put on some socks”
and “put on a skirt”, with the boys hopefully listening and thinking carefully enough to refuse to
do the last one. Stories for young children often have clear gender differences in them, especially
when it comes to Mum and Dad. You can use these to get students predicting what the characters
will do, but you might want to try and find some materials where the gender roles are less
stereotypical.
Young learners
As students reach the age of about four or five they learn to work in teams and are motivated by
competition between them. You can also start to do pairwork and group work around the same
time, starting with arts and crafts and moving on to more “adult” activities like information gaps
and board games from around seven years old. The choice then is often whether to sit boys
together or mix them up with girls. Boys and girls competing against each other is often very
motivating, and the quiet girls might be annoyed by having to work with boisterous boys if you
mix the groups up. The problems with dividing into male and female groups include:
Quieter boys being irritated by more badly behaved ones, and perhaps not learning as much as
they could if put together with some “good girls” Tomboys who are rejected by their fellow girls
and/or would prefer to work together with boys who they are likely to have more in common and
have more fun with Games and other activities which you know even before you start that one
team (meaning one gender) is very likely to win even, e.g. drawing races where hastily scrawled
sketches always win Especially if they are split up into single-sex groups elsewhere, they might
learn the embarrassment mentioned with teens below earlier than they otherwise would have
Many teachers find that sitting boys and girls together improves discipline in the classroom
Solutions include alternating this kind of division of the class with others (e.g. pairing up strong
and weak students, choosing groups randomly, or putting all the strong students together), games
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which mix up different skills (e.g. listening clearly and then running), or scoring in different
ways in the same game (e.g. one point for the quickest piece of work and one point for the
tidiest).Gender can be used as a topic at these ages with activities such as guessing whether
someone is a boy or a girl, e.g. from descriptions of their daily routines. Fairytales tend to be
popular with this age of students, and unusual gender roles (e.g. Little Red Riding Hood being
the one who rescues the woodcutter from the wolf, as in Roald Dahl’s version) can provide them
with the surprise and humour that they love.
Teens and pre-teens
Although there are usually some gender-based differences in interests and attitudes to
study at this age too, mixing with the other sex tends to be by far the biggest issue. I once did a
mingling in a class of thirty Japanese nineteen to twenty-three year olds in which the boys
somehow managed to only mingle with boys, while the girls also got on with the activity in their
corner of the room.
These kinds of problems are common with teenagers, and are likely to be worse in
countries where different sexes of the same age rarely mix outside your class, e.g. where single
sex schools are common and/or opposite sex friends are rare or even taboo. It is difficult to know
what to do, as no classroom activities can make their hormones go away! It might be worth the
effort to do something about it, however, if: A limited number of one or the other gender in your
class means that they always work with the same people Always working with someone of the
same gender means that their partners don’t match them very well in other ways, e.g. work rate,
attitude to being in class, different levels, or personality clashes
Never becoming comfortable working together severely limiting the range of activities that you
can do in class (e.g. no mingles, whole class speaking or rotating roleplays)
They are planning on studying or travelling in a country where they will be expected to mix
naturally with the other sex A reluctance to speak out in class means they really never share their
ideas with people they aren’t sitting with
Possible solutions include:
Let them sit with whoever they like at the beginning of the class, but always have an
activity where they have to move to a completely different part of the classroom and work with
someone elseMake some of the seating changes random, e.g. picking a number out of a bag
Make some of the mixes between sexes a natural part of the activity, e.g. the boys arguing that
women already have equal rights and women arguing that they don’t in pairs (after preparing
their arguments with someone of their own gender), or a roleplay with a mother and father and a
kid and/or the kid’s teacher.Ask them to discuss the topic of mixing with other sexes and varying
attitudes in other countries, starting in same sex groups and then comparing ideas with the other
sex.Start by putting them in bigger groups with at least two people of each gender before
expecting them to work in mixed-gender pairs.When mixing genders, avoid all possibly
uncomfortable topics and asking very personal questions. This can be done by asking them to
take on particular roles (e.g. a shopkeeper and customer) rather than giving their own opinions
Although you have to be careful about embarrassing people or giving them ammunition to tease
each other with, there are topics connected to gender that can be popular at this age. One is to ask
the girls to list the most important positive attributes of men in order of importance (perhaps
avoiding physical attributes if they are likely to go too far) and then to predict what the boys will
write in the top ten list about girls. The boys also get together separately to make their own list
about girls and to make predictions of what the girls will decide. The two groups then compare
their predictions with what the other group wrote, perhaps challenging them if they think they
aren’t being honest (e.g. claiming not to be interested in money or looks).Another topic that
works well with teens and adults is to give them a list of behaviours, appearance etc (e.g.
“Smoking in public”, “Holding hands with someone of the same sex”, or “Using moisturiser on
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their face every night”) and ask them to decide on how acceptable or desirable those things are
for each gender. They can then compare their ideas with other groups. At this age you will need
to design your worksheet and the activities carefully so that it is not likely to lead to teasing of or
embarrassment by someone who one of the sentences is true about.Debates on the roles of men
and women can also work very well with teenagers, often making a student who feels strongly
about it contribute even in a class that they are usually too shy to speak out in.Another good
topic is how unacceptable certain sexist things are, with people who think they are for
completely equal rights surprising themselves that they actually don’t think it is okay for a
woman to ask a man out and a person who thinks of themselves as a total male chauvinist
admitting that women at work is better than men having to work in underwear shops.
There are also other lessons that work well, but only if you ask them to take on roles, e.g. doing a
version of the television show Blind Date.
Adults
In some cultures there are also issues with adult females mixing with male non-family members,
but these people tend to take single sex classes. In mixed-culture classes, even if women are
happy to work with men, there might be issues with misunderstanding eye contact, bodily
contact (e.g. touching someone on the forearm when talking to them) and compliments. There is
also the chance, of course, that these things do represent over the top flirting that someone might
not be comfortable with, or which might make the other classmates feel like gooseberries if they
are comfortable with it! It might be worth having a discussion on cultural differences about these
kinds of things.
Other possible issues:
In some cultures men, especially older men, expect to dominate the conversation or even to be
agreed with.Gender-specific language problems. For example, older Turkish and Japanese men
tend to have problems with English intonation because they feel that too much range makes them
sound effeminate, leading to boring and bored-sounding speech that can be a real problem in
business.
Gender-specific language
Gender-specific language also makes for a good lesson, e.g. teaching that a man’s wallet and a
women’s purse might look exactly the same, and then wondering why it is so bad to talk to a
man about “his purse”. This can lead onto words which are not necessarily gender-specific but in
practice tend to be, e.g. “nurse” and “nagging”. This topic then has obvious further links onto
sexist language and behaviour. PC attempts to tackle this, e.g. “(s)he” and “humankind”, can also
make for a good lesson in higher level groups, because they are both learning vocabulary and
discussing an interesting topic.Most of the lesson ideas mentioned for teenagers above will also
work with adults, but one difference I have found is that some women will neither forgive nor
forget really sexist comments from a male classmate, unlike with teenagers where it seems to be
understood that boys will play up their macho side to impress the other boys. This danger can be
lessened by giving them roleplay cards (e.g. “You are an 80 year old ex-headmaster of a boys’
school. Try to make all the views that you express belong to this person”) or by making the
topics obviously not serious (e.g. drawing the male and female brain).Things to look out for in
materials include:Outdated politically incorrect language like “fireman” and “air stewardess”
Those kinds of jobs always being linked to one of the two genders Numbers of male and female
characters Status of those characters, e.g. the boss always being male and the secretary being
female or the doctor being male and the nurse being female Stereotypical speech and actions,
e.g. nagging by women
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LESSON 7: Differences between foreign language teaching methods;
There’s no single way to teach English and, in fact, there have been many popular
approaches over the years. These are a few of the top ESL teaching methods used in the
classroom today, including communicative language teaching (CLT) and total physical response
(TPR). Learn more about these and other methods and how you can apply them to a real-life
classroom in Bridge’s Master Certificate course.
Why learn ESL teaching methods?
There are many reasons why learning a few basic ESL teaching methods is a must for both new
and experienced teachers. Here are some ways that learning the most popular methods of
teaching ESL can help you as an English teacher:


Demonstrating knowledge of these ESL teaching methods and strategies makes you more
marketable.



Discussing these strategies for teaching ESL students and using TEFL/TESOL



buzzwords during an interview can improve your chances of getting hired.
Using a variety of methods in the ESL classroom makes you a more effective and
engaging teacher.



Understanding pedagogy helps you design better ESL materials and lessons, as you can
strategically select activities and use learning objectives that will benefit your students.

What are some popular ESL teaching methods?
Method #1: Direct method
For the direct method, all teaching is done in the target language, translations are not allowed in
class, and the focus lies heavily on speaking instead of grammar. This makes the direct method a
very student-centered strategy that has gained popularity in recent years.Students are supposed to
learn the target language naturally and instinctively, which is why the direct method is also
called the “natural approach.” Mistakes are corrected as they happen in class, and teachers
reinforce the correct usage of the language with praise.
Method #2: Communicative language teaching (CLT)
Communicative language teaching is perhaps the most popular approach among the methods of
teaching ESL today. CLT emphasizes the students’ ability to communicate in real-life contexts,
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and students learn to make requests, accept offers, explain things, and express their feelings and
preferences.Since CLT focuses on teaching language through real-world assignments and
problem-solving, it’s less concerned with grammar accuracy and instead focuses on
fluency.Promote communication and fluency in your classroom with these ESL speaking
activities for adults.
Method #3: Task-/project-/inquiry-based learning
This teaching strategy for ESL students can sometimes be considered a part of CLT, but it
heavily emphasizes the students’ independence and individuality. Inquiry-based learning is a
modern approach that is becoming widely popular at schools all over the world. By asking
questions and solving problems with the teacher as a mere learning facilitator, student motivation
and participation in tasks and projects is thought to increase.
Method #4: Total physical response (TPR)
You may have heard of this teaching strategy for ESL before, but what exactly is TPR? Total
physical response has become a very popular approach in which students react to the teacher
with movement, such as miming, gesturing, or acting out the language.For example, the teacher
and students might make an exaggerated frown and pretend to cry when learning the word “sad.”
TPR suggests that students learn the target language best through physical response rather than
by analysis.
Method #5: An eclectic approach
Many teachers choose from the collection of humanistic approaches (TPR, for example) and
communicative approaches (the direct method and CLT), as well as many other teaching
strategies for ESL learners, and use what works best for them.For example, a teacher who uses
mostly the direct method may occasionally do a lot of grammar explanation when teaching a test
preparation class, or a CLT advocate may borrow some aspects of the direct method or use TPR.


Pro Tip: A great way to combine or develop teaching methods is to frequently reflect on
your teaching style by using a journal where you write down comments, note
adjustments, and brainstorm how you can change certain methods or procedures if
necessary.

LESSON 8: Practical application of modern methods of language teaching
In language teaching theory, a distinction is often made between teaching approaches and
teaching methodologies. For ease of understanding, I will refer to all the following as methods. I
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have described the methods in chronological order, starting with traditional methods and moving
towards more contemporary methods
- Grammar translation method This method was prevalent in schools throughout the
beginning of the 20th century; its use continued long afterwards and many cultures still expect
language to be taught using this method. The method consists of studying written texts,
translating them into the students’ own language and carrying out a study of grammar. There is
little attention given to the use of the spoken language. I learnt French through this method and
whilst I was able to read and translate complicated texts, I was unable to buy a loaf of bread
when I went on holiday to France. It has been replaced by methods that focus on spoken
language and I advise you to familiarise yourself with these newer methods and to use them.
However, if you’re going to teach in a traditional culture that values the grammar-translation
method, you could do the occasional activity of that type just out of respect for students’
preferences.
- Audio-lingual method This method grew out of behaviourist psychology. It involves
providing a stimulus to which students respond; if the response is correct, the students are
praised in order to reinforce the correct use of language and ultimately to reinforce learning.
Language is presented in a very controlled way; i.e. one language point at a time is studied and
worked on. Grammar explanations are kept to a minimum and progress is made through
repetition. In a typical lesson, the teacher might show pictures of people in various situations: for
example 3 people with their possessions; one woman has got a big house, a beautiful car, etc;
one man has a small house and an old car and one man has nothing. The assumption is that the
students know the words: house, car, some and any. The teacher shows a picture and says “she’s
got a big house”, the teacher repeats the phrase and invites students to repeat. Students are
praised if they get it correct. If they get it wrong, the teacher repeats and asks students to say it
again. The teacher then moves onto the next picture and says, “ he’s got an old car” this is
repeated by the teacher and then students are asked to repeat. The teacher continues with the
third person and the phrase “he hasn’t got any money”. The teacher continues until all forms
have been presented and practised. The teacher might then show pictures randomly
(known as a prompt) and invite students to say what possessions the characters have got. Oral
prompts can also be given and students are invited to make sentences with the prompts. For
example: Teacher (T) says: she / big house Students (Ss) say: she’s got a big house T: he / old
car Ss: he’s got an old car T: she / old car Ss: she hasn’t got an old car Such exercises are known
as drills and are used to encourage automatic use of language; i.e. students respond automatically
without stopping to think about what they’re saying. When students have mastered the structure
(in the same lesson or in the following lesson) the teacher might present the question form by
showing the picture of the woman and saying “big house; has she got a big house?”. The lesson
will continue in the same way as above. This description of a lesson has been adapted from the
course book “Streamlines”. Lessons in this approach are very predictable but at lower levels they
provide a familiar environment where students at least get the chance to produce the phrase
orally and correctly. This method has been criticised for not being communicative; i.e. there is
no real communication; there is no need to say ‘she’s got a big house; everybody can see she
has!
-Communicative approach This approach developed out of a need to have students
communicating for real. It is based on the theory that children acquire language rules by using
language rather than through the study of grammar. It involves creating situations where the
students have a genuine need to say something, just as children do. I’ll illustrate this by
describing two approaches to the same activity. Let’s say you’ve set up an activity where your
students are planning a dinner party. They’ve decided what food to cook and serve and have the
recipes as well as ingredients and quantities required. They’re about to go shopping and are
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writing up their shopping lists. You could give each student the list of ingredients and quantities
and tell them to perform the following dialogue:
Ingredients and quantities: 1kg lamb 1 kg potatoes 500g tin of tomatoes 50g butter 500g apricots
1 pot of yoghurt Conversation: How much lamb do we need to buy? 1 kilo will be enough. Do
we need any butter? Yes, 50g will be enough. This will provide speaking practice but will not
create a real need for communication; students already know what they need to buy from the
shops because they all have the list. If you prepare 2 lists – each contains all the ingredients
needed but on one list the quantities for some items are noted and the other list contains the
quantities needed for the remaining items. Thus: List A List B 1kg lamb lamb 1 kg potatoes
potatoes 500g tin of tomatoes tomatoes Butter 50g butter Apricots 500g apricots Yoghurt 1 pot
of yoghurt You can now give list A to one student and list B to another student and instruct them
to carry out the dialogue below in pairs:
How much lamb do we need to buy? 1 kilo will be enough. Do we need any butter? Yes, 50g
will be enough. There will be a real need for communication because the student with list A
doesn’t know how much butter is required. Similarly, the student with list B doesn’t know how
much lamb is needed. Such activities are called information gaps because there is a gap between
the various bits of information the students have. The communicative approach often refers to
speaking activities, however the other skills can also be practised in a communicative way. The
essential element is to ensure that there is a reason for carrying out the task other than just
practising
language.
-PPP PPP stands for presentation, practice, and production. It is a fairly traditional way to
structure a lesson that was popular throughout the 1980’s. It proved to be beneficial at lower
levels and is still widely used today. Presentation involves, as the name suggests, presenting a
language point. This is usually done by the teacher. Presentation might be similar to the audiolingual approach through the use of pictures and focused learning. It can also be achieved
through explanation and demonstration (for definitions, see Chapter 3). Practice refers to
controlled practice (see Chapter 1); it involves students using the target language in a controlled
way. This might involve drills, controlled written and speaking activities, and repetition.
Production refers to freer practice; students use the target language in sentences of their own.
They might also combine it with other language they know. It is not the same as free speaking
practice. For example, after studying “have you ever” question forms to talk about experiences
(e.g. have you ever been to Mexico? have you ever eaten snails?) students work in pairs to ask
each other about their own experiences. The structure “have you ever” will be the same
throughout, but the vocabulary will vary. This is known as freer practice.
2.5 Task-based learning In a task-based lesson, the teacher sets a task for students to do that
involves the use of language not yet studied in class or language studied previously that the
teacher wishes to revise. The language point chosen is known as target language. The task might
be an activity from the course book that was intended as practice of a language point or an
activity from a supplementary source. The teacher sets up the task and observes students as they
get on with it. The teacher pays particular attention to the students’ performance with the target
language. The teacher should note down errors but not correct them during the activity. For
example in an exercise to check students’ knowledge of prepositions of time, the teacher might
set
up
an
activity
which
involves
students deciding when and where to meet. While students are speaking, the teacher might note
the use of prepositions (both good and poor use): on Monday, in the afternoon, at 5pm, etc.
Depending on how well (or how badly) students performed, the teacher will decide whether to
conduct thorough presentation and practice of the language or whether to revise and practise it
briefly. The decision is made according to performance on the task. This can then be followed up
with a repetition of the original activity or one that is similar. You and your students can
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compare performance on the original and final task. I am outlining the structure of a task-based
lesson but I do not advise its use if you are very new to teaching. It requires thorough knowledge
of the language point and an ability to handle unexpected questions about the language. You will
need to know about it because some course books (e.g. Cutting Edge) follow this format. You
can experiment with this approach when you are more experienced and with a language item you
know well.
- ESA ESA stands for engage – study – activate. Let’s take a look at each individual
component. Engage involves getting the students’ attention or interest, getting them involved.
You could achieve this through the use of a personal story told by the teacher, a picture that
stimulates discussion or anything else that awakens students’ interest. The idea is that if students
are involved or engaged, they are more open to the learning process. Study as the name suggests
involves focus on a language point. This could be grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation or how a
written text is organised. The possibilities are endless. It can involve the teacher explaining or
students working out the rules for themselves using examples as a basis. Activating involves
having students use the language, preferably in a realistic context that is as close to real life as
possible. Try to incorporate activities that have students using any language they know and not
just focused on one structure (controlled language use). You can use all three ESA stages in one
lesson but not necessarily in that order. You could engage the students, then activate language
through a speaking activity and then study language difficulties arising from the activity. You
might also have a lesson devoted wholly to the skill of speaking; in which case students would
be engaged and language activated. Language study could take place in the previous lesson. I
particularly like this method because it highlights the necessity of engaging students in what they
are
doing.
- Humanistic The involvement of the whole person in the learning experience is central to the
humanistic approach. A supportive atmosphere is encouraged in the classroom where students
are listened to, their comments accepted without judgement and they are encouraged to share
their feelings and experiences. Activities are used that involve students talking about their
feelings and experiences. Students may be involved in fixing the aims for the course or for one
lesson. A teacher may enter the classroom with no plan and just ask students what they want to
do that day and the teacher goes with the flow (maybe not an approach to be adopted by a very
new teacher). Speaking as a Psychology graduate, I think care is needed in this type of approach;
some people or some cultures might be uncomfortable unveiling their feelings in front of people
they might not know well. However, I fully agree with the advantages of creating a supportive,
non-judgemental learning environment.
- Lexical approach The underlying principle of this method is that grammar and vocabulary
cannot be strictly divided as is often the case in traditional teaching methods. A further notion is
that language is made up of lexical items using grammar to support them rather than being made
up of grammatical structures incorporating lexis. Lexical items are words or chunks of words,
which have their own meaning. For example, the following combinations of words have different
meanings to the individual elements that make them up: by the way, look into, video recorder.
Longer structures are also considered to be lexical items, e.g. I just wanted to say that…. The
theory is that we learn a language by learning lexical items and not by learning grammar.
Accordingly, the main focus of the work is lexical items rather than syntax or grammatical rules.
Critics have said that it difficult to know in which order lexical items should be taught.
Proponents of this method counter this by saying that the syllabus is organised according to
collocation. Collocation refers to words that are frequently used together, e.g. make a phone call,
make an appointment, heavy rain, by accident. A further principle of this method is to teach
through: observation, hypothesis and experimentation. The observe phase involves being
exposed to language, for example a text to be read. Students are encouraged to deduce the
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meaning of unknown language (this will be covered in Chapter 3), this phase is known as
hypothesis.
The
experiment
phase
involves
using
the
language.
- A final word on teaching methods Of course there are other approaches to teaching, however,
the above are the main ones you should be aware of. I suggest you look at any course book
you’re about to use and see whether it favours one of the approaches above. You will find that
after some time teaching, you will have a preference for one (or more) approach over the others.
You might also find that different approaches work well with different students and with
different levels. Don’t worry too much about methodology at the beginning; just do what feels
right to you and what you see produces results in your classes.

LESSON 9: Foreign experience in teaching a foreign language: grammaticaltranslation style; the method of teaching the lesson in a complete foreign
language; audio-linguistic style (listening); communicative style.
These are the aspects of language that students need to learn and as such are the things
you’ll be concentrating on in class. They can be broken down into aspects of language and
language skills. Aspects of language include grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, functions and
levels of formality. Let’s take a look at each of these: Grammar includes tenses, formation of
questions and negatives, prepositions, pronouns. This is how many of us have studied languages
at school. Before starting to teach you should consult a good grammar book. Books by Michael
Swan are excellent; they’re very detailed and technical and you might find them difficult at the
beginning. If you prefer an easier option, you can look at Advanced Grammar in Use by Martin
Hewings; this book is intended for high level students but teachers can also learn a lot from it.
Vocabulary: this is a basic building block of language learning. Students need to know words,
their meanings, how they are spelt and how they are pronounced. When teaching vocabulary,
make sure you explain the meaning as well as the spelling and pronunciation. Pronunciation:
students need to know how to pronounce individual sounds as well as combinations of sounds.
As a teacher, you’ll focus on the sounds students find difficult. This basically means the sounds
that do not exist in the students’ mother tongue. For example, the “th” sound is difficult for many
learners because their language doesn’t have that sound. Functions are set phrases that we use in
specific situations. Examples of functions are the use of “how do you do” when you first meet
somebody. “I’ll have the fish” when ordering in a restaurant. Functions cannot be translated
word for word into another language and they usually only carry meaning in specific situations.
Levels of formality: students need to develop an awareness of and an ability to produce language
of varying degrees of formality. Certain situations and contexts call for the use of formal
language; e.g. a business letter, a discussion with one’s university professor. In other situations,
more informal language can be used; e.g. an event for students; an e-mail exchange with a friend.
As teachers, we need to raise students’ awareness of the varying degrees of formality and help
them
distinguish
between
them
as
well
as
use
them.
Apart from language itself, there are four language skills that students need to learn: listening,
reading, writing and speaking. It may be that it is more important for your students to learn one
particular skill. For example, an intellectual property attorney might want to focus on reading
documents and speaking. Personal assistants might say that speaking and listening are important
skills for them to learn. The amount of time you spend on each skill can vary but they should all
be covered to some extent. Skills can be broken down into written (reading and writing) and oral
(speaking and listening). Another, more common, way of classifying the skills is as productive
skills and receptive skills. The receptive skills are reading and listening: the students receive and
understand the input; the productive skills are speaking and writing because they involve the
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students in producing language. However, skills are not entirely separate. We rarely use one skill
in isolation. When we speak, we also listen to what others say to us; we read an e-mail and write
a reply, we might at the same time ask the person sitting next to us how to spell a certain word –
this action will involve listening and speaking. Exceptions might be a day at home reading a
favourite novel or watching a film. However, we often talk about what we have read or watched,
at a later date. A teacher will attempt to integrate the skills in order to mimic the real world. You
will find that students do not have a uniform level across all the skills and all the elements of
language. Students are inevitably stronger in some areas than in others. Some students have a
musical ear and can pronounce words and phrases well. Others have a good grasp of grammar or
vocabulary. Students are usually stronger in receptive skills than in productive skills meaning
that they can understand more than they can produce. This is entirely understandable if you
compare it to our competence in our own language; for example we could watch a play by
Shakespeare and understand what is going on without being able to produce that type of
language. We can also read and understand (most of!) a legal document but we would have
difficulty writing one ourselves. It is our role to cater to the varying needs of students, wherever
possible.
Aim:
to help students identify their
improvement

background knowledge, to give suggestions for futher

Objectives:
 to help students identify their preferred way of learning
 to discuss the importance of being aware of learners’background
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences
HANDOUT 1.
1. What sort of language learner are you?
Try the following quiz. Tick your answers to the questions.
Usually
Sometimes
(Almost) never
1. Did/do you get
good results in
grammar tests?
2. Do you have a
good memory for
new words?
3. Do you hate
making
mistakes?
4. In class, do
you get irritated
if mistakes ared
not corrected?
5.
Is
your
pronunciation
better when you
read aloud than
when you have a

Don’t know
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conversation?
6. Do you wish
you had more
time to think
before speaking?
7. Did/do you
enjoy being in a
class?
8. Do you find it
difficult to pick
up more than two
or three words of
a new language
when you are on
holiday abroad?
9. Do like to
learn
new
grammar rules,
words, etc. By
heart?
How to calculate your score:
Score: 3 points for each Usually
2 points for each Sometimes
1 point for each Almost never or never
0 points for each Don’t know
Total score: ..........
Now read the appropriate comments
Score: 23-27 points Analytic?
You may feel it is very important to be as accurate as possible all the time. You probably
prefer the sort of the language learning where you need to think carefully: for sxample, when you
are doing grammar exercises, working out the meaningsof words, practising pronunciation,
etc.This is veryoften the sort of language learning you do in class or when you are studying
alone.
You may be able to improve your language learning. Look at the following suggestions.
Suggestions
You could improve your fluency by:
- trying to speak more
For example, try talking to English –speaking friends, tourists, etc.as often as possible
- not worrying too much about you mistakes
Trying to be correct all the time is hard work and can stop you from communicating well.
Although making mistakes is an important part of the learning process, don’t always try
to correct yourself immediately. Remember that the people you speak to won’t be
listening for your mistakes, but for what you are trying to say. After you have finished
speaking, you can ysually remember the mistakes you want to work on; this is a good
time to make a note to yourself to do something about them.
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- depending on yourself
Outside the classroom you won’t always have a dictionary or a teacher to help you, so don’t be
afraid to depend on yourself: you probably know more than you think.

Score: 14-22 A mixture?
You may find that you do not fall exactly into either of the categories marked Analytic or
Relaxed?. Many people are a mixture and learn in different ways at different times depending on
the situation and what they are doing.
Suggestion
Look at the descriptions for Analytic? and Relaxed?.You may find that you are more
similar to one than the other and this could help you to think about what areas of your learning
you might improve. If you can’t decide now, try to do this during your course.

Score: 9-13 points Relaxed?
You seem to ‘pick up’ languages without really making too much effort and you usually
enjoy communicating with people.
You may sometimes feel, however, that you lose interest.
You should be learning more grammar rules, but you probably don’t enjoy this and quickly may
be able to improve your language learning.Look at the following suggestions
Suggestions
- try finding more time to learn
You may need to spend more time thinking about and practising things like grammar,
pronunciation, etc. Try to organise a regular time for learning.
- try being more self-critical
Yoy probably need to correct yourself more . You may not worry or even notice when you make
mistakes, but if you try to become more aware of the mistakes you make regularly, you may find
it easier to do something about them.

Score: 0-8 points Not sure?
Your score does not mean that you are not a good language learner. Perhaps this the first
time you have thought about the way you learn. To know more about this can be very useful in
helping you to become a more effective language learner.
Suggestion
You can find out some general information about learning languages by looking at the
descriptions marked Analytic? And Relaxed?. During your course, try to become more aware of
the ways you learn. This can help you decise which areas of your learning you might improve.

LESSON 8: LEARNING STYLE AND STRATEGIES: LEARNING STYLES
Aim: to introduce students with the concept of learning style and their types, to help students
identify their own learning styles
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Objectives:
 to help students identify their preferred learning styles
 to discuss the importance of being aware of learners’ learning style in teaching
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences
 to practice adapting exercises to cater different learning styles.
Activity 1 The animal school
You are going to read a story called “The animal school”
Show the pictures of animals(handout 1) to students one by asking some questions.
e.g. What is it? What is it good at? Where does it live?
What does it eat? What is its natural colour?, etc

Divide students into group of four or five and give each group handout 2(five sets of the jumbled
story).Ask the groups to put them in logical order. Check the order of the text with the whole
group. Ask students some questions to check their comprehention of the story.
Suggested questions:
- Was the animal school successful?Why/Why not?
(It wasn’t successful because the instructors made different animals do
things they were not good at.)
- What is the moral of the story?
(Everyone is different and this should be taken into account/We should
value these differences)
Activity 2 What are Learning Styles?
Before giving the information about learning style (handout 3) write the word ‘learning style’ in
the middle of the board and the four learning styles around it. Elicit as much as possible from the
participants.
Suggested questions:
- What learning style do you know?
- How do visual learners learn best? (by seeing)
- What can teachers do to help their visual learners? (use pictures or charts and
write important information on the blackboard, etc)
- How do auditory learners learn best? (by hearing)
- What can teachers do to help their auditory learners?
Activity 3 Learning style quiz
Tell students that now they have a chance to identify their own dominant learning
styles. Ask students what they think their preffered learning style is. Distribute handout 4
and tell them to answerthe questions in the quiz to find out their learning styles.
Ask students in which box they had the highest score . Tell them that Box A shows
the feature of a kinaesthetic learning style, Box B shows the feature of a tactile style, Box C
– visual learning style, Box D – an auditory learning style.
Activity 4 Consolidating the concept of learning styles
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Tell students that each of them will get a card with a sentence on it. They need to
decide which learning style it describes. (eg. Does your card talk about the visual learning
style?)find other people who have the same learning style and form a new group. Tell them
that there should be four group in the end.
Check whether all the students are in the right groups. Rearrange students if necessary.
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Activity 1, Handout 2
The Animal School
Once upon a time, the animals decided they must do something heroic to meet the problems of a
‘New World’, so they organized a school. They adopted an activity curriculum consisting of
running, climbing, swimming and flying. To make it easier to
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------administer, all the animals took all the subjects.
The duck was excellent at swimming, better in fact than the instructor, and got excellent grades
for flying, but he was very poor at running. Since he was so bad at running, he had to stay after
school and also drop swimming to practise running. This was kept up
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------until his web feet were badly worn and he was only average at swimming. But average was
acceptable in school, so nobody worried about that except the duck.
The rabbit started at the top of the class in running, but had a nervous breakdown
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------because he had to make up so much in swimming.
The squirrel was excellent at climbing until he became frustrated in the flying class where his
teacher made him start from the ground up instead of from the tree-top down. He also developed
an illness from the hard work and he got ‘poor’ in climbing and failed
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------running.
The eagle was a problem child and had to be disciplined severely. In the climbing class he beat
all the others to the top of the tree, but insisted on using his own way of getting there. At the end
of the year, the fish that could swim exceedingly well and could also run, climb
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------and fly a little had the highest average.
The dogs stayed away from school because the administration would not add digging to the
curriculum. They took their children to a different school.
(Adapted from Dr. R. H. Reeves)

Activity 2, Handout 3
LEARNING STYLES AND METHODS OF TEACHING
Do you remember things better if you read them or if someone tells you? Do you like to
repeat new vocabulary, study it while you are walking or make flashcards? Different people like
to learn in different ways. These different ways are called learning styles. A learning style is the
way a person learns best, understands best and remembers best. There are four basic learning
styles:
1. visual (seeing) 2. auditory (hearing)
3. kinaesthetic (moving, doing) 4. tactile (touching or holding)
1. Visual learners like to learn new information by seeing it. Showing pictures or charts and
writing important information on the blackboard will help visual learners practise and remember
new ideas and information.
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2. Auditory learners like to learn new information by hearing it. Short lectures, hearing the
information in a song or asking students to repeat information aloud will help auditory learners
remember new things.
3. Kinaesthetic learners prefer to learn new things by moving or doing. You can help your
kinaesthetic students by asking them to act (talking with a friend in the bazaar). You can also ask
them to write answers on the blackboard or ask them to work in a group with other students.
4. Tactile learners like to learn new information by touching or holding things. You can teach
students who are tactile learners by giving them objects (a blue paper, a red paper, a shoe and a
sock), writing vocabulary words on a card for them to study, or giving them instructions written
on a card.
What learning style are your students?
If you watch them you can guess what style is their best style. Kinaesthetic learners are always
moving – tapping their foot or their hand, or moving back and forth. Auditory learners like to
repeat things to themselves. Visual students like to see how things are spelled or read from a
book instead of only listening. Tactile learners often like to write notes or hold different objects.
What makes learning styles?
Learning styles change according to age; very small children are very kinaesthetic. This is why
they are always moving or doing something. At age five or six they often become more tactile.
At this age they like to touch everything. Then, at age eight or nine children usually become
more visual or auditory. Women are often auditory, men are often visual (but not always). We
can’t change our students’ learning styles, but we can change our teaching styles!
Which style is best?
All styles are the best! It isn’t possible to say that one style is better than another. Traditional
teaching is very auditory and a little bit visual. This isn’t the best style, just the traditional style
and it isn’t good for all of the students in a class.
What happens when a teacher only uses one type of activity?
If we only use auditory activities then we are only teaching the auditory learners in our class.
The visual, kinaesthetic and tactile learners will have a difficult time understanding. They may
get bored or frustrated and they might behave badly or cause problems. If we only use visual
activities, then the auditory, tactile and kinaesthetic students will not understand or learn very
well.
How can a teacher teach students with different learning styles? When you plan your lesson
check and be sure that the activities you planned are good for different learning styles. Some
activities are good for two, three or four different styles. Instead of only talking, write
information on the blackboard too (auditory and visual). Ask students to write their answers on
the blackboard after they finish working (kinaesthetic and visual). Write instructions on a card
and ask students to work in groups (tactile, kinaesthetic, auditory and visual).
We have different students: some are visual learners, some are auditory learners, some are
kinaesthetic or tactile learners. We need to remember to use different activities so that all our
students can learn.
Activity 3, Handout 4, Learning Styles quiz
Learning Styles Quiz
Mark each sentence with ‘0’, ‘1’ or ‘2’. Write ‘0’ if the sentence is not true for you. Write ‘1’ if
it is sometimes true for you. Write ‘2’ if it is completely true for you.
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Box A
1. I like to play games.
2. When I studied science in school, I liked to do the experiments.
3. When I have free time I try to go outside to walk or participate in some kind of sport
4. It is hard for me to sit quietly.
5. It is fun to act in role plays.
6. If I want to do something well, I practise doing it many times
7. When I teach I move around the room.
Total
Box B
1. I like to use typewriters or computers.
2. When I have free time I like to knit, sew, make things from wood or repair something.
3. It is enjoyable for me to write, draw or paint.
4. I use my fingers to point at words when I read
5. I like to touch and feel things before I buy them.
6. When I learn new vocabulary I like to use flash cards
7. I hold my pencil or notebook even when I am not using them
Total
Box C
1. It is easy to remember things I read about in a book or magazine.
2. I prefer to have written instructions.
3. I always read instructions before I do something.
4. I am more comfortable when I can study information in a textbook instead of listening
to a lecture.
5. I always write notes about what my teachers or colleagues say in class. _
6. It is interesting to look at photographs of different places .
7. I always use a lot of visual aids when I teach.
Total
Box D
1. I like it when someone reads to me.
2. I can remember things I hear on the radio.
3. If someone tells me something I usually remember it.
4. When I am alone I usually play music or sing.
5. When I have free time I like to listen to music.
6. It is easy for me to memorize a poem or a song that I hear.
7. I enjoy attending lectures.
Total
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Activity 4, Handout 5, Cards – Consolidating the concept of learning style
Visual
When learning, I watch the teachers’face a
lot; I often need to look at the board and

I prefer written
evaluations.

assignments

and

written

posters.

In a test I can visualize the place on the I always use coloured pensto highlight my notes.
page where I learned something
Whenever I hear something, I like to
I prefer it when information is
supported by pictures or charts.

Write it down because I need to see
information in order to remember it
better.

Auditory

I like to talk when I write.

I often tell someone else about what
I’m learning.

I always repeat things aloud for
myself.

I can’t remember what people look
like very well, I remember better
what they say.

I prefer spoken to written
instructions.

I like to listen to songs in our
lessons.

Kinaesthetic
I get good ideas when I’m doing

I like role-plays.

some kind of physical activity.
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Sitting still in class is my problem, I I like ‘Find someone who’ exercises,
always want to move or do

because I can go around the

something.

classroom.

I’d rather start doing an activity

I need to stand up and do something

instead of listening to instructions

in a lesson, e.g. borrowing a pencil

about how to do it.

from a friend or opening a window.

Tactile
I hold my pencil or notebook even

I use my fingers to point when I

when I’m not using them.

read.

I like to work with cards.

I prefer to have instructions written
on a card.

When I learn a new word I want to

I like to have something in my hand

touch it; I like it when my teacher

to squeeze or play with during a lesson

uses real objects to explain things

LESSON: 10 METHODS USED IN THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT AND THEIR
ANALYSIS: DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE TEACHING OF GRAMMAR;
LANGUAGE TEACHING THROUGH TRANSLATION; RETELLING; PHONEMES
AND PHONETIC METHODS; MEMORIZATION OF TEXTS;POST-TEACHER
REPETITION;
LANGUAGE
LEARNING
THROUGH
COMMUNICATIVE
EXERCISES;
Advanced General aim: To introduce students to verbs patterns associated with verbs of
perception.
Specific learning outcomes for the session: By the end of the lesson students will be
able to: explain the difference in meaning between verbs of perception + ing and verbs of
perception + bare infinitive complete a gap fill activity using the appropriate form
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Time Interaction Teacher Activity Learner Activity Resources 3 T – st Sts - T Ask the
students what kinds of films they like and why. Elicit feedback Students discuss the films they
like None 5 T-sts Sts – T - sts Show picture of ‘The Godfather’. Ask students if they have seen
the film and elicit the genre. Brainstorm words associated with the film (include any essential
vocabulary) e.g. mafia, narcotics, trafficking etc. Mind map words on the board. Students tell the
class what they know about the film. Suggest key words relating to the film. Picture of ‘The
Godfather’ Whiteboard and pens Time Interaction Teacher Activity Learner Activity Resources
5 5 T – sts T – Sts St – st T - sts Summarise the plot so far. Give out text and questions and ask
students to read the questions first and then read the text to find the answers. Ask students to
share and check their answers with a partner. Check answers 1 and 2 with the whole group.
Listen and ask questions if necessary. Read and answer questions. Discuss answers with partner.
Check answers. Text, PowerPoint with the questions. 10 T – st T – sts – T – sts T – sts St- st St –
T - st Check answers to question 3. Ask how students know how Enzo was feeling. Elicit marker
sentences from the board and ask them to identify the difference in form between the two. Ask
students to identify other verbs of perception in the text (give line numbers if necessary). Check
with the whole group and write answers on the board. Ask students to work in pairs, read the text
again and work out the difference in meaning between the two patterns. Monitor students and
provide help and support. Answer question. Students identify difference between the sentences.
Students find other sentences in the text. Students work in pairs and discuss answers to the text.
Board and pens Text 5 T – sts T - sts Feedback. Elicit feedback from the group and ask their
ideas. Write correct answer on the board. Put up 3-4 examples on the board.
Ask the group to complete the sentences (whole group work). Students offer suggestions.
Students complete example sentences. Board, pens Time Interaction Teacher Activity Learner
Activity Resources 5 5 T – sts St - st T – sts - T Practice activity: Give out sentences and ask
students to complete the correct word in the gap fill. Ask students to check their answers in pairs.
Check answers with the whole group. Complete answers individually. Check answers in pairs.
Gap fill worksheet. 2 T – sts Sts – T Set homework. Ask students to re-cap on what they’ve
learned today. Students review learning and summarise key points.
Inductive Lesson Plan
Intermediate Theme : Science and Technology Topic : A Peek into the Future / Daily Routine
Language Aspect : The Simple Present Tense Language
Unit : 1.0 Language for Interpersonal Use i) Talking about (describing) one’s routine.
Language Skill : Speaking Specific objectives : By the end of the lesson, students should be able
to: i) construct verbally at least 3 sentences correctly by using the simple present tense based on
the pictures given. ii) state verbally their friends’ daily routines by using the simple present
tense. Thinking skills : Generating Ideas Previous knowledge : Students have learnt about action
verbs and subject-verb agreement in previous lessons. Moral value : Being helpful Teaching
Aids : Mask, Power-point presentation Stage/Time Activity/Content Presentation Set Induction
(3 minutes) Rationale: To arouse the students’ interest to the topic Whole class activity. AVA:
Mask 1. Teacher calls out a student at random, provides a mask of a robot and asks the student to
put it on. 2. Teacher instructs the student to pretend to be a robot named Miki. 3. Teacher
commands the robot using action verbs. Example: a. Miko, mop the floor. b. Miko, wash the
plates. c. Miko, wipe the windows. 4. The “robot” performs the actions. 5. Teacher calls out
other students at random to give commands to the robot. 6. The “robot” performs the actions.
Stage/Time Activity/Content Presentation Pre-Speaking (4 minutes) Rationale: To enable the
students to construct sentences using the Simple Present Tense. Whole class activity AVA:
power point presentation (refer to appendix 1) 1. Teacher displays a picture of Miko the robot’s
daily routine on the screen. 2. Teacher states that the picture shows Miko’s daily routine. 3.
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Teacher poses a question to the students pertaining to the picture. Example: What does Miko do
every morning? 4. Teacher calls upon a student at random to answer the question based on the
picture displayed on the screen. Example: Miko washes the car every morning. 5. Teacher
displays other pictures of Miko’s daily routine and poses questions to the students one at a time.
Example: a. What does Miko do every afternoon? b. What does Miko do every evening? 6.
Students answer the questions one at a time. Example: a. Miko prepares lunch in the afternoon.
b. Miko washes car in the evening. Stage/Time Activity/Content Presentation While- speaking
Stage 1 (10 minutes) Rationale: To enable the students to state one’s daily routines based on
given pictures. Pair Work AVA: Picture series handout ( refer to appendix 2) 1. Teacher instructs
the students to get into pairs. 2. Teacher distributes a picture series of Miko’s daily routine to
each pair. 3. Teacher instructs a student from each pair to state Miko’s daily routine based on the
pictures. Example: a. Miko washes the car every morning. b. Miko vacums the floor every
afternoon. 4. Teacher instructs the other student in each pair to pretend to be Miko and perform
the routines. 5. Teacher instructs the students to reverse the roles and continue the activity.
Stage/Time Activity/Content Presentation While-speaking Stage 2 (15 minutes) Rationale: To
enable the students to state their daily routines using the simple present tense. Group activity 1.
Teacher instructs the students to get into groups of four. 2. Teacher instructs the students to take
turns to ask their friends about their daily routines. Example: a. What do you do every morning?
b. What do you do every afternoon? 3. Students take turns to state their daily routines to their
friends. Example: a. I have my breakfast every morning. / I go for a jog every morning. b. I have
my lunch every afternoon. / I take a nap every afternoon 4. Teacher instructs the students to list
down in point form their friends’ daily routines based on the responses received. 5. Teacher calls
out one representative from each group to present the daily routines of his/her group members in
front of the class. Stage/Time Activity/Content Presentation Post-speaking (6 minutes)
Rationale: To enable the students to recall what they have learnt and to relate it to the concept of
the simple present tense. Whole class activity AVA: simple present tense table (refer to appendix
3 ) 1. Teacher poses questions to the students pertaining to what they have learnt for the day.
Suggested questions: a. What have we learnt today? b. What are daily routines? c. Is it something
already done some time in the past or something you do everyday in the present time? Suggested
answers: a. Daily routine. b. Something we do everyday. c. Something we do everyday in the
present time. 2. Teacher displays the concept of the simple present tense. 3. Teacher explains the
forms, rules and examples of the simple present tense. 4. Teacher emphasizes that a person’s
daily routine is stated in the simple present tense. Stage/Time Activity/Content Presentation
Closure (2 minutes) Rationale: To instill the moral value “Being Helpful” to the students. Whole
class activity. 1. Teacher elicits the moral value “Being Helpful” by stressing on helping their
parents as a part of their daily routines. Appendix 1 MIKO THE ROBOT What Miko does every
day? Miko _________ every evening. Miko _________ every night. Miko _________ every
afternoon. Miko _________ every evening. Miko _________ every morning. NAME :
_________________ CLASS: _____________ Appendix 2 The Simple Present Tense Functions
Examples (a) general truths e.g. The sun rises in the east. The moon shines at night. The earth
moves round the sun. Plants need water. b) present action or condition e.g. I hear you. Here
comes the bus (c) for habitual actions. This use if the simple present is often found with such
words or expressions as ‘always’, ‘frequently’, ‘generally’, ‘often’, ‘sometimes’, ‘never’,
‘usually’, ‘every day’, ‘now and then’, ‘once a week’, etc. ‘twice a day’, ‘twice a week’, etc.. e.g.
I always go to bed early. She often comes to school late. He often stays after school. She goes to
the cinema once a week. I run on Tuesdays. APPENDIX 3 what does miko do every morning
Miko _____________ the car every morning
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LESSON 11:DISCUSS THE PROS AND CONS OF DIFFERENT STYLES
Aim: to introduce students with the concept of learning strategies and methods that students use
to learn.
Objectives:
 to help students to know about the concept learning strategies
 to discuss the importance of being aware of learners’ learning strategies in teaching
 to raise students’ awareness of learner differences
 to practice adapting exercises to cater different learning strategies
A Learning Strategy is a person’s approach to learning and using information. Students
use Learning Strategies to help them understand information and solve problems. Students who
do not know or use good learning strategies often learn passively and ultimately fail in school.
Learning Strategy instruction focuses on making students more active learners by teaching them
how to learn and how to use what they have learned to be successful.
Learning strategies refer to methods that students use to learn. This ranges from
techniques for improved memory to better studying or test-taking strategies. For example, the
method of loci is a classic memory improvement technique; it involves making associations
between facts to be remembered and particular locations. In order to remember something, you
simply visualize places and the associated facts.
In relation to language learning styles, Willing (1994) identified four major styles:
communicative, analytical, authority-oriented and concrete. These styles were derived from
learner strategy preferences, which, in Willing’s data, clustered in the following ways.
 Communicative: These learners were defined by the following learning strategies:
they like to learn by watching, listening to native speakers, talking to friends in
English, watching television in English, using English out of class, learning new
words by hearing them, and learning by conversation.
 Analytical: These learners like studying grammar, studying English books and
newspapers, studying alone, finding their own mistakes, and working on problems set
by the teacher.
 Authority-oriented: The learners prefer the teacher to explain everything, having
their own textbook, writing everything in a notebook, studying grammar, learning by
reading, and learning new words by seeing them.
 Concrete: These learners tend to like games, pictures, film, video, using cassettes,
talking in pairs, and practicing English outside class.
Over time, students will develop their own learning strategies - which includes the ways
in which they learn and remember information, how they study for tests and how they make the
best use of their learning strengths. Many students may not even be aware that they are using
these strategies as it may have become a natural and automatic process for them. There are some
strategies, on the other hand, that students may need to be taught, or at least brought to their
attention
What impact do learning styles and learning strategies have on second language learning?
The strategies a student uses to learn a second language depend greatly on their
individual learning style. Some students are outgoing and will experiment freely and frequently
while learning a new language. Other students are more introverted, preferring a more
individual, private approach to the way they learn and practice the language. The strategies used
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by an outgoing student may vary significantly when compared with the strategies of a more
reserved student.
What is the difference between learning styles and learning strategies?
The phrase ‘learning style’ refers to a person’s general approach to learning and is
dependent upon that person’s cognitive, affective and behavioral characteristics(Oxford, “The
Role
of
Styles
and
Strategies
in
Second
Language
Learning”,1989).
The phrase ‘learning strategies’ refers to the actions and behaviours a person uses to learn
(Oxford, 1989.) All learners use strategies to help them succeed, but not all are aware of the
strategies they use. As Rebecca Oxford states: “…the most successful learners tend to use
learning strategies that are appropriate to the material, to the task, and to their own goals, needs,
and stage of learning,” (Oxford, 1989).
How can the SILL (Strategy Inventory for Language Learning) Survey be useful?
For those students who make use of learning strategies without being aware of it, taking
the SILL survey makes these strategies explicit to them and can therefore make these strategies
more effective to their learning process. For teachers, having their students take the SILL survey
at the start of a language course may help the teacher to understand what strategies are most
effective for their students, and adjust their teaching to fit. As well, the results of such a survey
can be useful for the teacher to see which strategies are being under-utilized by the students; with
this information, the teacher can take the opportunity to teach these strategies to the students.
Who is most likely to use learning strategies most often?
Based on the extensive research on learning strategies (Challot - O'Malley 1994 Rubin)
successful second language learners use some common learning strategies effectively. The high
school second language learner has much in common with the "good" language learners
described by Rubin (1975), i.e. they
1. are willing guessers
2. are accurate guessers
3. have a strong drive to communicate
4. look for patterns in the language
5. try to classify language
6. analyze language
7. take advantage of all practice opportunities
8. monitor their own speech
9. pay attention to meaning
What types of learning strategies do students use?
According to Naiman, Frohlich, and Todesco (1975) successful second language learners
use the following six strategies:
1. select language situations that allow one's (learning) preferences to be used
2. actively involve themselves in language learning
3. see language as both a rule system and a communication tool
4. extend and revise one's understanding of the language
5. learn to think in the language
6. address the affective demands of language learning
Oxford (1989) identifies six broad categories of strategies:
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1. metacognitive (e.g. self-monitoring, paying attention)
2. affective (e.g. self-encouragement, anxiety reduction)
3. social (e.g. ask questions, become culturally aware)
4. memory (e.g. grouping, imagery, associating)
5. cognitive (e.g. reasoning, analyzing, summarizing)
6. compensation (e.g. guessing meanings, using synonyms)
The teacher is expected to bring these strategies to the attention of learners regardless of
the subject matter. This includes encouraging students who already exhibit use of these
strategies so that others might 'notice' and imitate them.
Activity 1, Handout 1
Answer the questions
1.What impact do learning styles and learning strategies have on second language learning?
2. What is the difference between learning styles and learning strategies?
3. Who is most likely to use learning strategies most often?
4. What types of learning strategies do students use?

Activity 2, Handout 2
A good language learner – Developing learning strategies
1. Learn the following Samoan (South Pacific) words:
Toalua
Husband
Taamaloa
Man
Tamatiti
Child
Tauleatea
Youth
Loomatua
Old woman
Did you find this task
easy and fascinating?
a) very difficult?
b) not easy because the words look the same?
c) so boring that you did not even try?
2. Exhausted after swimming in the river Fred decided to get some sleep but the boolles
made it impossible and even the smoke from the campfire did not keep them away.
Boolles are
a) wild animals
b) giant mosquitos
c) noises
d) don’t know
3. Here is a new language
Ek kum chuchu
Ek namas chuchu
Nek kum niva chuchu
Ek chuchu

The train is coming
The train is very big
The train is not coming
It is a train
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How would you say “It is not a train”?
b) nek chuchu niva
c) ek niva chuchu
d) nek niva chuchu
e) don’t know
4. You boss tells you that you have been chosen to go on a six month course to learn a
completely new language . You….
a) start looking for another job
b) say that the boss chose the wrong person
c) worry that you will not cope
d) cannot wait to go
5. You take an evening class to learn a language. The class lasts 2 hours a week. List what
sort of practice you might do on your own at home.
6. What do you prefer to use and why?
a) A bilingual dictionary
b) A monolingual dictionary
c) Both a bilingual and monolingual dictionary
d) I do not need a dictionary at all.
7. Read through this list of words, then write down as many of them as you can without
looking.
Pin church identify luxury accelerate carefully miscalculate occasional anxious knot
daffodil impertinent
8. In 20 seconds write a list of things you could do with a hairbrush apart from using it to
brush your hair.
9. Fill in the blank with one of the words below.
Shakukomespiteare isos wonone ovofef tehe wororolid’s grematerest wriritererners. Hehe
wasis ________ onin Staratafooorrd- inon Aravont.
a) Borotone
b) Born
c) Shoroit
d) I do not know
10. What is your attitude to learning something about British culture (art, literature, way of
life)?
a) I do not need to know about it
b) I am interested a little bit, just out of curiosity
c) I am very interested to find out more about the people whose language I am learning

LESSON 12: Language and culture;
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Aim: To increase students’ interest in the topiv language and culture, but they’re also a
great way to have students practice their language skills—from reading comprehension to
speaking fluency.

Sometimes we may be so immersed in getting the task of English done that we miss important
opportunities to connect with our learners on cultural levels, levels that can enhance students’ learning.
This short blog post will discuss the benefits of incorporating students’ native language (L1) and culture
in the class, and I will give a personal anecdote or two about how doing so helped me in my teaching
context.Before diving into the crux of this post, I would like to differentiate between ESL and EFL, ESL
being English that is taught in primarily English-speaking countries, whereas EFL is where English is
primarily taught in foreign contexts and as a foreign language. Incorporating L1 language and culture
would probably be easier in EFL contexts than in ESL contexts, and this is for one main reason. Students
in ESL contexts generally come from many different L1 backgrounds (i.e. Asian, Middle Eastern, South
American countries, etc.), while students in EFL contexts will generally be from the same language and
culture. Thus, a teacher in an ESL context would need to have more extensive knowledge of all of his/her
students’ languages and cultures in order to incorporate them all equitably and meaningfully in class. In
EFL contexts, however, teachers are generally teaching students who share one language and one culture.
Thus, this post has been written primarily with EFL contexts in mind, though it is possible to be
implemented in ESL contexts albeit with slightly more difficulty.
“Languages have strong, inseparable, and complex ties to culture” (Jenkins, 2010) and learning a
language essentially opens a window into the culture and customs of a people. Though English teachers
all over the world are focused on making sure their students acquire the linguistic skills needed to
advance their nations, L1 language and culture also play an important role in the language classroom. In
my opinion, incorporating L1 language and culture has two primary benefits; it builds rapport which
eases apprehension and breaks down barriers, and it potentially saves precious class time. In my
experience, I have found that students really appreciate when their teacher exhibits interest in their
customs and cultural practices. For students, it signifies that not only is the teacher concerned with
teaching English, but he/she is also considerate of and interested in learning about the host country’s way
of life. For example, in Saudi Arabia going out on family outings and frequently visiting family members
makes up a major part of the fabric of society. Thus, whenever there is an opportunity to try to connect
lesson content with the students’ lives, I do my best to incorporate things that I know are important to
them as well as things that they are very familiar with. In a lesson on cultural perspectives on “time”, for
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example, I might use family gatherings as an example of determining appropriate protocol in relation to
time when Saudi families get together. Linking lesson content to students’ lives and culture goes a long
way in building rapport as they grow to appreciate you taking an interest in learning about their culture, it
breaks down cultural barriers, and it helps students stay motivated to learn.
The other major benefit of incorporating L1 language in the class is that it can become a precious
time saver! With abstract concepts like “patience” and “compassion” or with cultural practices in L2 that
are foreign/unknown in L1, sometimes explaining can take a tremendous amount of time. I remember
once trying to explain the idiom “it’s raining cats and dogs”, which took about 5-7 minutes because 1) it
doesn’t rain much here in Saudi Arabia, 2) they couldn’t quite understand the allusion to cats and dogs,
and 3) they don’t have a similar Arabic expression. After painstakingly trying, I had one of my students
translate it in class, I understood and approved the translation, and we were able to carry on class without
using up more valuable class time. In that instance, by knowing the language I felt comfortable allowing
the student to translate because I could assess the accuracy of the translation and we could carry on with
the lesson.

Good news: You don’t need a pair of Dorothy’s red ruby slippers to instantly transport
yourself elsewhere. In fact, you can take your entire ESL class with you on a trip without
packing a single bag. Since world travel is usually not an option for full English classes, bring
foreign cultures into your classroom instead! These four culture lessons will not only increase
your students’ interest in the language, but they’re also a great way to have students practice
their language skills—from reading comprehension to speaking fluency. Each lesson can be
planned as a one-day lesson or a three-day-long immersion, depending on your goals and the
time you have at your disposal. 2/11 And beyond this small—but very high quality—selection of
lesson plans, there’s more out there to explore. You can extend any of these lessons by
supplementing them with relevant lesson plans from Lesson Planet. Search the site for similar
cultural topics, and you’ll hit the jackpot! Now, let’s get the ball rolling—there will be time to
explore all of Lesson Planet later. 4 ESL Culture Lessons to Take Your Students Across the
Globe Before jumping into the proposed lessons, you should know that a priority for planning all
of them is tracking down authentic content for your students to use. Authentic content is made by
English speakers for English speakers—not for learners. This kind of content will give students
fabulous insight into new cultures. FluentU takes real-world videos—like music videos, movie
trailers, news and inspiring talks —and turns them into personalized language learning lessons.
1. The United Kingdom There are a lot of interesting elements of the UK to explore in the
classroom. For the threeday approach, start off by introducing the UK to the class, using videos
to explore the accent and culture. A great way to do this is by watching videos about stereotypes:
Before watching the videos, discuss some stereotypes that your students are already familiar
with. Have them volunteer their own and make a list on the board. Then watch the videos and
ask students what they think. Are these stereotypes true or false? What is true or false about
them? Then assign each student an element of the UK to research themselves. This could either
be an individual region or country within the UK, such as Wales, the Scottish Highlands or the
Lake Country, or else a topic like the Queen, the Beatles or Winston Churchill. As homework,
have your students research their topic and prepare a five-minute presentation for the class,
which can be given at the beginning of the following few classes. You can also give students the
option to prepare their research either as an oral presentation or as a written essay. If you have
time at the end of this first class period, you can also let students begin their research in class. On
the second day, allow the students to decorate the classroom. Come prepared with materials like
magazines to cut out, poster board, pencils and markers, and let students to come up with their
own decoration. Feel free to brainstorm with them first to come up with ideas before decorating.
Here are a few to get you started: London red phone booths Don’t Panic posters 3/11 Union Jack
flags Put students in groups to work, and make sure that as they discuss their decorations, they
are speaking in English. Wander the classroom and offer help, correcting their grammar as
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needed. The decoration will not only get them in the spirit, but it can be a great ambiance for a
short party in class on the fourth day with English biscuits and tea, if you have the time at your
disposal. The following plan for day three can be paired with one of the stereotype videos for a
oneday approach. With the classroom decorated and stereotypes already covered, try exploring
the unique elements of British English. This can include accent, spelling and grammar.
Depending on the level of your students, you may want to try a few different exercises. Beginner
students might work on the British accent. Try using tongue twisters to help them master the
unique properties of this accent. One fun tongue twister would be to try to have them learn to
pronounce this very long Welsh town name! Intermediate students can try their hand at British
spelling. Make a worksheet with some of the differences between American and British spelling.
Then have students make flashcards and work in pairs to master the spellings. Advanced students
might try to approach a few uniquely British grammar points, including “have” vs. “have got.”
Once you’ve introduced these concepts, allow them to practice with a writing exercise. Do you
want to teach English while traveling the world? Get training and credentials that will boost your
career? With high-quality, accredited courses at a reasonable price? Click here and start your
journey with myTEFL.com 2. The United States of America The lesson plan for the USA will
follow the same pattern as that for the UK. Start things off by assigning each member of the class
something to research. In the case of the United States, an individual state might be the best
choice. In this case, ask students to be sure to include the following among their research: the
state motto the state bird the date the state joined the union 4/11 The first day, you can assign
these topics and also introduce the USA to the class. In this case, it could be interesting to
explore regional differences. Look at a map of the continental USA and divide it into sections
based on the regions you want to cover. Depending on the video or map you choose to use, you
can explore these regions generally or via a specific characteristic like cuisine or accent. On the
second day, your students can decorate the classroom. Split students into groups depending on
the state they researched and which region it is in. Then divide the classroom into sections and
allow each region to design a portion of the classroom thematically. Make sure that as they
discuss their decorations, they are speaking in English! You can also create an ambiance in the
classroom by playing some American videos. This could be anything from American television
shows to videos about different time periods like this video featuring music from the 20s. If you
are taking a one-day approach, use the following day, which will be the third day of a longer
immersion. For a one-day lesson, begin with one of the regional videos, and then delve directly
into an exploration of one of the specific regions. A great one to use is the South, which has a
rich and distinct history and accent. First, prepare a video to watch about the South. Depending
on the level of your students, here are some great examples: The Rebels of South Carolina The
History of Slavery in the American South The Top 5 Causes of the Civil War The Failure of
Reconstruction Problems Only Southerners Understand After introducing the region, do a
reading exercise based on the level of your students. Here are a few examples you could use:
Short History of the South How the South Rewrote History Purging the History of the South
History in the Deep South Prepare reading comprehension questions, and then ask students to
prepare a reaction to the reading, either by setting up an in-class debate or giving them a writing
exercise. Encourage students whose research project was on a state outside of the South to
compare the culture of their state with that of the South, whichever of the two options you
choose. 3. Ireland 5/11 For a three-day approach to Ireland, you could use also introduce the
country by addressing stereotypes, as done in the UK lesson plan. First, discuss some stereotypes
that your students are already familiar with, and then watch some videos and/or read articles
addressing Irish stereotypes. Here are a few examples: 8 Irish Stereotypes That Are Actually
True (article) What Are Some Common Stereotypes About Ireland That Are Largely Untrue?
(article) Irish Stereotypes (video) Top 10 Irish Stereotypes (video) After, be sure to discuss the
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stereotypes. You can compare them to those about the United States and the United Kingdom if
you have already completed one of those lessons. On the second day, you will address Irish
myths and legends. If you are using a one-day approach, use this day. This video is a great way
to introduce Irish myths and legends to the class. Next, assign groups one of several myths and
legends to research and either present orally or in writing to the class. Be sure that you are
prepared with books and articles that students can use for research, or provide them with tablets
or laptops to facilitate their research. If the groups are big enough and your class is small enough,
you should be able to present the myths and legends at the beginning of the third day. Once you
have finished these presentations on the third day, you can explore the Irish accent. Use a video
like The Foreigner’s Guide to Irish Accents or How to Do an Irish Accent to present the accent,
then allow students to attempt the accent on their own. To do this, you could introduce some
Irish poetry or songs that students can say or sing to the class. Here are some examples:
“Whiskey in the Jar” “Galway Girl” “Easter 1916” “I See His Blood Upon the Rose” “The
Faeries” 4. Australia Send your English students on a voyage down under with an Australian
lesson plan. For a three-day approach, first introduce your students to Australia with this short
video. Oddly enough, it was actually designed for immigrants to Australia, but it’s a really great
overview of the extremely diverse country. Next, encourage students to work in pairs to
complete this “All About Australia” worksheet, which will help them learn some of the symbols
and important characteristics of Australia. 6/11 Then, spend the first day talking about
Australia’s natural resources. This can be done via video support and with the help of reading
materials. Here are a few resources to get you started: Natural Resources of Australia (video)
Australia’s Top Natural Resources for Export (article) Australian Natural Resources (article) For
a one-day approach, pair the short intro video above with day two. Spend the second day on the
fun topic of Australian celebrities. First ask students if they can name any Australian celebrities
on their own. Then, introduce Australian celebrities via a video. Using Australian celebrities as a
hook will keep your students interested, but of course you’re not going to spend the entire class
period gossiping! The reason it’s interesting to use Australian celebrities is that it allows you to
segue into important Australian current events issues via other videos. Here are a few that will
help you spur class discussion: Using a video allows you to first do a listening/watching
comprehension exercise and then discuss the issues raised in the video. Finish with a discussion
of non-Eurocentric maps in Australia. Allow students to give their opinion of these maps and
what their invention means with regards to Eurocentricity in the world today. Spend the third day
exploring the “Stolen Generation” of Australia. This element of Australian history will help you
address some of the contrasts in Australian society, both historically and today. A great way to
do this is to first introduce the concept of the Stolen Generation with a video explaining the
concept and the history. Then allow students to do a reading comprehension exercise followed
by a class discussion or written response, depending on the level of your students and the time
you have in class. Here are a few options: Finish with this video of testimonials from those who
lived through the Stolen Generation period. These are obviously not the only ESL culture lessons
you can try out for your classroom. If you’re more familiar with the cultures of other countries
like Canada or South Africa, for example, try including these cultures in the classroom too! No
matter which country or culture you plan to teach about, one incredible tool to have on hand is a
travel guide. What better way for students to really visualize themselves abroad? They’ll feel like
they’re really planning a trip abroad with a great travel guide in hand. The 7/11 place to start
looking for travel guides about any country on the planet is Lonely Planet— the name is known
worldwide for good reason. Anywhere that’s in your lesson plan, there’s a lovely, high-quality
Lonely Planet travel guide about that destination. And One More Thing... If you're looking for
creative ways to teach English, then you'll love using FluentU in your classroom! It's got a huge
collection of authentic English videos that people in the English-speaking world actually watch
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regularly. There are tons of great choices there when you're looking for songs for in-class
activities.

LESSON 13: Teaching / learning processes;
Aim: To introduce the topic teaching and learning foreign language. To rase the
awareness of concept foreign language teaching and learning.
In order to learn this language, teachers need to present the new language to students and
create situations where the language can be practised. Revision and further practice are also
essential in subsequent lessons. The amount of revision carried out in later lessons will depend
on the students’ level and on their mastery of the language point. Here we will look at how to
present grammar, vocabulary and functions, how to revise language and how to create situations
to practise both new and known language. Pronunciation will be the topic of a separate chapter.
From a language learner’s point of view, presentation of language is probably the most important
aspect of studying English. Students expect lessons to contain some degree of language study,
either long and intensive or short and sharp, depending on whichever is appropriate – it’s most
often what they note in their books and take away with them. The stages are:
1. find out how much students already know about the language point;
2. presentation;
3. check students have understood the presentation;
4. practice (controlled and/or free). In following lessons:
1. If it was the first time the students encountered the language item, you can do
another brief presentation and then do some more activities
language.

to

practise

the

2. If students are familiar with the language item, you can go immediately to more
practice activities.

3.1 Stage 1: Pre-checking knowledge Before presenting any language, it is useful to find out how
much your students know about the language point in question. You can get an idea of what
they have studied by looking through their course book and previous work. However, the fact
that the students have studied a particular language point does not mean they know it. In class,
you can check to what extent they know the language by eliciting phrases that include the
language point. This can be done relatively quickly; e.g. you can show pictures of people in
action to your students and ask them what the characters are doing to check
knowledge of present continuous and / or verbs of action (he’s running, she’s dancing, they’re
playing tennis). You can also check the extent of their knowledge by asking them to carry out a
speaking activity that requires use of the language point e.g. speaking about last year’s holidays
to ascertain students’ knowledge of the simple past and other past tenses. This will take longer
but you will have more of an idea of what students know. You can take an exercise from your
course book or workbook for this pre-checking stage. Course books contain many exercises that
are intended to be used as practice after the presentation stage. You can take one of these
exercises and use it before presentation to find out students’ level. You can also design your own
exercises. For example, if you want to find out whether beginner or elementary level students are
familiar with “wh” question words (who, what, when, where, why) you could prepare a list of
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questions with “wh” words and the corresponding answers. Mix up the questions and answers
and ask students to reorganise them. Below is an example: What did she do? At 3pm. What time
did she do it? Because she thinks Meryl Streep is a brilliant actress. Who did she do it with? She
went to see “The Devil Wears Prada”. When did she do it? At the cinema. Where did she do it?
Her best friend. Why did she do it? On Saturday. Comment: each question is similar to avoid
giving away too many clues and to keep the focus on the “wh” word. You can prepare similar
exercises where students match items to practise other language points: e.g. words and their
definitions to check knowledge of vocabulary. You can also use matching exercises to teach first
and second conditionals. The first conditional involves the use of simple present and will, e.g. if
it rains tomorrow, I’ll stay at home. The second conditional involves the use of simple past and
would, e.g. if I won a million dollars, I’d buy a big house. A further example is: if you are about
to teach your students how to form questions through word order inversion; you can first of all
check to what extent they can form questions already. A quick and simple way to check students’
knowledge of word order is to write out some simple sentences and then to jumble up the words.
I suggest you use approximately ten sentences varying in difficulty. Give students the jumbled
sentences
and
ask
them
to
put
words
in
the
right
order.
Where did you buy your dress? Buy / dress / where / your / you / did / What time do you usually
go to bed? Usually / time / go / you / what / do / bed / to What is your mother’s name? Mother’s /
what / name / your / is Organising activities such as the above can be used to pre-check any
language point that involves knowledge of word order. Of course, students can do exercises such
as those above in pairs. This can help create an environment of cooperation, and works well
when you want a general idea of how well the class copes with the language item. However, if
you want to know the level of knowledge of individual students, pay very close attention while
they’re working. The beauty of exercises such as those above is that they are easy to prepare and
they can be used to check extent of knowledge or be used as revision in a subsequent lesson. And
why not, occasionally, use the same activity to pre-check knowledge and to revise? This will
allow you and your students to compare initial performance with performance post-presentation
of language. It can be very motivating for students to see how well they have progressed.
3.2 Stage 2: Presentation There are a variety of ways to present language; they vary in the
amount of student and teacher involvement. I will outline and comment on some options below.
3.2.1 Explanation You can give an explanation in English or in the students’ mother tongue. For
example, you can explain that the simple past is used for an action at a specific time in the past
and that the past perfect tense is used for an action that happened previous to that action.
When
I
got
home
last
night
my
husband
had
already
cooked
dinner.
Got = simple past had cooked = past perfect (action happened before I got home)
(Change to husband to wife if you think it’s more appropriate for your students!) Students used to a

traditional way of teaching tend to like and expect this type of presentation. The downside is that
students might not understand the explanation; very often the language used in the explanation is
more complex than the structure itself. It also requires an understanding of syntax and the words
used to describe language (verb, object, etc). You can get around this by giving examples (as I
did above) or by using the students’ mother tongue briefly. If you choose explanation as a
method of presenting, I suggest you make a note on your lesson plan of what you intend to say in
class as well as example sentences.
3.2.2 Demonstration You can demonstrate the language you wish to teach. For example, if you
get students’ attention and drop your pen on the floor, you can say, “I’ve just dropped my pen”.
You can also use demonstration to teach the present continuous for actions happening at the
moment; e.g. I’m writing on the board; Susan is listening to me. You can use mime to
demonstrate action verbs: climbing, running, walking, etc. You can also use objects or the
students themselves to teach comparatives and superlatives: John is taller than Susan. Stephen is
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the tallest person in the class. Demonstration works well for some language points but not all;
it’s best for things happening around the present moment and action verbs. One disadvantage is
that students may not understand the demonstration; it is advisable to follow up a demonstration
with an explanation.
3.2.3 Illustration This method is excellent for teaching vocabulary, especially at lower levels.
You can show pictures of objects you want to teach; you can draw items on the board or cut
pictures out of magazines. You can even use the real item (known as realia); it is very
memorable for students to see spoons, forks, plates, bracelets, watches, buttons, etc in class. The
use of pictures is also memorable, especially for visual learners. It is also easy and time efficient
to go back to the language item: you just hold up the item and invite students to tell you what it
is, no need for an explanation or complicated elicitation. You can also use this method to teach
structures. For example, if you want to teach the present perfect continuous, e.g. He’s been doing
his homework since 7pm. You can show, or draw, a picture of John at 7pm settling down to his
homework. You can then show a picture of him at 9pm, still doing his homework. You can use
the situation to teach or elicit “he’s been doing his homework since 7pm”. One drawback of
illustration is that it is time-consuming for the teacher to gather together items before the lesson
and they can be heavy to carry in to class. Pictures can help you get around this; I suggest your
start
building
up
a
picture
bank
as
soon
as
possible.
3.2.4 Discovery / deducing meanings This approach guides students to learn for themselves
rather than the teacher teaching the language point directly. The discovery method involves
students studying language items in a text or in isolated sentences. If isolated sentences are used,
it’s preferable to provide a context. Students deduce grammatical rules, use of tenses, use of the
infinitive contrasted with use of verb with –ing. or meanings of words from what they read. (The
possibilities are endless). Students then check with the teacher whether their deductions are
correct. For example, you can give your students the following sentences and ask them to tell
you the names of the tenses used (present perfect and simple past) and to tell you why. they are
used: (simple past to talk about a specific time in the past and present perfect to talk about
experiences). I’ve never been to Brazil: present perfect to talk about experiences. She’s never
eaten snails: present perfect to talk about experiences. We went to Corsica on holiday last year:
simple past to talk about a specific time in the past. I had beef for dinner last night: simple past to
talk about a specific time in the past. To give a personal example, many years ago I studied
elementary German. One day our teacher asked us to read a text relating what the writer had
done the previous day and to answer questions on this text. The text contained elements such as
the following:
Yesterday I got up late, ate breakfast quickly and had a shower. I left the house at
8.30. We all knew the German for yesterday, get up, eat, have and leave; this meant that we were
able to understand the text even though we had never studied the German equivalent of got, ate,
had and left. Our teacher then proceeded to a study of language; she put 2 columns on the board
with the headings every day and yesterday. In the every day column, she wrote: get up, eat
breakfast, have a shower, leave the house. She asked us to provide the verb forms for the
yesterday column and then asked us why the verb form was spelt differently: they’re in the past
tense of course. She elicited from us the name of the tense and the verb forms even though we
were new to this structure. This is a highly effective method of teaching; it involves students
100% in the lesson; the source of knowledge becomes the class rather than the teacher; the
teacher has the chance to see who knows the language item and to what extent. This helps plan
subsequent lessons; it might be that your students know the structure and just require brief
revision and practice. Alternatively, they might need a complete presentation, explanation and
extensive practice. It is also very memorable. I studied German almost 20 years ago and can still
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remember this lesson and the feeling of joy at understanding and discovering this language for
myself. This approach works well for revising language that students should already know and it
can be used for new language if the meaning is obvious (as in the example above). This approach
engages students in the learning process and as such it is more memorable, especially if they get
it right! Using this method in class will encourage students to do the same thing outside the
classroom whenever they see the written word; this will be an excellent learning tool for them.
Disadvantages are that students might be resistant to this method if they’re not used to it. If you
use this method once and you explain the language point after the discovery. phase, they will
accept it more easily on subsequent occasions. Another drawback is that it requires a teacher to
have thorough knowledge of the language point. Students sometimes come up with something
they’ve heard somewhere else and have misunderstood and you will need to confirm or correct,
what they say. I suggest you experiment with this method on a language point you know well
and
not
the
first
time
you
teach
a
complicated
structure!
3.3 Stage 3: Check students’ understanding When you have completed your presentation of
language, you will need to check whether students have understood. It is not enough to ask
students whether they understand or whether everything is clear. The result will simply be their
assurances that they understand. It is far better to devise a method that checks they have
understood. For example, after presenting question formation involving present simple you could
write on the board: “she likes animals” and invite students to make the question. Students should
be able to say “does she like animals?”. You can invite a student to the board to write the
question or invite the class to produce it orally. You could accidentally add an “s” to like: “does
she likes animals?” or make a similar error to see whether students notice and correct it. If so,
make sure you remove the extra “s” so students don’t copy it into their books. You can also use a
technique called concept check questions (CCQs). You need to ask questions that will lead
students to the precise meaning of the language item. First of all check the precise meaning of
the language item and then create questions accordingly. For example, comparative adjectives
are used to describe two things that differ and to compare the elements that differ. In the
sentence: Sally is taller than Jane, you could ask the students: Are Sally and Jane are the same
size? (No). Is Jane is taller than Sally? (No). Is Jane shorter than Sally? (Yes). If students answer
the questions correctly, you can assume that they’ve understood the language point.
3.4 Stage 4: Practising language points After presenting language, set a practice activity that
allows students to use the language they have just studied. This should be done as soon as
possible after the presentation of the language point in order to consolidate learning. Controlled
practice and freer practice (for definitions see Chapter 1) are useful at lower levels. At higher
levels, you might be able to skip controlled practice and move directly to free practice.
The following activity is an example of controlled practice of questions and short answers: e.g.
did she leave work late? Yes, she did or no, she didn’t. The example is in the simple past but you
can change the tense. The objective of the activity is to answer questions without using the words
yes or no. Start by demonstrating the activity to the class. Students ask you questions about what
you did yesterday; you reply without hesitating and without using the words “yes” or “no”. For
the first round, you could write some questions on the board as prompts, so students don’t spend
too long formulating their questions. Example: Did you go to work yesterday? Did you finish
work at 6pm? Did you have lunch with friends? Students read out the questions and the person in
the hot seat (this is the teacher during the presentation phase) responds with I did or I didn’t. You
continue with this for one minute. To help with timing, you can take in a stopwatch, an egg timer
or ask a student to time you. If anybody uses the words yes or no, they are eliminated. If
somebody speaks for one minute without using those words, he/she gets 10 points. You could
then ask a student to come to the front of the class to provide further demonstration of the
activity. When students are clear about what is expected of them, separate them into groups of at
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least three. One person is in the hot seat and the others ask questions; one person is responsible
for keeping an eye on the time. You can find more games that provide controlled practice of
language
in
the
Communication
Games
series.
3.5 Stage 5: Revision You will need to go back in later lessons and review the new language
briefly. Try to vary presentations by using a different presentation method the second time. Use
presentation methods in a logical order. For example, use explanation before discovery and not
vice versa. Doing a brief second presentation will remind students and give them a chance to
clear up any outstanding questions and will help any students who were absent in the previous
lesson. You should also give further practice of the language item. Try to introduce variety into
the exercises; if your course book contains a number of exercises, decide which are suitable for
use in the first lesson and which you will save for revision on another day.

LESSON 14: The role of the mother tongue in learning a foreign language
We should try to use English as much as possible with our students. When teaching
students at intermediate level and above, all teaching can be done in English. There should really
be no need to use the students’ mother tongue at these levels. Grammar explanations and
definitions of words can be given in English. Explanations for activities and instructions can also
be given in English. At lower levels, you might find yourself using the students’ mother tongue
more often. Nevertheless, try to use English as much as possible. As your students progress, you
will find that you’ll use English for instructions more and more frequently. When you are
presenting new language, try to illustrate the language through the use of pictures and/or mime.
This is preferable to translating. Techniques for presenting language can be found in Chapter 3.
You might want to dedicate one of your first lessons with a class to the study of classroom
language. By classroom language I mean phrases such as: open your books, turn to page 10,
work with a partner, etc, etc. You can write the language on the board, demonstrate it through
mime or show pictures of people opening their books, working with a partner etc. It’s important
to practise the pronunciation of these phrases and to revise them regularly. In a subsequent
lesson, you can give the phrases to students with the words jumbled up (for example: 10 to page
turn); and ask them to reorder the words and match them to pictures. Finally, you can write the
phrases on large pieces of card and display them in your classroom so that they are constantly
visible. You might occasionally decide to use the students’ mother tongue (if you speak it, of
course). A time when this is advisable is when your students just haven’t grasped what you are
saying in English. If you need to deal with something quickly, it is generally quicker in the
students’ mother tongue (if you speak their language). For example, it could take a very long
time to explain the word “soul” using only English and the students might misunderstand if their
culture doesn’t have a similar concept. You might also need to give some information about an
open day or a special event at school and you think it will be done more quickly in their
language.
The state-of-the-art teaching of English as a foreign language emphasizes the teaching English
through English only. Mastering this language seems to be a tough proposition for many of us.
Further the use of mother tongue in English classes’ sounds inappropriate and therefore, be
avoided. In spite of all efforts our students are in capable of gaining proficiency of speech and
writing and are still underrated. Many linguists disapprove and discourage the use of mother
tongue in language class room. It is often said that the use of mother tongue in English Language
Teaching (ELT) demonstrates the low level of proficiency of the teachers. Indeed, this paper
purports to establish an argument that the role of mother-tongue in teaching English is
immensely significant. It further attempts to examine students’ perceptions of the use of mother
tongue in various linguistic situations and the educators’ role in teaching English with the
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prevalence of mother-tongue over languages. Indeed, there is an opinion that rigidly eliminating
or limiting the native language doesn’t appear to guarantee better acquisition, nor does it foster
the humanistic approach that recognizes learners’ identities’ (Mattioli, 2004:24). English
Language teaching in 1970s and 1980s with the communicative approach i.e. teaching English in
English did not include the usage of mother tongue and prohibited its use in the class room. This
idea of avoiding mother tongue stands in- significant in Indian context. Conceiving original ideas
in MT in Step-1, translating the ideas into English in Step-2 and expressing them in English in
Step-3 probably serve a great deal in teaching and learning English. Communicative approaches
to language learning were conventional and the use of mother tongue was considered to be
undesirable. But recently the attitude to mother tongue has undergone a positive change .The
importance of the use of MT in English class room is proved to be essential for better
understanding of the subject and its essence. But the amount of vernacular language required by
the students depends on their proficiency and linguistic situations. A survey report appeared on
the BBC teaching English website that there were 641 respondents in this research. Out of the
total respondents 21% use only English, 58% sometimes use mother tongue,8% frequently,7%
most of the time,6% about half the time. Further it has been noticed that when dealing with
monolingual groups of students it seems futile to pretend that the MT doesn’t exist. In Indian
context the students too rely on L1 quite in good number. The influence of mother tongue is
deeply imbibed in them from the very childhood. Besides the class rooms, they mostly hear their
native language being spoken around them, so they lack motivation in learning English language.
English as an international language has got worldwide acknowledgement. Communication
through English has become necessity these days. Thus, teaching English communication has
become a great challenge for the teachers of our generation. Further, in non-English countries
where the predominance of mother tongue is very high, teaching and learning English encounters
a lot of difficulties. When English is treated as an international language, its horizon expands
beyond the confinement of specific civilization. Mc Kay rightly says “it is reasonable that the
way in which this language is taught should not be linked to a particular culturally influenced
methodology; rather the language should be taught in a manner consistent with local cultural
expectations” (Mc Kay 2002:118). To master this language a learner needs high exposition. The
teacher too should have a greater degree of experience to go with an incredible swiftness with
the first changing pedagogy. During teaching the teachers need to acclimatize the students to the
demands of their time. They need to initiate interaction among students in the class room in L2
with a flexibility to use L1. For better understanding of the subjects, resorting to mother tongue
is no mistake. In other words mother tongue makes students more comfortable and confident. J.
Harbord justifiably says “ If students are unfamiliar with a new approach, the teacher cannot or
will not give an explanation in L1 may cause considerable student de-motivation”(Harbord 1992:
352). Even for a non-native teacher, it takes a lot of time to explain a difficult word in English
which probably less time consuming in vernacular . But frequent use of mother tongue in
language class is inadmissible. Studies display a general agreement on the moderate use of MT
in L2 learning.

LESSON 15: Revision
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IV СЕМЕСТР
LESSON 1: TEACHING GRAMMAR? (GRAMMAR AND MEANING; GRAMMAR
AND FUNCTION) TEACHING GRAMMAR
Aim:
to introduce students with grammar and meaning, grammar and function, to explain them
how to teach grammar
Objective:
 to explore students’ beliefs about grammar
 to demonstrate how grammar can be presented inductively
 to help students analyse a grammar lesson
Lead-in
- ☺ (5 min) Generate a short 5 minute discussion asking the following questions:
~ What does grammar mean to you?
~ Do you think grammar is important? Why? Why not?
Summarise a discussion saying that there are different views on the role of grammar in
language. Many professionals in the world of English language teaching have explored this area.
Some teachers strongly believe that grammar is the foundation of any language and should be
treated as such. Others think it is a system of rules to support the lexical pool of the language.
Activity 1 Micro grammar lesson
Objective: to give participants a chance to experience a lesson in which grammar is taught
inductively
Time: 50 min
Materials: a photo of you as a teenager, handout 1, blackboard/whiteboard, chalk/marker, a short
text about yourself (see example).
Procedure:
- ☺ (2 min) Ask students (this step is brief – 3-4 answers will be enough):
How to teach grammar?
- Accept any responses and say that now participants are going to be a group of pre-intermediate
English learners. They will be taught a grammar lesson. Remind them that they need to ‘forget’
that they know the grammar rule they will be taught.
Lesson starts
- ☺ (5 min) Show a photo of yourself as a child to the students and ask them the following
question:
Looking at the picture what can you say about me when I was at that age?
(You were shorter. Your hair was darker, longer, shorter, etc. You looked very funny.)
- ☺ (10 min) Allow more guesses from the class and then tell students about yourself asking
comprehension questions and also questions about students’ life. Note that this is an important
part of the lesson because you are involving students in discussion to prepare them to acquire a
new grammar construction. Follow the instructions below.
Instructions Examples
Tell participants this: When I was a little girl I had a different life. I used to live in Samarkand
with my big family: my mum, dad, 2 brothers and 2 sisters. Our grandparents also lived with us.
Ask the whole class:
Do you think I still live in Samarkand? (No, you live in Tashkent)
Are you all from Tashkent? (Find a student who is not from Tashkent)
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Did any of you live somewhere else in your childhood?
Nargiza? Did you live in Fergana? (Yes)
Do you now live in Tashkent? (Yes)
Write on the board Nargiza used to live in Fergana and now she lives in Tashkent.
(Elicit at least one more example and write it on the board as well.)
Tell participants
this
In Samarkand our family used to have an 8-roomed house big enough for so many people.
Ask the whole class
Do you think my parents still have the same big house? (No)
Tell participants this:
OK, my parents still live in Samarkand but in a different, much smaller place because most of
their children moved to other places. I married and moved to Tashkent, for example. My
childhood was a wonderful time. My father used to take my brother and me to the children’s
park which was just 5 minutes walk from where we lived.
Ask the whole class:
Do you think we still go to the park with my dad? (No)
Did you like to go to the children’s parks with your parents? (Find a
student who did)
Ulugbek? What park did you go to?
Did you go there often?
Write on the board Ulugbek used to go to the park at least once a week in his childhood.
(Elicit at least one more example and write it on the board as well.)
Tell participants this:The park we went to was full of carousels and other attractions. My
favourite one was a big dipper. My brother and I used to ride it 3 times in a row and were never
scared.
Ask the whole class
Do you think I can do it now? (No)
Did any of you have a favourite carousel that you could ride many times when you were a child?
Aziza? A swing? And you were not afraid? (If you don’t know the word in English, just use it in
Russian or Uzbek)
Write on the board Aziza used to go on a swing without fear when she was a child.
(Elicit at least one more example and write it on the board as well.)
Tell participants this: Unfortunately, the park does not exist any more, there is a new
supermarket there now. By the way, we lived very close to Registan Square.
NB. If there are slightly different examples from students (E.g. Akmal used to go to the
swimming pool with his brother at weekends etc), accept them as well because it will bring
some variety to the examples on the board.
- ☺ (5 min) Refer students to the sentences on the board. Underline used to + verb and ask the
following questions (allow guesses, do not demand right answers at this stage) :
~ What time do you think this construction shows? (Answer: past)
~ How do you think it is different from Simple past? (Answer: Repeated actions and actions
finished in the past)
- ☺ (10 min) Say that you have prepared a text with more examples of the construction. Say it is
about Registan square. Distribute handout 1� and ask students to read it carefully and find
examples of used to in the text.
- ☺ (8 min) Collect the examples of ‘used to’ on the board. Make sure students do not confuse
this construction with the Passive form of the verb ‘use’. Ask the following questions and
comment the answers if necessary.
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~ What time is described by the construction ‘used to’? (Answer: past)
Elicit that every sentence with ‘used to’ expresses the function of a habit or a discontinued
routine. Draw students’ attention to the last sentence of the text which shows the present state of
matters which is different from the past.
~ What form of the verb is used after used to? (Answer: Infinitive)
Write the structure on the board
Used to + verb in infinitive
- Emphasise that Past Simple describes an action that began, continued and ended at a definite
time in the past. Used to is often used to express a comparison of the past with the present: an
action that took place in the past does not happen any longer. It can also have an emotional
connotation (often showing a regret about something that does not exist anymore).
- ☺☺ (10 min) Pair students up. Ask them first to think about three things that they used to do
but do not do anymore (and may regret that they don’t). Ask them to share their sentences with
each other, and then elicit some examples to put on the board.
Lesson finishes
Activity 2 Analyzing the grammar lesson
Objective: to give participants an opportunity to reflect on the grammar lesson
Time: 25 min
Materials: blackboard/whiteboard, chalk/marker
Procedure:
- ☺ (10 min)Tell participants that they are no longer learners but again teachers. Elicit the stages
of the lesson they experienced and put them in chronological order on the flipchart/board.
Possible answers:
1. Teacher showed a photo of herself/himself as a child and asked students to tell about changes
they noticed.
2. Teacher told us about his/her childhood interacting with students.
3. Teacher worked with sentences on the board.
4. Students worked with the text.
5. Teacher and students analysed more examples together.
6. Teacher summarised the discussion and the rule.
7. Students worked in pairs.
-☺☺ (10 min)Put participants in groups of 4. Ask participants to go through the stages of the
lesson and think of the purpose of each of them.
Possible answers:
1. Teacher showed a photo of herself/himself as a child and asked
students to tell about changes they noticed. – Focusing on the Past
2. Teacher told us about his/her childhood interacting with students. – Letting students notice
new construction used in context. Using students’ examples in the Simple Past transferred into
‘used to’ to personalize a new grammar structure.
3. Teacher worked with sentences on the board. – Noticing ‘used to’ and trying to make sense of
it.
4. Students worked with the text. – Noticing ‘used to’ and trying to make sense of it.
5. Teacher and students analysed more examples together. - Making sense of the construction
and putting the structure together.
6. Teacher summarised the discussion and drew attention to the rule. Putting the structure
together.
7. Students work in pairs.
Practising the new structure.
- Establish that it is an example of an inductive grammar lesson where:
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1. Students first notice a new grammar construction.
2. Then students make sense of what they have noticed (understand meaning).
3. Students try to build or form the structure.
4. Students use the structure.
- ☺ (5 min) Discuss the following questions:
~ Is the lesson that you experienced different from grammar lessons you had at school/university
as students?
~ Is it different from the way that you teach grammar to your students? How?
~ Do you think it is worth trying to teach ‘used to’ and other constructions in such a way?
Summary
Establish the following:
-There is no one way to teach grammar.
- Grammar should be taught in context because it helps students grasp the meaning.
- Grammar can be taught inductively as seen in the example.
- If personalized, a grammar construction is easier to understand and learn.
Activity 1, Handout 1
Read the text about Registan square carefully and find examples of used to in the text.
Registan is often called the heart of Samarkand. It is one of the greatest and most magnificent
works of the Islamic world. Registan means ‘a sandy place’ and it was called like this because a
long time ago there used to be a stream that washed sand over the earth. Now it is a big arena
which is used as a stage for many performances on traditional Uzbek holidays. Ulug Bek
Madrassah, one of the three on the Registan square, used to be a school and hosted at least 100
students who studied Islam and sciences. Only the boys from rich families were accepted there.
The Madrassah was built by Ulugbek’s order and under his guidance and when it was
constructed Ulugbek himself gave lectures on mathematics and astronomy there till his death.
Now it is a museum and all the visitors are welcome to the place. Two years later the second
Sher-Dor Madrassah was built. The main structure was the same as in Ulugbek Madrassah. This
one used to be a school as well but it had a bigger teaching space. Now, there are many tiny
antique shops in the inside yard and you can buy traditional Uzbek souvenirs there. Several years
later the third Tilla-Kari Madrassah was built. In those days, the main entrance used to be
screened with lattice and two other entrances were used for access. Tilla-Kari Madrassah was
used mostly as a mosque. People used to come and pray there. Now, all the doors are functioning
and people are welcome to the museum to enjoy the beauty of ages that are gone.

LESSON 2: DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE APPROACHES TO TEACHING
GRAMMAR
Aim: to acquaint students with main differences between new grammar items that can be taught
through
Objective:
 to help students to know about the concepts of teaching grammar
 to discuss pros and cons
 to illustrate the two different approaches in practicing exercises
These two approaches have been applied to grammar teaching and learning. A deductive
approach involves the learners being given a general rule, which is then applied to specific
language examples and honed through practice exercises. An inductive approach involves the
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learners detecting, or noticing, patterns and working out a ‘rule’ for themselves before they
practise the language.
A deductive approach (rule-driven) starts with the presentation of a rule and is followed by
examples in which the rule is applied.
An inductive approach (rule-discovery) starts with some examples from which a rule is inferred.
– Thornbury, 1999
Both approaches are commonplace in published materials. Some course books may adhere to
one approach or the other as series style, whereas some may be more flexible and employ both
approaches according to what the language being taught lends itself to. Most inductive learning
presented in course books is guided or scaffolded. In other words, exercises and questions guide
the learner to work out the grammar rule. The following course book extracts illustrate the two
different approaches. The subsequent practice exercises are similar in both course

books.

Which approach – pros and cons?
First and foremost, it is perhaps the nature of the language being taught that determines if an
inductive approach is possible. Inductive learning is an option for language with salient features
and consistency and simplicity of use and form. The basic forms of comparative adjectives, as
shown above, is an example of this. Conversely, teaching the finer points of the use of articles
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(a/an, the) inductively, for example, would most probably be problematic. The metalinguistic
tools that the learners will need to accomplish the task is also a factor.
However, the learner-centred nature of inductive teaching is often seen as advantageous as the
learner is more active in the learning process rather than being a passive recipient. This increased
engagement may help the learner to develop deeper understanding and help fix the language
being learned. This could also promote the strategy of ‘noticing’ in the student and enhance
learner autonomy and motivation.
On the other hand, inductive learning can be more time- and energy-consuming and more
demanding of the teacher and the learner. It is also possible that during the process, the learner
may arrive at an incorrect inference or produce an incorrect or incomplete rule. Also, an
inductive approach may frustrate learners whose personal learning style and/or past learning
experience is more in line with being taught via a more teacher-centred and deductive approach.
Many lessons can include both approaches.

LESSON 3: TEACHING GRAMMAR THROUGH CONTEXT
Aim: to recognize the importance of teaching grammar in context and using various techniques
for presenting it
Objective:
 to help the learners acquire language acquisition
 to involve teaching grammar in relations to the context of the situation the utterances are
usually used
 to discuss and develop own context for the language presented




It is widely recognized that second language (L2) mental lexicon must be independent of its first
language (L1) counterpart, if learners are to use the target language effectively and fluently.
The purpose for the L2 vocabulary is to be stored in much the same way as L1, which has two
significant implications:
learners do not access their L2 lexicon by means of translating and so can save
processing time while improving their fluency and
L1 does not interfere and so the target language produced is more native-like.
It is easy to observe that there is a whole area of functional language, usually in the form of fixed
expressions or sentence frames, which is impossible to acquire on productive level unless
learners have developed their own independent mental lexicons in L2. The reason is clear-cut.
These items cannot be efficiently accessed through the process of translating from L1 to L2.
This is also true of other areas of vocabulary, such as some collocations or discourse markers.
Take the word 'actually' for example which is very frequent in spoken English. Most learners'
dictionaries give definitions which begin with 'used in/as/to ...' followed by a description of
context in which the word usually occurs. This single fact suggests that learners may have to link
certain items of vocabulary to context rather than anything else.
Clearly, if we are to help the learners acquire independent L2 lexicons, we need to highlight the
importance of the context in which the language naturally occurs. Once the idea of context
playing a decisive role in the choice of language is firmly established, we can begin to introduce
varieties of the language used in different contexts, such as cultural and regional, social or
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situational. However, the reality of L2 instruction heavily exploiting EFL materials rife with all
too notorious fill-in exercises, where sentences are artificially constructed and/or lacking any
context whatsoever is rather saddening.
On the other hand, this feature of many coursebooks provides learners with plenty of
opportunities to develop their own context for the language presented. Here are a few activities
that can be used with this purpose.
1. Odd one out
Write up an expression (eg. That's none of your business!) on the board and supply four different
situations. The students have to identify in which situation the phrase would be inappropriate.
You may follow it up with questions penetrating the context deeper and also expand the line into
a short dialogue.
2. Brainstorming
Write up an expression (eg. Hold on.) and have the students brainstorm situations in which the
expression would be likely to occur. Then follow it up in the same way as with the previous
activity.
3. Fill-in exercise
Infamous fill-in exercises too can be adapted for use in context developing activities. First use
the activity as usual and then pick one or two sentences and go on to ask: "Who was most likely
to say it?" Supply a few options for the students to choose from or invite them to suggest their
own examples.
4. Dialogue
Present a short dialogue, or part thereof, with a consciousness-raising activity helping the
students notice a particular language feature (eg. weak forms). Drill the dialogue chorally and
then have the students in pairs answer questions such as:
Who are the two people? Make up their names.
How old are they?
What is their relationship?
Where are they?
What time is it?
Why...? (2-3 questions)
Once they finish, put two pairs together and have them discuss their answers. The purpose of this
stage is to find any logical inconsistencies and fix them by supplying additional explanations.
The students can form new groups and continue in the same way until they are satisfied with the
outcome which they can then present. Finally, drill it again chorally and individually in pairs.
Also, consider whether any of the situations presented may be suitable to act out!
Soap operas or romantic films are a particularly rich source of colloquial language suitable for
this type of activity. For the more famous Hollywood films it is also easy to find complete
subtitles on the internet which makes the preparation easier. On the other hand, the danger is that
the students may know the particular scene which would effectively stop them from using their
imagination.
Here, for example, is a short exchange from Notting Hill. Note the high occurrence of words
from the semantic field of 'Food' and functional language 'Offering'.
A: Uh, would you like a cup of tea before you go?
: No.
A: Coffee?
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B: No.
A: Orange juice? Probably not. Um, something else cold. Uh... Coke? Water? Some disgusting
sugary drink pretending to have something to do with fruits of the forest?
B: No.
A: Would you like something to eat? Uh, something to nibble? Um, apricots soaked in honey?
Quite why, no one knows, because it stops them tasting of apricots... and makes them taste like
honey, and if you wanted honey, you'd just buy a honey instead of... apricots. Um, but
nevertheless, there we go there. They're yours if you want them.
B: No.
A: Do you always say "no" to everything?
B: No... I'd better be going.
Unlike the first three activities which, depending on the expression, may be easily
adapted for any levels, the last activity in particular should be attempted only with intermediate+
students as it requires a high degree of understanding the language input and ability to respond
quickly when challenged by other students. In return, however, it provides ample opportunity for
engaging discussion in which the students slowly expand and fine-tune their story so that it's
coherent with the language presented.
LESSON 4: USE OF GRAMMAR DICTIONARIES
Aim:Teaching ESL students to use a dictionary with dictionary games helps bridge the
controversy behind dictionary use in ESL classes.If students are going to use them regardless of
the teacher’s advice, it is better to teach them how to use this resource in the proper way.
Furthermore, many TESOL experts agree that a dictionary can help ESL students continue to
develop all their macro skills.Often students believe a dictionary can only provide them with the
meaning of a word, and while it is true that this is sometimes the main use of dictionaries, it is by
far not their only use.
It is very important to make students aware that dictionaries will also provide them with very
useful grammar and pronunciation information that can be indispensable for them to properly
learn the new vocabulary.
It is also important to make students aware that each word can potentially have more than one
definition and, ideally, they should be able to identify which definition they need or which
definition applies to the context they have found the word in.
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Activities For Students – Using Dictionaries
One of the most important activities you can do with students is to help them identify all the
parts of a dictionary entry. The image below exemplifies something you can do. This definition
was taken from the Oxford ESL Dictionary.

The answers (clockwise) would be Word, Pronunciation, Part of Speech, Definition (x4).
It is also important for students to identify words at the top of dictionary pages so that their use
of the dictionary is more efficient as well.
To practice this skill, you can develop Dictionary Races. Dictionary Races is a game that
combines a kinaesthetic way of learning and teamwork so that ESL students find certain words
in the dictionary and answer questions such as:
– What are the guide words on the page where you found ‘bear’?
– How many syllables does ‘dragonfly’ have?
– Which animal has a beak?
– The word ‘shadow’ in this sentence is incorrect: “We sat in the shadow of the tree.” What
word should it be replaced by?
For the race, the questions are placed at one end of the room, while the dictionary is at the
opposite end. You can set up as many teams and dictionaries as necessary depending on the size
of your class. One student at a time picks a question and runs to the dictionary to find the answer.
The student then runs back to the team to complete the handout or show the answer to the
teacher so that the next team member can continue the race. These questions can be easily
tailored to the students’ level and will help develop the students’ dictionary skills as well as their
vocabulary and general reading comprehension skills.
After students have interacted with dictionaries, asking them to create their own picture
dictionaries or their own vocabulary booklets is a great way to help them increase their lexicon.
Furthermore, after students have learned about different parts of words (the root word, prefixes,
and suffixes) as well as word families, another fun game that can be played with intermediate or
advanced learners is asking students to guess and write down definitions for words that are not
fully familiar for them. Once students have presented their ‘homemade definitions’, a dictionary
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is checked and the definition closer to the one in the dictionary is the winner. This game can be
made more challenging if a timer is set as well.
A final activity or guessing game would ask students to match words with definitions. One word
can be highlighted in a sentence or short paragraph and then a number of definitions from the
dictionary are provided and students must match the word in the sentence with the correct
definition. This can be done with words that have multiple meanings for higher levels as well.
DICTIONARY GAMES
 Each student has a dictionary (or partnered if resources are limited). The teacher
randomly chooses a word and the students race to find it in their dictionaries. The first to
find it reads out the definition. They then get to chose the next word to search for!
This is great fun and creates real competition to be the first to find the word.




Pick a random word from a dictionary and get the students to look it up. Get one student
to read out definition. Do this another three times. Then ask them to create a sentence or
short paragraph which uses all of the words either: in the order they were looked up or
rearrange them and use them in alphabetical order.
Another suggestion is to give the groups a definition and have them find the word in their
dictionary. The winners are the group that put their hands up with the correct word and
page number. I usually start with very basic words and as the year progresses increase the
difficulity. This works great with spelling lists.

At the start of the year we also talk about sharing the dictionary so everyone gets a turn to look
up the dictionary with others guiding the less able.


After the teacher calls out a word, and the fastest pupil finds it in the dictionary, the
teacher can reward the child by asking him or her to look for another word to call out the
next day. The pupil then sticks this in a special place in the classroom under the caption
DICTIONARY WORD FOR TODAY (Teacher could provide assistance in writing
clearly).

The next day another child gets a chance to do the same and by the end of the week the whole
class could have a spelling test on all the words. This will help the children develop an interest in
checking up words.

LESSON 5: ANALYSIS OF GRAMMATICAL TASKS
Aim: to present information about grammar tasks and their usage in language teaching.
Objective:
 to help the learners acquire language acquisition
 to analyse grammar tasks and to observe their usage in the process of language learning
and teaching.
Teaching grammar may seem fairly straightforward, but then you get questions like,
"What's the difference between present perfect and past simple?" or "How can I choose
between 2nd conditional and 3rd conditional?" When you teach similar grammar
structures separately, they have nice, clean rules, and everyone's happy, but when things
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start to get confusing, what do you do? These activities for teaching similar grammar
structures might help. Whether you're working on verb tenses, types of conjunctions,
conditionals, or the grammatical changes that take place in a sentence simply by
replacing "hope" with "wish," you have to walk through a basic series of activities. Each
activity builds on the previous one, guiding your students through forms, analysis and
choice to a true understanding and ability to produce correct English.
Advertisement

Study Forms
The first step in teaching similar grammar structures is to show the differences in how they
are formed.

Learn the Word Order
You can use charts to show the correct word order for asking yes/no and "wh-" questions in
each tense. These simply serve to show students the correct order of the words when forming
these tenses. Using the charts for reference, students can then practice writing the forms
themselves in controlled exercises:


Sentence Scramble - Mix up the words in simple sentences, and have students reassemble
them correctly.



Fill-in-the-Blanks - Give students sentences that use ONLY ONE of the structures in
question. They are not yet ready to decide which one is correct. However, they do need to
practice writing the forms, and doing it in the context of a sentence is better than doing it in
isolation.



Minor Changes (Substitution Drills) - Give the students a short, simple paragraph. If
you're working on the differences between Present Simple and Present Continuous verbs, start
the paragraph with "Every day," and write it in Present Simple. Now change "Every day" to
"Right now," and have the students change the verbs accordingly. This is a great lead-in to the
next step in the process, analysis.
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Analyze Differences
Now that students are comfortable writing the two similar grammar structures, it's time to
study the differences in usage.
A side-by-side comparison chart for Past Simple and Past Continuous is a good way to get
started. Then, we need some practice activities. Tip: Check out the printable comparison
chart below that has been prepared by YourDictionary.

Give examples of the grammar structures in question
used correctly, and ask specific questions to highlight the differences. If you're studying Past
Simple vs. Past Continuous, you might give this sentence: "At 8:00 last night, I was folding
laundry." You would then ask:
Which verb tense is used? When (specifically) did this action happen?
If the action was in progress at a specific moment that is stated in the sentence, you should
use Past Continuous. If the action happened in the past, but a specific moment is not stated,
or the action did not take more than a moment to complete, you should use Past Simple.
Another activity to try is fill-in-the-blank sentences with specific questions to walk students
through the process of choosing the correct grammar structure. Using the same sentence
from the previous activity, you would give this sentence: "At 8:00 last night, I
________________ (fold) laundry." You would then ask: Did this action happen at a specific
time? Did the action take only a moment to complete, or was it in progress at the moment stated
in the sentence? These questions will help the students determine which tense to use.
Advertisement
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Choose Your Weapon
When students have a handle on the thought process behind choosing the correct
grammatical structure, they are ready to make their own choices. We still need to keep the
exercises controlled, however, and limited to the similar structures in question. Don't go
throwing in something from the past, and definitely don't confuse them by adding in curve
balls you haven't taught yet.
Here are some ideas for activities:


Fill-in-the-Blank Sentences - If you're working on two different verb tenses, give
students the base form of the verb for each blank, and let them choose the correct tense. For
more of a challenge, give them a word bank full of base verbs, and they must put the correct verb
in the correct blank in the correct tense.



Circle the Correct Answer - Give the students sentences with two choices in parentheses.
Students must circle the correct choice to complete the sentence.



Multiple Choice Sentence Completion - Give students the beginning of a sentence, and
they must choose the correct ending, A, B, C or D.

Edit for Correctness
When students have gotten pretty good at choosing the correct grammar structure for
sentences and paragraphs, it's time to see how good they really are. Start with numbered
sentences with structure underlined. Students must decide whether the structure used is
correct or incorrect.


If it is correct, they do nothing.



If it is incorrect, they must correct it.

Then move on to paragraphs with both structures used, some correctly, some incorrectly.
Students must find a specified number of mistakes in the usage of the structures being
practiced.
Editing practice will serve the students well later on when they must edit their own work.
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Produce Language
Now your students are ready to start producing their own sentences with the two grammar
structures they've learned. To get them started, you can ask them to:


Answer questions



Finish sentences



Write questions for given answers



Write short paragraphs



Write stories, letters or essays

There are a lot of similar grammar structures in English that cause confusion for ESL
students. When you're introducing new ones, try to stick to a comparison of only two at a
time. You could easily teach the differences between Present Simple, Present Perfect, Past
Simple and Past Continuous; but, that could get very confusing very quickly.
A good place to start is comparing Present Perfect and Present Perfect Continuous, then
Present Perfect and Past Simple, then Past Simple and Past Continuous. When students have
a firmer grasp on each one, then you can mix and match.

Printable Study Forms
These study forms are designed to support your various activities when teaching similar
grammar structures. They provide helpful information in a chart format.
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LESSON 7: GRAMMAR EXERCISES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASKS, TESTS

Aim: to introduce students to a language awareness raising approach to teaching grammar
Objective:
 to raise students’ awareness of some typical drawbacks of discrete grammar activities
 to raise students’ awareness of the relationship between form and meaning
 to give students an opportunity to develop some principles of a language awareness
approach.
Activity 1 Traditional activity
Objective: to raise participants’ awareness of some typical drawbacks of discrete grammar
activities
Time: 15 min
Materials: flipchart/board
►Procedure:
-☺ (3 min) Ask students to remember the previous lesson on Teaching Grammar.
Say that you would like them to explore other ways of teaching grammar. Ask them to do the
following activity:
Make up a sentence using the following words: a, read, I, book.
Write these words on a flipchart/board
(Key: I read a book.)
What tense form is this?
(Key: Present or Past Simple)
Using the above sentence as a model, transform it into Present Continuous, Past Continuous,
Present Perfect and Past Perfect.
(Key: I am reading a book. I was reading a book. I have read a book. I had read a book.)
- ☺☺☺ (5 min) Tell them to reflect on the activity and discuss it in four groups of five asking
the following questions written on a flipchart/board:
~ What is the focus of the activity?
~ What could students learn from such an activity?
~ How does the activity link grammar form with meaning?
~ How important is context in this activity?
~ To what extent is this activity focused on accuracy of grammar forms?
-☺(5 min) Invite some random responses from the groups and accept participants’ views.
- ☺(2 min) Establish that while this activity apparently focuses on tense forms of the verb ‘to
read’, it does not actually teach anything new, does not provide sufficient context and does not
establish any link between form and meaning. Say that such activities are often counterproductive as they condition students NOT to think about meaning and to approach language
mechanically.
- Tell participants that the given examples, although grammatically correct, hardly fit any natural
communicative context.
-Say that you would like them to transform this activity into a few meaningful contextbased
grammar tasks.
Activity 2 Designing activities
Objective: to raise participants’ awareness of the relationship between form and meaning
Time: 20 min
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Materials: handout 1, flipchart/board
►Procedure:
- ☺☺☺ (1 min) Say that a simple grammar activity can be based on a short text and thinking or
concept questions asking students to explain the use of a certain grammar form in context. Ask
participants to remain in the same four groups of five. - Ask each group of participants to design
a task that would include a mini-story with a short dialogue which could put each of the above
sentences in an appropriate context and a couple of thinking questions (Group A: I am reading a
book, Group B: I was reading a book, Group C: I have read a book and Group D: I had read a
book). Write these sentences on a board.
- Explain that these stories/dialogues should establish who the participants in the dialogue are;
their relationship; and make clear in which situation such dialogue might occur.
- ☺☺☺ (1 min) Tell participants that they may extend the sentences by adding words or
clauses, but they cannot change their wording. Give your own example of a task on present
simple. Distribute handout 1.
-☺☺☺ (2 min) Ask participants to explain the use of present simple in this context. Ask why
other tense forms cannot fit the context.
- Ask students students the following question:
~ What is the role of thinking questions?
Suggested answer:
Such questions provoke learners’ search for the answers that enable them to understand a certain
language point. A succession of questions directs learners from identification of the language
point towards underlying rules and principles behind the point.
- ☺☺☺ (2 min) Discuss the difference between this activity and Activity 1.
- ☺☺☺ (5 min) Give groups 5 minutes to create their stories. Remind them of possible
instructions for students, e.g. Explain the use of … tense in the given context. Why is … tense
used in this context?
- ☺(9 min) Discuss each story/task, inviting each group to present their ministory/ context in
turn. Comment on the context and its authenticity. Give feedback where necessary.
Activity 3 Jigsaw reading
Objective: to raise participants’ awareness of some principles of a language awareness approach.
Time: 25 min
Materials: 4 copies of handout 2, 20 copies of handout 3
►Procedure:
- ☺☺☺ (1 min) Participants remain in the same groups. Distribute to participants handout
2(one set per group).
- ☺☺☺ (3 min) Tell them to put these sentences in the correct order and notice the language
elements which enabled them to do that. Ask them to report their results to the whole group.
Key: 1b, 2a, 3c.
Possible answers: the use of articles (‘An American’, ‘the drug’), the use of tenses (‘has been
jailed’, ‘had faced’, ‘admitted’, ‘was in a taxi’ ‘was stopped’) and referencing (‘An American’,
Jason Taylor’, ‘Taylor’).
- ☺☺☺ (5 min) Ask participants to focus on the use of tenses and put all the verbs and verb
forms in the text into chronological order. Give each participant handout 3 with the whole text.
Suggested answers:
1. living in Singapore (started before the event)
2. was in a taxi (got in a taxi before he was stopped)
3. was stopped by the police
4. being caught with 0.71 g of cocaine
5. admitted cocaine possession
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6. had faced a jail term
7. has been jailed
- ☺(5 min) Ask participants to comment on how particular tense forms helped them to
reconstruct the chronological order of the events. Ask them why a particular tense formwas used
in each case and what precise meaning it conveyed. Draw their attention to the use of past
perfect and present perfect. Ask the following question:
~ Why is ‘has been jailed’ (present perfect) used in the first sentence?
~ Why is ‘had faced’ (past perfect) used in the text after 5 other verb forms?
~ What important event has been missed out in the text? How do you know?
Suggested answers:
1. Sometimes in the news a fact is reported in present perfect and later put into context in past
simple.
2-3. After Taylor had faced a jail term and before he has been jailed, he was also tried in court
and sentenced to 11 months. These two important events in the Past Simple were missing in the
text. (Optional: The use of past perfect not only implies the missing verbs, but also emphasises
the difference between Taylor’s possible sentence and the actual sentence that was much milder
than he might have received.)
- ☺(5 min) Discuss the responses about each use of verbs (1-7) with the whole group.
- ☺(2 min) Ask participants to reflect on the activity and to consider the following questions:
~ What was the focus of this activity?
~ How were language elements (the use of verbs and perfect tenses in particular) taught with the
help of this activity?
Elicit a few random responses.
- ☺(2 min) Ask the following questions:
∼ What did you have to do in this activity as learners?
∼ What kind of learning was taking place during the activity?
Elicit a few random responses.
- ☺(1 min) Establish that the overall meaning of the text comes from a combination of
verb forms (and other feature).
- ☺(1 min) Say that you would like participants to compare the three above activities and to
work out the underlying principles behind these activities.
Activity 4 Comparing activities
Objective: to give participants an opportunity to develop some principles of a language
awareness approach.
Time: 20 min
Materials: 20 copies of handout 4
►Procedure:
-☺(1 min) Invite participants to compare Activity 1 (Making up a sentence), Activity 2 (Ministories) and Activity 3 (Jigsaw reading) and to find differences and similarities between them.
- ☺ (7 min) Ask them to remain in the same groups and to fill in a questionnaire individually.
Distribute handout 4.
- ☺(2 min) Ask participants the following questions:
- What have you learnt about teaching grammar from comparing these activities?
- Elicit a few random responses.
- ☺(5 min) Ask participants to draw some principles of teaching grammar. Elicit a few random
responses. If necessary, help participants by discussing the following:
Text- Preferably authentic, long enough to establish the context.
Context- Should be sufficient to relate to a certain life situation.
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Form and meaning -In real communication the meaning dominates over the form while in
traditional language teaching the focus has been firmly on the form and not on the meaning.
Choice- The reasons why a particular grammar form is used should be explored
Awareness - Learners should be encouraged to view a language as a complex living
phenomenon and not just as a number of words arranged according to simple rules.
Summary- Reiterate the main points of the session: Say that grammar forms should be
presented in context. The teacher should establish that the students understand the language point
and then unpack it with the help of thinking questions to make the language point clear. The next
question can focus on the principles of language use. Give your own example:
Mrs Kurbanova has been using the same textbook in her classes for almost ten years. She thinks
it’s time to try something new.
Does Mrs Kurbanova still use this textbook? How do you know?
What can you say about the use of present perfect continuous?
Introduce the term ‘language awareness’. Refer to the Glossary. Say that it is ‘awareness of
how English works’ and that its key element is that learners ‘discover language for themselves’.
Suggest that teachers should look at the language beyond simple rules and notice its use in
reality.
Follow up reading
Bolitho R. Language Awareness in the English Classroom. English Teaching Professional, 6
January 1998, 3-6.
Activity 2, Handout 1
Read the following text and answer the questions below.
A mother is talking to her son about travelling from Samarkand to Tashkent by train: ‘Listen,
Alex, when you go there by train… how long does it take? Four, five hours? And you don’t get
bored? What do you actually do on a train?’ ‘Well, I normally just read a book or a newspaper,
so it’s not really… that boring.’
• How often do you think Alex travels to Samarkand? How do you know?
• Why is the present simple used in the last sentence and not some other tense form?
• What have you noticed about the use of the present simple?
Activity 3, Handout 2
a) Jason Taylor, 33, an engineer, had faced a possible ten-year jail term and $7,000
fine after being caught with 0.71g of the drug.
___________________________________________________________________________
b) An American living in Singapore who admitted cocaine possession has been jailed
for 11 months.
___________________________________________________________________________
c) Taylor was in a taxi on December 6 when he was stopped by police.
___________________________________________________________________________
Activity 3, Handout 3
Put all the verbs and verb forms in the text into a chronological order.
An American living in Singapore who admitted cocaine possession has been jailed for 11
months. Jason Taylor, 33, an engineer, had faced a possible ten-year jail term and $7,000 fine
after being caught with 0.71g of the drug. Taylor was in a taxi on December 6 when he was
stopped by police.
1. ____________
2. ____________
3. ____________
4. ____________
5. ____________
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6. ____________
7. ____________
TEACHING GRAMMAR 2
Activity 4, Handout 4
Compare the three activities and answer the following questions:
Questions
Activity 1
Activity 2
Ministories
Making up a
sentence

Activity 3
Jigsaw
reading

1.What was the focus of this
activity?
2.Was there enough context?
What was it?
3. How authentic was the use of
English in this activity?
4. What did you have
understand in
order to do the activity?

to

5. Did this activity make you
think
about the use of English in a
context?
In what way?
6. Did this activity address the
relations between form and
meaning?
How?

You may make notes on a separate sheet of paper.
Discuss your answers with your colleagues.

LESSON 8: VOCABULARY TEACHING WHAT IS THE WORD? WHAT DOES IT
MEAN TO LEARN THE WORD?
Aim: to explain the ways of presenting vocabulary, to teach students to produce every word they
learn and to consider what students need to know about the items
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Objective:
 What a student may need to know about an item
 Ways to present vocabulary
 Alternative ways of teaching vocabulary
With hundreds of thousands of words in the English language, teaching vocabulary can
seem like a very daunting prospect. Remember though that the average native speaker uses
around only five thousand words in everyday speech. Moreover, your students won't need to
produce every word they learn, some they will just need to recognize. Selecting what to teach,
based on frequency and usefulness to the needs of your particular students is therefore essential.
Once you have chosen what to teach, the next important steps are to consider what students need
to know about the items, and how you can teach them.
What a student may need to know about an item
What
it
means
It is vital to get across the meaning of the item clearly and to ensure that your students have
understood correctly with checking questions.
The
form
Students need to know if it is a verb / a noun / an adjective etc to be able to use it effectively.
How it is pronounced
This can be particularly problematic for learners of English because there is often no clear
relation between how a word is written and how it is pronounced. It is very important to use the
phonemic script in such cases so the students have a clear written record of the pronunciation.
Don't forget also to drill words that you think will cause pronunciation problems for your
students and highlight the word stresses.
How it is spelt
This is always difficult in English for the reason mentioned above. Remember to clarify the
pronunciation before showing the written form.
If it follows any unpredictable grammatical patterns
For example, man-men / information (uncountable) and if the word is followed by a particular
preposition (e.g. depend on)
The connotations that the item may have
Bachelor is a neutral/positive word whereas spinster conjures a more negative image.
The situations when the word is or is not used
Is it formal/neutral/informal? For example, spectacles/glasses/specs. Is it used mainly in speech
or in writing? To sum up is usually written whereas mind you is spoken. Is it outdated? Wireless
instead of radio.
How the word is related to others
For example, synonyms, antonyms, lexical sets.
Collocation or the way that words occur together
You describe things 'in great detail' not 'in big detail' and to ask a question you 'raise your hand'
you don't 'lift your hand'. It is important to highlight this to students to prevent mistakes in usage
later.
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What the affixes (the prefixes and suffixes) may indicate about the meaning
For example, substandard sub meaning under. This is particularly useful at a higher level.
Which of these areas you choose to highlight will depend on the item you are teaching and the
level of your students. Now it's time to think about how we can get the meaning across.
Ways to present vocabulary
There are lots of ways of getting across the meaning of a lexical item.
Illustration
This is very useful for more concrete words (dog, rain, tall) and for visual learners. It has its
limits though, not all items can be drawn.
Mime
This lends itself particularly well to action verbs and it can be fun and memorable.
Synonyms/Antonyms/Gradable items
Using the words a student already knows can be effective for getting meaning across.
Definition
Make sure that it is clear (maybe check in a learner dictionary before the lesson if you are not
confident). Remember to ask questions to check they have understood properly.
Translation
If you know the students' L1, then it is fast and efficient. Remember that not every word has a
direct translation.
Context
Think of a clear context when the word is used and either describe it to the students or give them
example sentences to clarify meaning further.
Again which you choose will depend on the item you are presenting. Some are more suitable for
particular words. Often a combination of techniques can be both helpful and memorable
Alternative ways of teaching vocabulary
Give your students a few items of vocabulary and tell them to find the meaning, pronunciation
and write an example sentence with the word in. They can then teach each other in groups.
Prepare worksheets and ask your students to match words to definitions.
Ask students to classify a group of words into different categories. For example, a list of
transport words into air/sea/land.
Ask students to find new vocabulary from reading homework and teach the other students in the
class.
Other things to consider
Review the vocabulary you teach through a game or activity and encourage your students to do
the same at home
Encourage autonomy in your learners. Tell them to read, watch films, listen to songs etc and note
the useful words
Have a section of your board for vocabulary items that come up as you are teaching. Use
different colours for the word / the phonemics / the prepositions / the part of speech
It is a good idea to teach/learn words with associated meanings together
Encourage your students to purchase a good dictionary and use class time to highlight the
benefits of one
Teach your students the grammatical names for the parts of speech and the phonemic script
Always keep a good dictionary by your side in case a student asks about a word you don't know
If you don't and have never heard of the word, tell the student you will check and get back to
them. Do get back to them
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Give extra examples sentences to the students if they are unsure and encourage them to write the
word in an example sentence (maybe for homework)
LESSON 9: TEACHING VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT
Aim: To focus on student’s vocabulary learning experiences to presenting new words or phrases
in the classroom.
Objectives:
 To raise participants’ awareness of different ways of introducing vocabulary
 To get participants involved in the process of teaching new vocabulary
 To let participants discuss, analyze and practice the techniques for presenting vocabulary
Warm-up (10 min)
Ask participants to write down three or more words that they have recently learnt or that they
remember learning in a particular situation in the past.
Also, ask the participants to think of reasons why they learnt those particular words and perhaps
not others which were presented to them. What made the experience memorable and effective?
Invite participants to share their words and phrases that they learnt and discuss their reasons for
learning them
Activity 1 (30 min)
Ask participants to relate their vocabulary learning experiences to presenting new words or
phrases in the classroom.
Invite participants to make a list of five techniques for presenting new vocabulary in groups of
three.
Distribute a handout with eleven different techniques with examples for presenting new
vocabulary. Let participants to look at all the techniques and ask them to answer the following
questions.
1. Which four techniques do you personally prefer? Why?
2. Which one technique do you consider the least effective? Why?
3. Are there techniques that are particularly appropriate for the presentation of certain types
of words?
4. Are there techniques which are likely to be more, or less appropriate for particular
learners(young/adult, beginner/advanced, different background cultures)
Activity 2 (10 min)
Distribute a handout with two lesson extracts and ask participants to identify which techniques
the teachers use to present new vocabulary items to their classes.
Activity 3 (10 min)
Invite participants to think of an appropriate technique or combination of techniques they would
use to teach the given vocabulary items.
a sponge____________________________
a lion_______________________________
sad_________________________________
to increase___________________________
two million__________________________
a crankshaft__________________________
a hammer____________________________
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to creep______________________________
a benefit______________________________
a valve _______________________________
therefore______________________________
lazy__________________________________
a coat hanger___________________________
it’s worth $5____________________________
carbon dioxide__________________________
a reward_______________________________
economic inflation_______________________
Activity 4 (20 min)
Divide participants into groups of 3-4
Distribute words written on the cards for each group.
Ask participants to choose the words and present to each other as if their presenting it for the
first time to an intermediate class of teenagers.
Invite volunteers to role-play some of their presentations to everyone.
Discuss together with all participants the effectiveness of their presentations.
Round-up
Invite participants to summarize the main points of the session.
LESSON 10: TEACHING LEXICAL UNITS / PHRASES / COMBINATIONS;
Aim: to introduce the concept of teaching vocabulary in a context using different techniques
Objective:
 to enable students to reflect on their past experience in practicing vocabulary
 to enhance the process of practicing vocabulary
 to investigate different approaches to teaching vocabulary
The methodological model of a lesson bases on three P's that is: presentation, practice,
production. The length of each stage depends on the student level of proficiency, needs and
difficulties in comprehension. The stage of practice is crucial since it gives an opportunity to
check whether students understood the items correctly, as well as it build learner's confidence in
using new language items.
There are few activities that enhance the process of practicing.
1. Matching pairs
In this exercise the target word has to be linked with the proper synonym, antonym, definition, or
picture.
2. Fill in the blank
The aim of this exercise is to practice the vocabulary and the collocation as the students are
given words to fit in to the sentences or passage.
3. Sorting exercise
In this exercise a large number of words are put into different categories. Students task is to
group those words according to specific category. For instance, vocabulary items can be related
by topic, such as types of agreement, grouped by grammatical similarity, e.g.:nouns with
irregular plural. Vocabulary items can also be distinguished by students by pairs that are
synonyms, antonyms or items within word families. It should be stressed that groupings should
be adjusted to the students level of proficiency in English.
4. Multiple choice
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Multiple choice items are a form of exercise in which respondents are asked to select one or
more of the choices from a list. Admittedly, this sort of task only checks denotative meaning of
the word and it does not allow to test connotation, spelling or pronunciation. Moreover, multiple
choice exercises are time-consuming to compose but due to the fact that there is 25% chance of
right guessing, students are fond of this strategy.
5. Odd one out
The teacher gives students four vocabulary items in which one word does not belong to the rest.
Students goal is to underline the odd one out. For instance: agree understand compromise hop (
hop is the odd word) Unfortunately, only meaning is tested, and again students have a chance to
guess the right answer. However, the exercise is easy to prepare and check.
6. Drawing a vocabulary network
The aim of this exercise is to think of many association with the word. The teacher writes a word
and asks students to write what do they associate with this word. Students create so-called 'spider
map' where every item is written with a line connecting it to the original word.
7. Identifying words we know
In this exercise students are given texts and are asked to mark or underline vocabulary items that
they have already learnt. Then, they are asked to work in groups of threes or in pairs and
compare. Students are supposed to explain those words which are unknown to their partners.
This activity emphasizes what student know rather than what they do not know which is very
motivating, and for another, it encourages students to cooperate and peer-teaching.
8. Dictation
Here teacher words in the mother tongue and students task is to write the equivalents of words
but in the target language version.
9. Sentence translation
The teacher provides students with sentences in the mother tongue and asks students to translate
them into the target language, or vice versa. This activity enable students o pay attention to
grammar and spelling. The problem, however, may occur if the mother tongue translation is
inexact and misleading.
10. Sentence completion
Here student are provided with the beginning of the sentence and their task is to finish it. For
example: It was a great surprise when...
11. Backwriting
Students in in pair and one student writes a word on the partner's back who has to guess the
written word. This exercise in common among young learners but it can be successfully used
with the older learners as a way to entertain and relax.
12. Writing sentences
The teacher gives students word and asks them to write the sentence using the given word. This
type of exercise practice both a meaning and the grammar.
LESSON 11: TEACHING NEW VOCABULARY (PICTURE, REALITY, SONG,
MULTIMEDIA ETC.); USE OF CORPUS DATA FOR PEDAGOGICAL PURPOSES;
Aim: to introduce the concept of teaching vocabulary in a context using different strategies
Objective:
 to enable students to reflect on their past experience of vocabulary learning
 to introduce the role of context in vocabulary learning
 to investigate different approaches to teaching vocabulary
Lead-in
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Objective: to enable students to reflect on their past experience of vocabulary learning
Time: 15 min
Materials: board/whiteboard, markers
►Procedure:
- ☺ (2 min) Tell students that you would like to discuss how people learn words or phrases. Tell
them how you learned a certain word or phrase. (Alternatively say that you remember how you
learned the word ‘cheetah’ from a TV advertisement).
-☺ (2 min) Ask participants to think about one word or phrase which they can remember
learning. Ask them the following questions (put them on the board):
~ How did you learn this word, e.g. from a friend, a book or a TV programme?
~ Why have you remembered this word?
- ☺☺(6 min) Tell participants to discuss their answers in pairs for about 5 minutes. Ask them to
identify possible similarities in the way they learnt their words.
- ☺ (3 min) Elicit 3-5 responses from participants e.g.
How?- a friend explained it to me; I looked it up in a dictionary; I guessed it from context.
Why? -it was during a memorable event; I needed this word to express myself; I really liked the
word.
- ☺ (2 min) Establish that there are many ways to learn words and phrases and there are many
factors affecting this process: personal feelings at the time; need to communicate; availability of
a resource; context; language intuition and so on. Say that one of the most important factors for
learning words is context and that you would like participants to explore it.
Activity 1 Nonsense words
Objective: to introduce the role of context in vocabulary learning
Time: 25 min
Materials: handout 1, board/whiteboard, markers
►Procedure:
- ☺ (2 min) Tell participants that they are going to read a text that contains a few ‘nonsense’
words, (i.e. words which do not exist) the meaning of which they will have to guess on their
own. Ask participants to read the text individually and write down the nonsense words and their
possible meaning. Tell them to make a note about what helped them to guess the meaning of
each word. Give out a copy of handout 1 to each participant.
� ☺ (5 min) Write the following questions on the board:
~ What are the nonsense words?
~ What helped you to guess the meaning of each nonsense word?
Give participants about 5 minutes to complete the task individually. Say that there are six
nonsense words in the text.
- ☺☺☺ (5 min) Put participants in groups of four and ask them to compare their findings.Ask
the following question:
∼ Can you find the common answer to the questions written on the board?
- Monitor the group discussion and check if participants are on the right track.
The nonsense words have the following equivalents:
fibbics – animals, creatures, beings; quimmed – developed, sophisticated; pide – have; frandid
– active; vode – move, run; dinth – water.
Do not give any answers to participants yet.
- ☺☺☺ (5 min) Invite each group to explain the meaning of one word and answer the second
question on the board.
- ☺ (5 min) Give short feedback on each answer. Clarify to what extent the immediate context
was helpful; also background knowledge; knowledge of English grammar forms and syntax etc.
Stress the connection between the meaning and the form of a word.
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- A few tips for the discussion of the words:
fibbics – a broad definition of cats: ‘cats are powerfully built fibbics’; -s at the end suggests it is
a noun in the plural form.
quimmed – the passive form of a verb, used here as an adjective to characterise ‘a large brain’.
It also goes with ‘highly’.
pide – goes with ‘claws’ as in ‘cats have claws’. (Compare the form with ‘ride’ and ‘hide’)
frandid – the phrase ‘a few are more frandid’ suggests it is an adjective, and the sentence
context that contrasts day and night activity of the cats enables us to guess its meaning.
(Compare with ‘candid’ and ‘stupid’)
vode – following ‘can’, it can only be a verb, and the words ‘fast’ and ‘speed’ suggest that it is a
verb of motion.
dinth – the meaning is not clear from the first sentence, but the phrase ‘they can swim if they
must’ and the background knowledge about cats’ reaction to water helps to guess its meaning.
- ☺ (2 min) Ask participants about the purpose of this activity. Elicit several random responses.
- ☺ (1 min) Conclude by saying that words convey a certain meaning in a context, not in
isolation and that this has the following important implications for teaching vocabulary:
Overdependence on translation of isolated words often makes students believe that in order to
understand a text or fragment of speech they need to understand every word. As a result, they
tend to focus on form and not on meaning. Students often fail to realize that different languages
work according to different principles
- Say that you would like to explore these implications by comparing vocabulary teaching
activities.
Activity 2 Comparing vocabulary teaching activities
Objective: to investigate different approaches to teaching vocabulary
Time: 25 min
Materials: handout 2, board, markers
Procedure:
- ☺☺☺ (15 min) Put participants in groups of four and distribute handout 2 to each teacher.
Tell groups to compare two vocabulary-focused activities. Write the following questions on the
board and ask participants to answer them:
~ What is the focus of each of these tasks?
~ How is vocabulary treated in each task?
~ What skills are targeted in these tasks?
Possible answers:
Task 1 focuses on word-for-word translation of isolated words and does not take into account
different meanings these words can have.
Task 2 explores different meanings of each word from the box in literary context.
Task 1 does not target any skills but simply tests the knowledge of one meaning of each
Uzbek/Russian word.
Task 2 targets reading skills and explores how vocabulary works in a context.
- ☺ (10 min) Ask a spokesperson from each group to share the answers. Accept all participants’
views, and support them with questions if necessary. Say that you would like participants to
develop some principles of teaching vocabulary based on the experience they gained in the
session.
Activity 3 Some principles of teaching vocabulary
Objective: to provide some guidance on teaching vocabulary
Time: 15 min
Materials: handout 3, board and markers
►Procedure:
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- ☺ (2 min) Tell participants that there are different ways of teaching vocabulary. However,
some practices can be more effective than others if they follow certain principles.
- ☺ (8 min) Ask them to draw some principles of successful vocabulary teaching from the
session. Write these principles on the board. Give your own example if necessary (e.g.
vocabulary should be taught in context)
- ☺ (5 min) Distribute handout 3. Say that these principles will be worked upon in the second
session on Teaching Vocabulary. Say that these principles are guidelines to be tried and either
accepted or rejected, not prescriptions to be followed blindly. Encourage participants to
experiment with these principles before they decide which ones they can accept and which not.
Summary
Ask participants to remember the main stages of the session and to identify the focus of each
stage. Ask them to formulate the objective of the session. Remind them to consider the principles
of vocabulary teaching laid out in handout 3� at home and bring it to the session
Handouts
Activity 1, Handout 1, Find ‘nonsense’ words in the text and guess their meaning.
CATS!
Cats are the most highly specialized of the flesh-eating mammals. They are powerfully
built fibbics, so well coordinated that they almost always land on their feet when they fall or are
dropped. The brain is large and highly quimmed. The most characteristic and specialized features
are in the teeth and claws. All cats (except the cheetah) pide strong and sharp claws.
Although most cats are night fibbics, a few are more frandid during the day, like the
cheetah. Typically solitary while hunting, a cat steals up on prey on padded feet and overwhelms
it ina short, quick rush or leap. It can vode very fast in a short dash but is not built for
sustainedspeed. Cats differ in their reaction to dinth: the lion and the leopard don’t like to enter it
(they can swim when they must). House cats do not dislike dinth but react negatively to being
chilled with cold dinth. (Adapted from Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2001)
Activity 2, Handout 2
Task 1. Give the English equivalents for the following Russian/Uzbek words and use them in
sentences of your own:
Russian: стол, стул, вилка, дорога, стакан, компания, блестящий, грязный.
Uzbek: stol, stul, sanchqi, yo’l, stakan, guruh, yaltiroq, iflos
Task 2. Read the following text and find the words in the box or their derivatives in the text.
Brilliant
chair
company
table
way
Fork
glasses
mess
road
Arnold put on his glasses, looked at the table again and shook his head. ‘If you examine these
figures, they’ll show that the company performed absolutely brilliantly. Huge profits, and
salaries are actually quite good. But I still have my doubts, gentlemen.’ Barry, who was sitting at
the far end of a messy table impatiently tossing a fork in his hands, rose from his chair with an
audible noise. ‘Look’, he said, ‘this is not the right way to do things. I have…’ Arnold hit the
table, two empty glasses fell on the floor, but only one broke into pieces. ‘Who is in chair of the
whole operation? You? Or maybe it’s you, Cyril? Do you have another brilliant idea that could
save us, Barry? If you don’t like my company, you are free to go. But let me tell you just one
thing, boys: there is no way you’re going to mess with me, OK? Go now. If you want to, but
remember: the road forks only after the bridge.’ [AU]
Task 3. Answer the following questions:
- What kind of text is this e.g. newspaper article, fiction, report? How do you know?
- Who do you think the characters are? What makes you think so?
- What have you noticed about the use of the words from the box?
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Activity 3, Handout 3
Some principles of vocabulary teaching
Students should be encouraged to notice how certain words perform in different contexts,
preferably at the level of a text or paragraph. Words don’t exist in isolation. Students’
dependence on their first language in clarifying the meaning of English words should be
diplomatically discouraged. Understanding the meaning of a certain word in context can often be
prevented by word-for-word translation. Therefore, where possible they should use a
monolingual (English-English) instead of a bilingual dictionary. Students should be encouraged
to guess the meaning of unknown words where possible and to deduce the principles of
vocabulary use in English on their own. This develops their awareness of how words work in
context. Spoon-feeding meanings doesn’t usually help.
LESSON
12:
STUDENTS'
VOCABULARY
DEVELOPMENT; ASSESSMENT OF LEXICAL
ASSIGNMENT AND CREATE TESTS.

LEARNING
STRATEGIES
TASKS; LEXICAL TASK,

Aim: to explore different types of vocabulary learning tasks
Objective:
 to explore some vocabulary learning activities
 to enable participants to have practice in developing vocabulary tasks
Activity 1 Knowing words and phrases
Objective: to enable students to explore what it means to know a word
Time: 15 min
Materials: flipchart/whiteboard, markers
►Procedure:
- ☺(1 min) Remind participants of Activity 1 in Teaching Vocabulary where they were asked to
think about one word or phrase which they could remember learning.
- ☺ (1 min) Ask them to remember one word that they know and confidently use and one word
that they know but do not use.
- ☺☺ (5 min) Put participants in pairs and ask them to discuss their words and to consider
possible reasons why some known words are used and others are not.
- ☺ (2 min) Elicit a few random responses. Say that there are different ways to know a word or
phrase. However, the main distinction is between passive and active vocabulary – related to
receptive and productive skills (or recognition and use) respectively.
- ☺ (1 min) Ask participants the following question:
~ How many words can you recognise and how many words can you actually use?
- ☺ (5 min) Elicit several random responses. Say that average native speakers of English have 6
to 7 thousand words in their active vocabulary and about 25 thousand in their passive
vocabulary. However, the current estimate of the English vocabulary resource is over one million
words. Establish that the ratio between active and passive vocabulary with English learners is
similar to that of native speakers and that learning vocabulary entails two interdependent
objectives:
~ To increase passive vocabulary, i.e. the number of words students can recognize, understand
and remember.
~ To increase active vocabulary, i.e. the number of words students can confidently use in
speaking and writing.
Say that another way of looking at it is to consider quantity (vocabulary resource) and quality
(accuracy and appropriateness) of vocabulary learning and use. Say that you would like
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participants to explore a few vocabulary learning activities in order to decide what objectives
they serve better.
Activity 2 Exploring vocabulary learning activities
Objective: to explore some vocabulary learning activities
Time: 25 min
Materials: handout 1, board, markers
►Procedure:
-☺☺☺ (5 min) Put participants in groups of four and remind them of the tasks they examined
in Teaching Vocabulary. Ask them to refer back to ‘Some principles of vocabulary teaching’
which they received as a handout at the end of the session. Ask groups to brainstorm different
types of vocabulary learning activities.
- ☺ (5 min) Take feedback from groups and write participants’ ideas on the board.
Suggested answers:
• open/banked gap-filling exercises
• comparing synonyms in context,
• replacing nonsense words in a text
• multiple matching
• analysis of words and word combinations in a text
• using word combinations and phrases
• labelling and describing objects in a picture
• using texts with thinking questions
Say that the principles on the handout should be considered when teachers develop and/or give
their students certain vocabulary learning activities.
- ☺☺☺ (10 min) Ask participants to work in groups. Distribute handout 1 to each participant.
Tell groups to do these three activities as learners and identify the teaching points in each of
them.
Suggested answers:
Activity A is a matching exercise: a5; b3; c2; d1; e4. It deals with definitions of new words out
of context. Its main focus is expansion of passive vocabulary.
Activity B focuses on eliciting the meaning of words and phrases in a certain context and allows
some space for the use of these words and phrases in discussion. It also touches upon words
having different meanings, e. g. change as ‘transformation’ and ‘money you get back’ which you
have to deduce from the context.
Activity C focuses on inferring and creating possible contexts for isolated sentences and on
comparing differences in meaning in the use of synonyms.
- ☺ (5 min) Elicit groups’ responses to the activities and discuss them with the whole group.
Refer to the principles of vocabulary teaching and the sessions on Teaching Vocabulary and
Authenticity. Say that you would like participants to put these ideas into practice by designing a
few vocabulary tasks.
Activity 3 Designing vocabulary tasks
Objective: to enable participants to have practice in developing vocabulary tasks
Time: 40 min
Materials: handout 2, board/flipchart, short newspaper clips for each group. If possible:
photocopier
►Procedure:
- ☺ (3 min) Ask participants to list questions they have to answer before and during designing a
vocabulary task (e.g. about materials, focus or level of difficulty). Give your own examples and
refer to the guidelines in handout 2 if necessary. Distribute handout 2.
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- ☺☺☺(5 min) Elicit random responses and write the checklist on the board. Say that you
would like participants in each group of four to develop one vocabulary task.
- ☺☺☺ (5 min) Ask participants in their groups to answer these questions first and write the
answers down.
- ☺ (4 min) Ask spokespersons from each group to read out their answers to check what kind of
task they are going to develop. Comment on the answers where necessary.
- ☺☺☺ (15 min) Ask participants to design the task in their groups using cuttings from
newspapers. Distribute the cuttings. Monitor their work and offer assistance where necessary.
- ☺ (8 min) Ask spokespersons from each group to present their tasks to others. If possible,
make photocopies of the developed tasks and distribute them to participants from other groups at
the end of the day.
- Conclude by asking the following question:
∼ What do you need to keep in mind when developing vocabulary activities for your classes?
Suggested answers:
• vocabulary should be taught in context, not as isolated words;
• vocabulary should be taught through English, avoiding word-for-word translation into mother
tongue;
• learners should be encouraged to work out the meaning of the unknown words;
• there is a difference between active and passive vocabulary;
• learners should be encouraged to analyze words and word combinations in a text. Elicit a few
random answers.
Summary
Teaching vocabulary should be based on context and teachers should focus on exploring the
relationship between words, phrases and the meanings they convey in different contexts. It is
possible to design simple vocabulary tasks using authentic texts accompanied with thinking
questions or other task types.
Activity 2, Handout 1
VOCABULARY LEARNING ACTIVITIES
In your group do the given vocabulary learning activities and answer the following
questions:
- What is the teaching point in each of these activities?
- What principles of vocabulary teaching does it reflect?
Activity A
Match each word on the left with the correct definition on the right:
a) implication
b) grammar
c) context
d) vocabulary
e) metaphor
1) all the words a person knows or uses
2) the words that come just before or after a word or phrase and help you to understand its
meaning
3) the system of structures at word, sentence and text level in a language
4) a word or phrase used in an imaginative way to describe something else to show that the two
things have the same qualities
5) something that is suggested or indirectly stated
Activity B
Read the text below. In your group discuss and explain the meaning of the underlined words and
phrases.
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“Two gentlemen in black came in. They had a cheap and quiet lunch, and one of them paid for it
and went out. The other was just going out to join him when I looked at my change again and
found that he’d paid me more than three times too much. ‘Here,’ I say to the chap who was
nearly out of the door, ‘you’ve paid too much.’ ‘Oh,’ he says, very cool, ‘have we?’ ‘Yes,’ I say
and pick up the bill to show him. The man at the door says, all serene, ‘Sorry to confuse your
accounts, but it’ll pay for the window.’ ‘What window?’ I say. ‘The one I’m going to break,’ he
says, and smashed that beautiful window with his umbrella.
[Adapted from G. K. Chesterton, The Blue Cross]
Activity C
Explain the difference between the sentences in each pair. How do different words change the
meaning of the sentences? Add a sentence of your own to provide an appropriate context.
Discuss the sentences in your group.
1. a) When I turned back I noticed that her eyes were shining in the dark, full with a strange
feeling that I found difficult to describe.
b) When I turned back I noticed that her eyes were glistening in the dark, full with that weird
feeling that I found difficult to describe.
2. a) John looked through the door thinking that he’d heard Simon’s low voice and said: ‘Are
you talking to anyone, Simon?’
b) John peered through the door thinking that he’d heard Simon whispering and blurted out: ‘Are
you talking to someone there, Simon?’
3. a) Then that damned bell rang, and I thought for one long, mortal minute that I couldn’t get
out of that chair – just literally, physically, muscularly couldn’t.
b) Then the bell rang loudly and I thought for a couple of minutes that I couldn’t physically get
out of the chair.
Activity 3, Handout 2
SOME GUIDELINES FOR VOCABULARY TASK DEVELOPMENT
Before developing a vocabulary task it is necessary to identify the specifications of the task
you are going to develop. The following checklist may be useful for this purpose:
questions
comments
1 What materials am I going to use for the development of the task? (e.g. existing textbook,
literature source, newspaper or other authentic materials)
2 What level of vocabulary should the task be aimed at? (e.g. pre - intermediate)
3 Should the task focus on the expansion of passive vocabulary or on vocabulary activating?
4 What is the precise focus of the task? (e.g. words related to a certain topic; different meanings
of a word; different words with similar meanings; collocations; style and register)
5 What type of task am I going to use? (e.g. open/banked Gap filling exercises; comparing
synonyms in context; replacing nonsense words in a text; multiple matching; analysis of words
and word combinations in a text; using word combinations and phrases in speech; using texts
with thinking questions; labeling and describing objects in a picture etc.)
6 Is there any need to pre-teach some vocabulary? If yes, how amI going to do this?
7 What stages will be there in the task? (e.g. pre-, during- and post-reading)
8 Will my task be integrated with other skills/aspects? (e.g. speaking skills and grammar?) How?
9 Will the task combine different interaction patterns? (e.g. individual and pair work)
10 Which principles of vocabulary teaching will be involved in this task?
LESSON 13: TEACHING PHONOLOGY: ANALYSING PHONOLOGY ACTIVITIES
Aim: to explore different types of activities focused on phonological features in a context.
Objective:
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 to explain the difference between phonetics and phonology
 Teaching phonology
 Analysing phonological activities
Lead-in
Time: 10 min
 Ask SS the following question and collect the answers on the board:
- How do you understand ‘phonological level’ of language? What does it include?
 Differentiate between phonetics as the study of sounds in a language and how they are
made and phonology which is an umbrella term covering all the supra-segmentals
including stress, intonation, rhythm etc as well as the pure pronunciation of words and
phonemes.
 Establish that different accents, intonation patterns, pronunciation, etc are known as
‘phonological features’. Suggest that there are different activities focused on different
phonological features.
Activity 1 Comparing activities
Objective: to explore different types of activities focused on phonological features in a context.
Time:
25 min
 Distribute several activities and ask students in groups of 3 analyse them and fill in
the table.
 Discuss the answers.
Activity 2 Good phonology lesson
Time: 15 min
 Ask them to brainstorm qualities of a good activity focused on teaching phonetics and
phonological features in their groups.
 Collect answers on the board.
Handout 1, Phonology Activities
Activity 1.
You are going to practise a few sounds. Repeat after the teacher:
[b] (* = let the students repeat the sound) [b] (*) [b] (*)
be
[bi] (*) [bi] (*) [bi] (*), ,
bar
[ba] (*) [ba] (*) [ba] (*)
bore [bo] (*) [bo] (*) [bo] (*)
[bi-ba-bo] (*)[bi-ba-bo] (*)[bi-ba-bo] (*)
[bo-ba-bi] (*)[bo-ba-bi] (*)[bo-ba-bi]
Activity 2
Here is an English limerick. In groups of four, prepare to read it aloud in the following ways:
 With a strong mother tongue accent
 With an American accent
 With some irony and distance
 Making it as lively as possible
There was a young lady named Wright,
Who could travel much faster than light
She set out one day
In her usual way,
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And came back the previous day.
Activity 3
You should role play the following situation in groups of 3 – today it’s one of your groupmates’
birthday. You can use only one word: Banana. No other words are allowed to use.
Activity 4
You’re going to hear five pairs of sentences. Write down each pair using the appropriate
punctuation to show difference in intonation. Compare your sentences with other students.
1. ‘Who?’ said John. (*= pause for participants to write it down) / Who said ‘John?’(*)
2. ‘A doctor!’ called Mike. (*)/ A doctor called Mike. (*)
3. Why? Don’t you like it? (*)/ Why don’t you like it? (*)
4. Lemon, tea and sweets. (*)/ Lemon tea and sweets. (*)
5. See you. Later I’ll call you. (*) / See you later. I’ll call you. (*)’
Handout 1
Analysing phonological activities
Questions

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

1. What is the
focus
of
the
activity
(intonation, stress,
rhythm, discrete
sounds, etc.)?
2. Does it promote
the
relationship
between
phonology
and
meaning?
3. What other
skills are practiced
in the activity?
4.Other comments

4. What would you
like to change in
the activity?
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LESSON 13: THE IMPORTANCE OF PRONUNCIATION FOR SUCCESSFUL
COMMUNICATION
Aim: to focus on importance of pronunciation for successful communication
Objective:
 identifying and practicing pronunciation
 to indicate some negative impacts of poor pronunciation
 to provide with some tips for the improvement.
Pronunciation is the most important and difficult problem that non-native English speakers have
to face when studying English. Improper pronunciation can lead to negative impression,
misunderstanding and ineffective communication. This page is designed to indicate some
negative impacts of poor pronunciation and to provide you with some tips for the improvement.
Negative impression
When you talk to people in the real life, your pronunciation is the first thing they notice during a
conversation. In everyday communication, you usually do not have to use many complicated
words, so your limited vocabulary is not a big issue since you can use more simple words to
express the word that you do not know. In fact, they will notice right away if your pronunciation
is good or bad only the first few simple words. If you have a poor pronunciation with very strong
foreign accent, they will think of you as a bad English speaker and your good vocabulary and
grammar cannot help you.
Misunderstanding
Knowing a lot of vocabularies is meaningless if you cannot pronounce those words correctly and
no one can understand the words that you are trying to use. Even worse, pronunciation mistakes
can lead to some serious misunderstanding. For example, let’s think of the misunderstanding
about the signal “sinking”. Many people believe that they can communicate in English because
they can communicate with their teachers and other students. However, it is not true. The
teachers have been listening to bad English for years so they can understand your poor
pronunciation, and your friends are from the same country with you and speak English with the
same accent so that they can understand your words easier. The best way is to talk to native
English speakers, and if they can understand what you are saying, you have a good
pronunciation.

I'm sinking
Ineffective communication
You are making it difficult for people who listen to you with your strong foreign accent. It is
irritated for other people if they have to keep asking you to repeat, but they still cannot figure out
what you are saying. Consequently, if it takes a lot of efforts to understand your English, people
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will avoid communicating with you as much as they can. In contrast, they will enjoy talking to
you when you have a pleasant accent that is easy for them hear and understand you.
Tips for proper pronunciation
Here are some tips for you to improve your pronunciation.

With every new word, you should look it up in the dictionary to find the correct
pronunciation.

Listen to native speakers to get used to their accent. Instead of boring listening lessons,
you can listen to English songs, watch movies or listen to your native English speaking
friends and relatives.

Practice in front of a mirror and make sure you move your mouth in the correct way.

Do a lot of practices. Remember that practices make perfect.

Be patient and determined. The journey may be tough, but the result will be worth.

LESSON 15: INTONATION, EXPRESSING THE ATTITUDE OF INTONATION AND
TEACHING GRAMMAR FUNCTIONS; DIFFERENCES IN THE TEACHING OF
SOUNDS IN ISOLATION AND CONTEXT; ANALYSIS OF PHONOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONS; PHONETICS EXERCISES, ASSIGNMENTS, TASK, COMPILING
TESTS.
Aim: to give students an opportunity to explore the relationship between teaching phonology and
other skills and competencies
Objective:
 to explore the link between phonology and listening
 to enable participants to develop some principles of teaching phonology
 to make them practice as well as notice different phonological features (e.g. accent,
particular intonation, stress)
Lead-in
Time: 5 min
Materials: handouts, flipchart
►Procedure:
- ☺(1 min) Remind participants about the first session on Phonology and Meaning. If necessary,
recap the main points of the session.
- ☺(4 min) Ask participants the following questions and elicit a few random answers after each
question:
∼ What language skills are most naturally related to phonology?
∼ Is it important to incorporate phonology into classes focused on these skills? Why / Why not?
Suggested answers:
Speaking and listening. Other skills (reading and writing) and competencies (grammar and
vocabulary) are less directly related to phonology. Yes, it is important. Phonological features are
important in real life communication. A successful speaker will be intelligible (acceptable
pronunciation) and will use a range of phonological features (intonation, stress, pauses, tone of
voice) to convey appropriate meaning. A successful listener will be able to understand different
accents and correctly interpret different phonological features (e.g. accent as a reference to
speaker’s background; intonation and stress as the ways to convey emotional meaning).
Phonology can also be linked with reading and writing (e.g. texts representing certain language
varieties), vocabulary and grammar (e.g. the role of punctuation in conveying certain
phonological features).
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- Establish that you would like to explore some of the ways phonology can be incorporated in
teaching these skills and competencies.
Activity 1 Phonology and listening activities
Objective: to explore the link between phonology and listening
Time: 30 min
Materials: CD, recorded tape from Headway Advanced, handout (transcript) to each participant,
flipchart
►Procedure:
-☺(5 min) Ask participants to listen to a recording (1-2 min) and answer the following question:
∼ What language is this? How do you know?
∼ What sort of text is this (e.g. dialogue, political speech, casual talk)? How do you know?
∼ What kind of emotional meaning is conveyed in this text (joke, love, drama, fear)?
Play the recording Track 1 ( A text)
Possible answers:
The text is in Armenian (which is unlikely to be known to participants). As Armenian is very
different from Roman, Slavonic, Turkic or Germanic languages, there would be very few hints
about the origin of the language. The text is a poem My Fate by O. Tatevosyan. The manner of
reading, intonation and underlying rhythm, rhyme and meter should be discernible by
participants. Compare this with a lecture, a dialogue, an everyday conversation. The poem is
quite dramatic. This is evident from the tone of voice and the intonation of the speaker.
- Discuss the answers. Ask participants about the focus of this activity. Elicit a few random
answers. Establish that it is meant to demonstrate that even listening to a text in an unfamiliar
language one can infer a lot of meaning with the help of different phonological features.
- ☺ (5 min) Say that one phonological feature which has not yet been sufficiently covered in the
programme is accent. Establish that in English-speaking countries, in particular, in Britain,
accent plays an important role. Remind participants that various international dialects of English
(e.g. American, Australian, Indian, Caribbean etc.) are receiving recognition on a par with the
British English. They have their own accents that sometimes are quite different from each other.
Ask the following question and elicit a few random answers:
∼ Do you think students should be able to understand different accents of English (in real life)?
- Remind participants that in Britain people can normally place each other’s accent
geographically (e.g. from Newcastle, South-East, West Country etc.) as well as socially (e.g.
working class, public school, etc.) To them it carries an important personal and social
information (e.g. as in G.B Shaw’s Pygmalion). Say that you would like participants to do a
listening activity from Headway Advanced that focuses on accents (Tapescript 22 ).
- ☺(15 min) Ask participants to listen to several people talking about the places they come from
and their accents. Ask them to guess the place and to take note of some peculiar phonological
features of a particular accent.
- Play 3 recordings of your choice (5 min) and discuss the texts. Distribute handout 11 with the
transcript at an appropriate time.
NB: You should familiarise yourself with the recordings and the transcript before the
session.
Depending on the level of participants this activity may take more time or less. Thus, Scottish or
West Country accents may be difficult to understand and you may need to play the fragment
twice or choose other fragments.
Alternatively, you may give out transcripts earlier for participants to follow. Play at least one
fragment without the transcript.
- ☺ (5 min) Ask participants the following question and elicit a few random answers:
∼ What else could you do with your students using such recordings?
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Write the answers on the board.
Possible answers:
Ask students to notice the difference between different accents; write a dictation; fill in the gaps
in the transcript while listening. Use video (films) where different accents are represented and
ask students to guess where the characters come from and so on.
- Suggest that such an activity can be preceded by a pre-listening activity and followed by a postlistening activity that extends the integration of phonology with speaking or writing. Refer
participants to the first session on Phonology and Meaning to illustrate this.
Activity 2 Phonology and speaking
Objective: to explore the link between phonology and speaking
Time: 20 min
Materials: none
►Procedure:
- ☺ (5 min) Tell participants that you would like them to develop a few simple speaking
activities focusing on different phonological features. Say that one of the most useful starting
points in working on students’ speaking and pronunciation is recording students’ speech
(conversations with other students or with the teacher) on tape or video and then listening to the
recordings. Ask participants the following question and elicit a few random answers:
∼ What can students learn from listening to their own speech recorded on tape?
Possible answers:
The mistakes they make; their use of intonation and stress; their accent; their manner of speech;
their body language (video).
- Say that such reflection can help a teacher and students to identify the strengths and
weaknesses in their pronunciation and speaking to work on.
- As an example, tell participants that if the focus is intonation, this can be worked on through
practicing simple dialogues in different situational contexts. An activity may look like following:
“In pairs practise the dialogue below with an appropriate intonation:
A
- Let’s go to the cinema. (bored; if there’s nothing else we can do…)
- All right. (I don’t want to, but if you insist…)
B
- Let’s go… to the… cinema! (first uncertain, and then a bright idea pops up)
- All right! (wow, what a great idea) etc.
- ☺☺☺ (10 min) Put participants in groups of four or five and ask them to think of a speaking
activity that focuses on a particular phonological feature. Group A: stress; Group B: intonation;
Group C: accent; Group D: pronunciation of confusing words; Group E: difference between
written and oral speech. Remind them to incorporate context in their activities: the same words
and phrases are said differently depending on person and context. Monitor their work and make
your suggestions if necessary.
Possible answers:
• The same phrases said with different stress (e.g. answering different questions: Who gave
Sandy the matches? Mike gave Sandy the matches. Who did Mike give the matches to? Mike
gave Sandy the matches, etc.);
• the same phrases said with different intonation (as in the example);
• role play (e.g. a dialogue between an American and a Brit);
• using easily confused words in the same story / dialogue (e.g. ship – sheep; bag – back)
• retelling a written story, noticing the difference or writing an invitation and inviting someone
on the phone.
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- ☺ (5 min) Ask a spokesperson from each group to describe their activity to the whole group.
Discuss the examples focusing on the relationship between phonological features and contextual
meanings. Say that now you would like to work on more general principles of teaching
phonology.
Activity 3 Principles of teaching phonology
Objective: to enable participants to develop some principles of teaching phonology
Time: 25 min
Materials: handouts 2 and 3 to each participant
►Procedure:
- ☺☺ (5 min) Tell participants that you would like to work on principles of teaching phonology.
Distribute handout 2� to each participant; give them some time to read it individually and then
discuss it in pairs.
- ☺ (5 min) Elicit a few random responses. Discuss them with the whole group. Say that the
statements ion the handout represent two extreme views on teaching phonology.
- Say that forcing students to follow one ‘right’ model of pronunciation makes their spoken
English inflexible and may prevent them from accepting phonological features of English that
may be closer to their personality. It also weakens their ability to understand speakers of other
varieties of English (e.g. different regional accents and social groups).
- Establish that to ignore phonological features for the sake of ‘communication’ means to oversimplify the notion of communication. This approach weakens students’ ability to convey and
perceive different meanings through pronunciation and may lead to serious misunderstandings,
as was demonstrated by Rod in the video from the previous session on pronunciation.(e.g. the
use of ‘of course’).
- Say that acceptance of multiple standards and forms of spoken English implies that students
should be able to recognise and use them appropriately according to the context (e.g.
formal/informal situation; your audience: nationality, age, gender etc.; emotions and attitudes).
- ☺ (15 min) Say that in the light of these principles you would like participants to explore some
guidelines for working on pronunciation and designing phonological tasks. Distribute handout 3
to each participant and discuss the issues with them.
NB: During the discussion remind participants that by applying the guidelines from Handout 3,
they will
• expose students to a wide range of regional and social accents;
• let them choose the pronunciation model which is closer to their personality;
• raise their awareness of a link between people’s feelings and intonation;
• attract their attention to the ways different phonological features convey different meanings;
• raise their awareness of the role of context;
• make them practise as well as notice different phonological features (e.g. accent, particular
intonation, stress)
Activity 3, Handout 2
Read the following two statements. Which do you find easier to agree with? What is your
view on this? Discuss it with your partner.
- There is only one right way to speak, one correct form of good English pronunciation which
should be taught to students. Any contact with bad English, mispronunciation, colloquial speech,
non-native accents, and slang should be prevented. The use of these by students should be
prohibited.
- It doesn’t matter at all how a person speaks. Students should just understand others and make
themselves understood, so they can speak whatever way they like without thinking about how
they speak. Every pronunciation is equally acceptable and teachers should never restrict or direct
students’ personal way of speaking.
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Activity 3, Handout 3a
GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING PHONOLOGY
• There is a strong connection between phonology, emotion and meaning.
• Even simple words and phrases can carry different meanings depending on pronunciation and
context; therefore context should be explored while teaching phonetics.
• There are different phonological features that can say a lot about a speaker as a person and as a
social being.
• Particular attention should be paid to the areas of possible confusion resulting from
mispronunciation.
• Relations between phonology and meaning should be explored in teaching listening as well as
speaking.
• Awareness of a wide range of regional and social accents makes students’ speech more flexible
and increases their ability to communicate with other speakers of English.
Activity 3, Handout 3b
GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING PHONOLOGY TEACHING TASKS
• Identify the teaching focus (e.g. pronunciation of certain words or phrases; intonation; stress;
accent)
• Identify the text and context you are going to use (e.g. written text; recording; film etc.)
• You may use the pre-, while- and post-task model and work with the following or similar
questions at each stage:
a) PRE-TASK QUESTIONS
e.g. - When is (e.g. a certain word, phrase, intonation, accent etc.) used?
- Does it always have the same meaning?
- Does it always express the same emotion and attitude?
- (Is it always pronounced in the same way?)
b) WHILE-TASK QUESTIONS
e.g. - Where is the situation taking place? How do you know?
- Who is / are the character(s) in the text / recording / video?
(Identify their gender, age, nationality, occupation). How do you know?
- What are the relationships between the characters?
- Comment on each use of (e.g. a certain word, phrase, intonation, accent etc.) in the text /
recording / video. What attitudes do they convey?
- How is it related to the way these words / phrases are pronounced?
- What other words or phrases help to clarify their meaning?
- How is it related to the personality of the character(s) and the social context?
- What responses and reactions do they generate?
- What conclusions can be made about the use of these words/phrases?
c) POST-TASK SPEAKING ACTIVITIES
that will provoke students to render certain meanings using different intonation and other
phonological features e.g.
Role play: students in pairs get cards with certain instructions and practise together (e.g. an
impatient customer in a shop and a slow, indifferent shop assistant.)
Gap-filling: students receive scripts of dialogues with gaps which they have to fill in depending
on the context. Then they practice these responses and discuss the phonological features
appropriate in each case.
Recording and analysing conversations. Students’ speech is recorded on tape / video and then
played back for the whole group to discuss the importance of pronunciation for successful
communication
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TEACHING STRESS (WORD STRESS, SENTENCE STRESS).
Aim: to focus on importance of word stress
Objective:
 identifying and practicing word stress
 some general tendencies for word stress in English







A language learner needs to engage with a word many times, preferably in different ways, in
order to really learn it - identifying and practicing word stress can provide one or two of those
engagements.
Why word stress is important
What word stress is
Some 'rules' of word stress
How I help my students
In the classroom
Why word stress is important
Mistakes in word stress are a common cause of misunderstanding in English. Here are the
reasons why:
Stressing the wrong syllable in a word can make the word very difficult to hear and understand;
for example, try saying the following words:
o OO o
b'tell hottle
And now in a sentence:
"I carried the b'tell to the hottle."
Now reverse the stress patterns for the two words and you should be able to make sense of the
sentence!
"I carried the bottle to the hotel."
Stressing a word differently can change the meaning or type of the word:
"They will desert* the desert** by tomorrow."
o
OO
o
desert* desert**
Think about the grammatical difference between desert* and desert**.
I will look at this in more detail later.
Even if the speaker can be understood, mistakes with word stress can make the listener feel
irritated, or perhaps even amused, and could prevent good communication from taking place.
These three reasons tell me that word stress is an important part of the English language,
and it is something I should help my students with.

What word stress is
When we stress syllables in words, we use a combination of different features. Experiment now
with the word 'computer'. Say it out loud. Listen to yourself. The second syllable of the three is
stressed. What are you doing so that the listener can hear that stress?
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A stressed syllable combines five features:
It is l-o-n-g-e-r - com p-u-ter
It is LOUDER - comPUTer
It has a change in pitch from the syllables coming before and afterwards. The pitch of a
stressed syllable is usually higher.
It is said more clearly -The vowel sound is purer. Compare the first and last vowel sounds with
the stressed sound.
It uses larger facial movements - Look in the mirror when you say the word. Look at your jaw
and lips in particular.
It is equally important to remember that the unstressed syllables of a word have the opposite
features of a stressed syllable!
Some 'rules' of word stress
There are patterns in word stress in English but, as a rule (!), it is dangerous to say there are fixed
rules. Exceptions can usually be found.
Here are some general tendencies for word stress in English:
Word Type of word
Tendency
Exceptions
apple
stress
on
the
first
syllable
two-syllable
nouns
and
hotel
table
O
o
adjectives
lagoon
happy
apple
the noun has stress on the first syllable
O
o
suspect words which can be used as
"You
are
the suspect!" respect
import both
the verb has stress on the second syllable witness
insult
nouns and verbs
o
O
"I suspect you."
fairly equally balanced but with stronger
stress
hairbrush
compound nouns
on
the
first
part
football
O
o
hairbrush
How I help my students
Students can be alarmed when they meet words which are similar but have different stress
patterns:
O o o O oo O o o o o o O o
equal equality equalise equalisation
A useful thing you can do is to help students see connections with other word families. Patterns
can usually be found, for example:
O
o
final o O oo finality O
o
o
finalise o o o O o finalisation
neutral
neutrality
neutralize
neutralisation
There are some recognised differences in word stress which depend on the variety of English
being used, for example:
o o O o Caribbean aluminium (British English) o O o o Caribbean aluminum (American English)
These differences are noted in good learner dictionaries. If words like these come up in class,
point them out to students. Ask if there are similar cases of differences in word stress in their
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own
language
this
will
heighten
awareness
and
interest.
In the classroom
Raise awareness & build confidence
You can use the same questions with your students that I have used in this article. These will
help to raise the students' awareness of word stress and its importance. Some learners love to
learn about the 'technical' side of language, while others like to 'feel' or 'see' the language more,
hearing the music of word stress or seeing the shapes of the words. Try to use a variety of
approaches: helping students to engage with English in different ways will help them in their
goal to become more proficient users of the language. Build students' confidence by drawing
their attention to the tendencies and patterns in word stress that do exist.
Mark the stress
Use a clear easy-to-see way of marking stress on the board and on handouts for students. I use
the big circle - small circle (O o) method. It is very easy to see and has the added advantage of
identifying the number of syllables in the word, as well as the stressed syllable.
Students also need to be aware of the way dictionaries usually mark stress - with a mark
before the stressed syllable, e.g. 'apple. By knowing this, students will be able to check word
stress independently.
Cuisenaire rods
These different sized, small coloured blocks are great for helping students to 'see' the word
stress. The students build the words using different blocks to represent stressed and unstressed
syllables. (Children's small building blocks are a good substitute!)
Integrate word stress into your lessons
You don't need to teach separate lessons on word stress. Instead, you can integrate it into your
normal lessons. The ideal time to focus students' attention on it is when introducing vocabulary.
Meaning and spelling are usually clarified for students but the sound and stress of the word can
all too often be forgotten.
Quickly and simply elicit the stress pattern of the word from the students (as you would the
meaning) and mark it on the board. Drill it too!
Students can use stress patterns as another way to organise and sort their vocabulary. For
example, in their vocabulary books they can have a section for nouns with the pattern O o, and
then a section for the pattern o O. Three syllable words can be sorted into O o o (Saturday,
hospital) and o O o (computer, unhappy).
Remember what I noted before: The more times students mentally engage with new vocabulary,
the more they are likely to actually learn it. Engaging students through word stress helps to
reinforce the learning of the words.
Troubleshooting
Initially, many students (and teachers!) find it difficult to hear word stress. A useful strategy is to
focus on one word putting the stress on its different syllables in turn. For example:
o o 0 computer 0 o o computer o 0 o computer
Say the word in the different ways for the students, really exaggerating the stressed syllable and
compressing the unstressed ones. Ask the students which version of the word sounds 'the best' or
'the
most
natural'.
By hearing the word stressed incorrectly, students can more easily pick out the correct version.
A personalised and effective way of getting students to hear the importance of correct word
stress is by using people's names as examples. I introduce word stress with my name:
"How many parts/syllables are there in my name?"
"Which is the strongest - the first or second?"
"Is it Emma or Emma?"
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Then you can question students about their own names - this will give them a
personalised connection to the issue of word stress, with a word they will never forget!
Any work on aspects of pronunciation can take a long time to show improvements and be
challenging for both the students and the teacher, but working on word stress can be fun and over
time will help your students to be better understood and more confident speakers.

LESSON 15: ERROR

TEACHING
METHODS.

OF

CORRECTION. ERROR-FREE AND FLUENT
LANGUAGE SYSTEMS; ERROR CORRECTION

Aim: to explore the nature of errors/ mistakes and ways of dealing with them
Objective:
 to explore students’ perceptions of mistakes
 to introduce some techniques of error correction
Lead-in
Time: 10 min
►Procedure:
- ☺(4 min) Explain to students the topic of the lesson and ask them to come up with their
associations with mistakes. Ask the following question and invite several responses from the
group:
~ What is a mistake like? (e.g. a disease, a defect in construction, an occasional but natural
thing)
Give your own example if necessary.
-☺(5 min) Give brief comments on participants’ associations, where appropriate,suggesting that
there are different types of mistakes caused by different factors that should be treated differently.
Make two important distinctions:
Mistakes are caused by the lack of passive knowledge of certain vocabulary or grammar items
(e.g. when students cannot recognise and understand a certain word or a grammar structure)
and the lack of a certain productive skill (e.g. when students know words or structures but cannot
use them correctly in speaking or writing.)
Explain the term ‘productive skill’ if necessary. Mistakes in form, (e.g. when students use an
appropriate word or grammar structure but mispronounce / misspell a word or make mistakes in
the structure: *treveling instead of travelling; *I am agree instead of I agree.) and mistakes in
meaning (e.g. when students use a word or phrase the form of which is correct but which is used
in a wrong context which causes distortion of meaning: *I am interesting in films instead of I am
interested in films; *She is always very accurately dressed instead of She is always very neatly
dressed)
- ☺(1 min) Emphasise that to work on mistakes it is important to know their cause. Tell
participants that now they are going to explore their perceptions of mistakes.
Activity 1 Examining statements about mistakes
Objective: to explore students’ perceptions of mistakes
Time: 20 min
Materials: handout 1
Procedure:
- ☺(5 min) Ask participants to examine a few statements about mistakes and choose one which
they most strongly agree with. Distribute handout 1� to each participant.
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- ☺☺☺ (5 min) Put participants in groups of 4-5 and ask them to discuss their views for 4-5
minutes before reporting back to the whole group.
- ☺(8 min) Invite a spokesperson from each group to comment on their discussion.
- ☺(2 min) Say that there is no one ‘right’ way of dealing with mistakes. Suggest that teachers
should be able to recognise different kinds of mistakes and deal with them in a way that supports
students’ own language learning efforts. State that the next activity will focus on types of
mistake.
Activity 2 Watching English lessons
Objective: to explore types of mistakes and the ways of dealing with them
Time: 25 min
Materials: video
►Procedure:
� ☺(1 min) Tell participants that they are going to watch a fragment of student’s speech and
that their task is to notice the mistakes the student makes and think about the causes of and
differences between these mistakes.
- (1 min 40 sec). Play the clip of a girl talking about her favourite book.
- ☺(7 min) Invite random responses from the group about the mistakes they have noticed and
their causes. Ask participants to identify examples of mistakes which show that the student is
actually learning – i.e. when she knows the rule but applies it wrongly (e.g. forms like ‘thinked’*
– showing that the student knows how to make verbs in the past (adding ‘–ed’), but doesn’t
know (some) irregular verbs.)
- ☺(1 min) Tell participants that they are going to watch two fragments of English lessons and
that their task is to notice how the teachers deal with the mistakes their students make. Ask them
to consider why the teachers behaved in this way, what mistakes they corrected, when and how.
- (3 min) Play two short fragments of different English lessons (Nodira – peer correction, Alex –
teacher correction).
-☺(5min) Ask participants about the differences between each teacher’s approaches to
correcting students’ mistakes. Invite several responses. Discuss the attitude behind each
approach and refer back to the statements about mistakes (see Activity 1).
- ☺(6 min) Ask participants to identify particular examples of correcting students’ mistakes
from the video and discuss which of them allowed more space for learners to think and selfcorrect and which were more top-down. Ask participants to consider the reasons for these
differences.
Activity 3 Approaches to error correction
Objective: to introduce some techniques of error correction
Time: 25 min
Materials: video, handout 2 and 3
►Procedure:
- ☺(3 min) Introduce the concept of errors (i.e. ‘regular’ mistakes coming from
misconceptions) and mistakes (i.e. occasional ones, which seem to be more random innature).
Say that the teacher should focus more on error correction rather than on correcting students’
mistakes. Refer back to the videos.
- ☺(1 min) Say that now you would like participants to watch a clip of an ELT specialist talking
about different types of errors and different approaches to error correction. Ask participants to
take notes of the talk using a special form and answer some questions.
Distribute handout 2 to each participant.
- (11 min) Play the video fragment of Rod Bolitho talking about errors and error correction.
-☺(5 min) Discuss the questions on the form and participants’ answers. Check whether all
participants understood the terms used in the talk.
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Suggested answers:
1. Pre-systematic and post-systematic errors.
2. Interlanguage is the language produced by a learner between the
beginner stage and native speaker standard.
3. Interlanguage
I------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
Beginner
Native speaker
4. Traditionally mistakes have been perceived as ‘punishable sins’ thathave to be avoided at all
costs. This often breeds fear of making mistakes and therefore discourages students from
experimenting with language.
5. Teachers should cultivate positive attitude to errors as learning steps and should encourage
self- and peer-correction of post-systematic mistakes. However, teachers should recognise that
students have no language capacity to correct their pre-systematic mistakes and should help
students with recognition and correction of these mistakes.
6. Possible answers: Pre-systematic and post-systematic error; self- and peer-correction;
comprehensible input; interlanguage; applied linguistics; second language acquisition;
monitoring. See Glossary.
- ☺(4 min) Conclude by saying that irrespective of the approach or error correction techniques,
mistakes should not be regarded as punishable sins, and that they are a natural part of the
language learning process. Discuss the negative impact of fear of making a mistake. Establish
that error correction should really serve only one purpose: to facilitate students’ learning.
- (1 min) Distribute handout 3� (the transcript of Rod’s talk) to each participant.
Activity 1, Handout 1
Read the statements below and choose the one which you agree with most.
WHAT ARE MISTAKES AND HOW TO DEAL WITH THEM?
1. Mistakes are like diseases or viruses – they should be prevented, if possible. If this is not
possible, then a teacher, like a doctor, should diagnose the disease and prescribe the appropriate
medicine.
2. Mistakes are the signs of students’ poor work during the lessons or at home. Students who
make mistakes should therefore be punished and made to work harder.
3. Mistakes are unavoidable in learning a language and should be ignored – with time and
practice they will take care of themselves.
4. Mistakes are just wrong and the teacher should immediately correct them before they happen
again.
5. Mistakes are learning steps and the teacher should help students to deal with and learn from
their mistakes.
Activity 3, Handout 2
TYPES OF ERROR AND APPROACHES TO ERROR CORRECTION
1. What two types of error have been mentioned in the talk?
2. What is interlanguage?
3. Fill in the two missing words on a diagram drawn by the presenter:
Interlanguage
I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
___________ ?
___________ ?
4. What traditional attitudes to error correction have been mentioned by the presenter?
5. What approaches to error correction have been suggested by the presenter?
6. Which new terms did you hear? Which ones would you like to discuss?
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Activity 3, Handout 3
INTERLANGUAGE AND ERROR CORRECTION
by Rod Bolitho
Applied linguists have done a lot of good over the years but mostly their theories are of interest
to their fellow academics. On the other hand, in the area of errors they have helped teachers in all
sorts of ways. There’s a concept that I’d like to share with you. It is called ‘interlanguage’ and it
comes from the field of second language acquisition. If you take this continuum as being all the
way from beginner to native speaker’s standard in a language, this continuum is sometimes
called interlanguage. It is literally ‘language between the languages’, it’s when you are in
between being a beginner and a native speaker.
There are a lot of studies about mistakes and the role they play in the development of the
interlanguage in learners. One of the first insights in interlanguage was that there are some
mistakes that learners can self-correct and there are others, which learners cannot self correct.
As teachers, we should distinguish between these types of mistake. For example, learners should
be able to self-correct post-systematic mistakes. A post-systematic mistake is an error in a
structure or a piece of vocabulary which the learner is supposed to have learned, which that
learner has been exposed to already. This kind of post-systematic error is susceptible to selfcorrection or peer-correction and is typical in students who are at some point along this
continuum but still finding the language difficult. As we know, learners never learn what
teachers teach. Teachers often get irritated by students making a lot of mistakes. These errors are
mostly post-systematic and they irritate teachers because they think that the learners should
know this by now and that they shouldn’t be making this kind of mistake. But there is another
kind of error, which is a pre-systematic error. And a pre-systematic error results from a learner
trying to express something which they don’t yet have the linguistic tools to express. Those
errors cannot be self-corrected because the learner doesn’t have the system internalised that they
need in order to correct that error. You often notice it with learners when they are trying to say
something spontaneously, something real from their own life, something that they really want to
tell you which is not in the textbook. They are trying to use language for communicative
purposes. You can encourage your learners to experiment with language or you may say ‘oh, no,
don’t try to say that yet because you’re not ready to do it.’ However, there is evidence that if you
encourage your learners to experiment with language they seem to be learning more effectively.
It is because when they are trying to say what they still cannot say, they are trying to express
what they really want tosay, so their motivation is higher than when they are just repeating things
from the textbook or repeating things which you want them to repeat in a drill or in an exercise.
Stephen Krashen, one of the leading theoreticians about the role of errors, had some very useful
things to say. One of them was that learners have an in-built monitor and that they can monitor
their own errors to a certain extent, but only the post-systematic ones. The presystematic ones
they need your help with, but help in a supportive way. And Krashen also holds that errors are
‘stepping stones on the way to learning’. This has been an insight which also to some extent
disturbed the practice of language teaching.
Traditionally errors are used to discriminate between strong students and weak students,
so that the one who makes more mistakes is a weak student and the one who makes fewer
mistakes is a strong student. But what happens when a student who makes fewer mistakes does
so only because she decides to limit her language only to what she knows? And then another
student took risks, experimented with the language and made more mistakes as the result of this.
Which student is more likely to make progress in a language? The second one. And yet our
system recognises errors as something bad. There’s a notion that an error is a sin, that if you
make a mistake you should go and confess, that there’s something wrong with an error. But if we
take another view, that errors are developmental, then even in the classroom this should change
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our attitudes to the ways we correct our students’ mistakes and to their efforts at producing
English. We should recognise when a student is experimenting, trying something out and we
should support this student. We should also recognise when a student can self-correct and we
should give them an opportunity to self-correct. And if there is a positive attitude to error in a
classroom, then peer-correction should not cause any ‘loss of face’ for your students. It will be
seen as supportive.
Teachers should be able to recognise which errors are from mother tongue interference,
which errors come from false analogy, bad learning, poor learning and so on. Talking about
different techniques of error correction, one of the things that Krashen keeps on saying is that if
you give your students comprehensible input, if you give them language which is understandable
at a little bit above their level, they will be motivated to listen to it, to read it and to learn from it.
Errors go away when the student is ready to get rid of them, and not when the teacher wants
them to go away, sadly for us.
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3.GLOSSARIY
ЛУҒАТ-GLOSSARY (таянч сўзлар)
Accuracy
Producing language with few errors.
Auditory style
learners like to learn new information by hearing it. Short lectures, hearing the information in a
song or asking students to repeat information aloud will help auditory learners remember new
things.
Developmental error.
is a mistake made by learners when they are unconsciously working out and organizing
language, and this process is not yet complete.
Error
Errors happen when learners try to say something that is beyond their current level of language
processing .usually learners can not correct errors themselves because they do not understand
what is wrong.
Fossilized error
is an error which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for ever, in
his/her foreign language use.
Interference or transfer
influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language
Interlanguage
The learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn
Kinaesthetic style
learners prefer to learn new things by moving or doing. You can help your kinaesthetic students
by asking them to act (talking with a friend in the bazaar). You can also ask them to write
answers on the blackboard or ask them to work in a group with other students.
Language
n. the method of human communication, either spoken or written, consisting of the use of words
in a structured and conventional way
Learning
n. the acquisition of knowledge or skills through experience, practice, or study, or by being
taught
Learning style
The way a person learns best, understands best and remembers best.
Language experience approach
An approach based on teaching first language reading to young children, but adapted for use
with adults. Students use vocabulary and concepts already learned to tell a story or describe an
event. The teacher writes down the information they provide, and then uses the account to teach
language, especially to develop reading skills.
Language learning requirements
To learn language, students have four needs: They must be exposed to the language. They must
understand its meaning and structure. And they must practice it. Teachers should hold their
students as able. They should not over-explain or make things too easy. Learning comes through
discovery.
Languge skills
In language teaching, this refers to the mode or manner in which language is used. Listening,
speaking, reading and writing are generally called the four language skills. Speaking and writing
are the productive skills, while reading and listening are the receptive skills. Often the skills are
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divided into sub-skills, such as discriminating sounds in connected speech, or understanding
relationships within a sentence.
Learning factors
For EFL teachers, four factors outside aptitude and attitude affect the rate at which a student
learns a second language. These are (1) the student’s motivation, including whether it is
instrumental or integrative; (2) the amount of time the student spends in class and practicing the
language outside class; (3) the teacher’s approach to teaching; and (4) the teacher’s effectiveness
and teaching style. The most important of these motivators are the first two, which are also the
two the teacher has least control over. See also “aptitude”, “attitude” and “TEFL vs. TEFL”.
Lesson plan
An outline or plan that guides teaching of a lesson; includes the following: pre-assessment of
class; aims and objectives; warm-up and review; engagement, study, activation of language
(controlled, guided and free practice); and assessment of lesson. A good lesson plan describes
procedures for student motivation and practice activities, and includes alternative ideas in case
the lesson is not long enough or is too difficult. It also notes materials needed.
Learning strategy
a person’s approach to learning and using information
Metacognitive Learning Strategy
Metacognitive learning strategy is general learning strategies. Reflecting upon your own thinking
and learning is metacognitive thinking
Motivation
It is a kind of desire for learning.
Mistake
It is an action or judgment that is misguided or wrong
Overgeneralization
is an error in which learners wrongly apply a rule for one item of the language to another item.
Theory
(pl. -ries) a supposition or a system of ideas intended to explain something, esp. one based on
general principles independent of the thing to be explained...
Slip
is the result of tiredness, worry or other temporary emotions or circumstances.
Tactile style
learners like to learn new information by touching or holding things. You can teach students who
are tactile learners by giving them objects (a blue paper, a red paper, a shoe and a sock), writing
vocabulary words on a card for them to study, or giving them instructions written on a card.
Task-Based Strategy for Learning
The "Task-Based Learning Strategy" focuses on how students can use their own resources to
learn most effectively.
Technique
A way of presenting language.
Visual style
Learners like to learn new information by seeing it. Showing pictures or charts and writing
important information on the blackboard will help visual learners practise and remember new
ideas and information.
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№
1
Til o’rganish jarayonlari

2

Introduction. foreign language, its study and teaching; Features of the
language learner
Cognitive factors in language learning, transfer, interference and
generalization events; learning inductive and deductive language; ability
and intellect; The phenomenon of systemic memory.

Soat
2
2

6

Methods and strategies of learning a foreign language. Methods of learning
a foreign language; foreign language learning strategies; communication
strategies.
Psychological factors in language learning. self-esteem; shyness; risk
taking; excitement;
- attitude and motivation
Mistakes in language learning. types of errors;
- detection and description of errors;causes of error;persistent errors.
Age characteristics in learning a foreign language. types of comparison and
comparison; age hypothesis; bilingualism.

7

Differences between foreign language teaching methods;

2

8

Practical application of modern methods of language teaching;
Foreign experience in teaching a foreign language: grammatical-translation
style; the method of teaching the lesson in a complete foreign language;
audio-linguistic style (listening); communicative style.
Methods used in the local environment and their analysis: deductive and
inductive teaching of grammar; language teaching through translation;
retelling; phonemes and phonetic methods; memorization of texts;postteacher repetition; language learning through communicative exercises;
Discuss the pros and cons of different styles

2

3
4
5

9
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13
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Teaching grammar (grammar and meaning; grammar and function);
Deductive and inductive approach to teaching grammar;
Teaching grammar through context;
Use of grammar dictionaries;
Analysis of grammatical tasks;
Grammar exercises, assignments, tasks, tests

Soat
2
2
2
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Linguistic intuition; language phenomena;
Use of grammar dictionaries;
Analysis of grammatical tasks;
Grammar exercises, assignments, tasks, tests
Vocabulary teaching What is the word? What does it mean to learn the
word?
teaching vocabulary in context
Teaching lexical units / phrases / combinations;
Teaching new vocabulary (picture, reality, song, multimedia etc.);
Use of corpus data for pedagogical purposes;
Students' vocabulary learning strategies development;
Assessment of lexical tasks; lexical task, assignment and create tests.
The importance of pronunciation for successful communication;
Teach accent (word accent, speech accent)
Intonation, expressing the attitude of intonation and teaching grammar
functions; Differences in the teaching of sounds in isolation and context;
analysis of phonological functions; phonetics exercises, assignments, task,
compiling tests.
Error correction. error-free and fluent teaching of language systems; error
correction methods.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Jami: 30soat
III. Mustaqil ta’lim va mustaqil ishlar
Mustaqil ta’lim uchun tavsiya etiladigan mavzular:
2 kurs uchun:
1. Til o‘rganuvchining kundaligini yaratish.
2. Maqola bo‘yicha hisobot.
3. Chet til o‘rganuvchisini kuzatish orqali hisobot yozish.
4. Tahliliy insho.
5. Zamonaviy metodlar.
6. Leksikani o‘qitishda kommunikativ metodlar.
7. Grammatikani o‘qitishda kommunikativ metodlar.
8. Fonologiyani o‘qitishda kommunikativ metodlar.
IV. Fan o‘qitilishining natijalari (shakllanadigan kompetensiyalar)
Fanni o‘zlashtirish natijasida talaba:
Chet tilini o‘rganish jarayonlari moduli bo‘yicha:
- chet tilini o‘rganish borasidagi nazariyalarini amalda qo‘llay olishi;
- til o‘rganish va o‘qitish metodlari, yondashuvlar va usullar haqidazaruriy
bilimlarni o‘zlashtirishi;
- chet tilini o‘rganish haqidagi tushunchalar, metodlar va modellarnio‘z
amaliy tajribalarida, ya’ni muhokama, topshiriq va muammoli
vaziyatlarda qo‘llashni bilishi lozim.
Til sath (yarus)larini o‘qitishga kommunikativ yondashuv moduli
bo‘yicha:
- grammatika, fonetika va leksikani kommunikativ yondashuv asosida
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o‘qitishning afzalliklari haqida batafsil ma’lumotga ega bo‘lishi va
o‘rganishga mo‘ljallangan materiallarni tahlil qila olishi;
- til o‘rganayotgan o‘quvchi va talabalarning xatolarini tuzata olishi;
- grammatika, fonetika va leksikani o‘qitishga mo‘ljallangan
kommunikativ o‘quv materialini yarata olishi kerak.
V.Ta’lim texnologiyalari va metodlari:
 interfaol keys-stadilar;
 mantiqiy fiklash, tezkor savol-javoblar;
 guruhlarda ishlash;
 taqdimotlarni qilish;
 individual loyihalar;
 jamoa bo‘lib ishlash va himoya qilish uchun loyihalar
VI.Kreditlarni olish uchun talablar:
Fanga oid nazariy va uslubiy tushunchalarni to‘la o‘zlashtirish, tahlil
natijalarini to‘g‘ri aks ettira olish, o‘rganilayotgan jarayonlar haqida
mustaqil mushohada yuritish va joriy, oraliq nazorat shakllaridaberilgan
vazifa va topshiriqlarni bajarish, yakuniy nazorat bo‘yicha yozma ishni
topshirish..
Asosiy va qo‘shimcha o‘quv adabiyotlar hamda axborot manbalari
Asosiy adabiyotlar
1. Woodward, T. (2001). Planning Lessons and Courses. Cambridge, CUP
2. Tomlinson, B. (Ed.) (2010). Materials Development in Language Teaching.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
3. Nunan, D. (2009). Task-based Language Teaching. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. McDonough, J., & Shaw, C. (2003). Materials and Methods in
ELT (2ndedition). Oxford: Blackwell.
4. McGrath, I. (2002). Materials Evaluation and Design for Language Teaching.
Edinburgh University Press.
5. Wainryb, R. (1992) Classroom Observation Tasks, Cambridge University Press,
ISBN 0 521 40722 2
6. James, P. (2001). Teachers in Action. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press.
7. Hughes, A. (2003) Testing for Language Teaching. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
8. Harding, K. (2007) English for Specific Purposes (Resource books for teachers).
Oxford:Oxford University Press,.
9. Jordan, R. R. (2005) English for Academic Purposes: A Guide and Resource
Book for Teachers.Cambridge:Cambridge University Press.
10. Ur, P.A (2010) Course in Language Teaching: Practice and Theory.Cambridge:
CUPUK.
11. Иргашева С, Абдураимова Я, Брювертон Б (2016). Being a Teacher. Tashkent.
12. К.Алимова, Н.Мухаммедова, Брювертон Б (2016). Becomig a Teacher.
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Fan dasturi Oliy va o‘rta maxsus, professional ta’lim yo‘nalishlari
bo‘yicha o‘quv-uslubiy birlashmalar faoliyatini Muvofiqlashtiruvchi
kengashning 2020 yil “14” avgustdagi 3-sonli bayonnomasi bilan
ma’qullangan.
O‘zbekiston Respublikasi Oliy va o‘rta maxsus ta’lim vazirligining
2020 yil “14” avgustdagi 418-sonli buyrug‘i bilan ma’qullangan fan
dasturlarini tayanch oliy ta’lim muassasasi tomonidan tasdiqlashga rozilik
berilgan.
Fan module uchun ma’sul:
G.Saydaliyeva – Namangan Davlat Universiteti, Ingliz filologiyasi fakulteti,
Amaliy ingliz tili kafedrasi katta o’qituvchisi
Taqrizchilar:
Ingliz filologiyasi fakulteti dekani: f.f.n.,dots.Q.Sidiqov
Amaliy ingliz tili kafedrasi mudiri: M.Alimova
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“ Chet til o‘qitishning integrallashgan kursi” fanidan baholash mezonlari
Bilimlarni baholash usullari, mezonlari va tartibi:
Baholash
Testlar, yozma ishlar, og‘zaki so‘rov, prezentasiyalar va h.k.
usullari
NAZORAT SHAKLLARI
Oraliq nazorat 1
•
Talabaning
faolligi
asosida
baholanadi. Learner’s Portfolio: (Semestr
Fan
davomida mavzular yuzasidan bajargan
bo‘yicha
vazifalari, mustaqil ishlari)
talabalar
•
Nazorat ishi (test, yozma savol javob) 5 baho
bilimini
nazorat
qilish
va Oraliq nazorat 2
5 baho
baholash
•
Talabaning
faolligi
asosida
baholanadi. Learner’s Portfolio: (Semestr
davomida mavzular yuzasidan bajargan
vazifalari, mustaqil ishlari)
•
Nazorat ishi (test, yozma savol javob)

Yakuniy nazorat
5 baho
•
Talaba portfoliosi
•
Keys tahlili

Fan bo‘yicha talabalar bilimini baholash mezoni

Fan bo‘yicha talabalar bilimini baholash mezoni
BAHO
TALABANING BILIM DARAJASI
 Talaba mashg‘ulotlarga doimo tayyorlangan,
 Juda faol, dasturdagi materiallarni yaxshi biladi,xulosa va
qarorlar qabul qila oladi, ijodiy fikrlaydi, bilimlarni amaliyotda
qo‘llay oladi;
 Talaba ijodiy masalalar yechimini tegishli
 Bilimlarni qo‘llagan holda hal eta oladi. Hal etishning yangi
usul va yo‘nalishlarni topa oladi, o‘quv materiali mohiyatini
tushunadi;
5 BAHO
 talaba
taqdim etilgan muammoli
masalalarni hal etish yo‘llarini izlaydi, dasturdagi
materiallarni biladi, gapirib beradi, yetarlicha tasavvurga ega.
4 BAHO
 talaba
o‘rganilayotgan
hodisalar
aloqadorligini bilish hamda ob'ektni
tavsiflanish
ko‘nikmasiga ega bo‘lishi bilan
 birgalikda,qo‘yilgan masalalarni hal eta oladi,
o‘rganilayotgan nazariy bilimlarni amaliyot bilan
bog‘lay oladi va mustaqil mushohada qila oladi;
 bilim va ko‘nikmalar mazmunini tatbiq qila olish
mahoratiga ega, muammolarni hal etish, yozi bolish va
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eslab qolish faoliyatini amalga oshiradi, bilimlarni
amaliyotda qo‘llay oladi; talaba mashg‘ulotlarga
tayyorlangan, dasturdagi materiallarni biladi, mohiyatini
tushunadi va tasavvurga ega


3 BAHO

talaba berilgan namunalar, taqdim etilgan usul va
ko‘rsatmalar asosida topshiriqlarni bajara oladi,
mohiyatini tushunadi;
 talaba
qator belgilar
asosida ma'lum ob'ektni
farqlash bilan birgalikda unga ta'rif bera oladi, o‘quv
materialini tushuntirib bera oladi va tassavvurga ega.


2 BAHO

talaba tasavvurga ega emas;
 talaba dasturda keltirilgan materiallarni
bilmaydi.

Fanga doir video ma'ruzalar, videoroliklar:
Glossariylar:
Axborot resurs baza:
JORIY NAZORATDAN TO‘PLAYDIGAN BALLARNING
NAMUNAVIY MEZONLARI
№
Nazorat
ko‘rsatkichlari
ON BAHOLARI
ON- MUS
МAK 1
T
BAH
O
1.
Darsga
qatnashganlik
va
amaliy 5
5
3
mashg‘ulotlardagi faolligi. Amaliy mashg‘ulot
daftarining yuritilishi va holati.
2.
Mustaqil ta'lim topshiriqlarining o‘z vaqtida va 5
5
3
sifatli bajarish, o‘zlashtirish darajasi.
3.
Og‘zaki savol-javoblar, kollokvium va boshqa 5
5
3
nazorat turlari natijalari bo‘yicha.
4.
Jami: ON baholari
5
5
3

№
1.

ОN MUS
-2
T

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

2

ORALIQ NAZORATDAN TO‘PLAYDIGAN BALLARNING NAMUNAVIY
MEZONLARI
Nazorat
ko‘rsatkichlari
AJRATILGAN Ball
Балл
Talaba chuqur bilimga ega bo‘ladi, egallagan bilimlarini 5 BAHO(86-100%)
yozma bayon qila oladi, nazariy bilimlarning mohiyatini
tushunadi, mustaqil mushoxada yurita oladi, aniq
tasavvur kila oladi, aniq va lo‘nda iboralar bilan
mavzuni ifoda eta oladi, javobida mantiqiy ketmaketlikka amal qiladi, mustaqil qaror chiqaradi va xulosa
qila oladi.
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2.

3.

4.

Talaba etarli bilimlarga ega bo‘ladi, bilimlarni etarlicha 4 BAHO (71-85%)
qo‘llay oladi, bilimlar mohiyatini etarlicha tushunadi,
mustaqil fikr yuritishga urinadi, mantikan umuman
to‘gri javob bera oladi, mustakil xulosa chiqarib yoza
oladi.
Talaba ma'lum darajada, lekin etarli bo‘lmagan bilimga 3 BAHO (55-70%)
ega bo‘ladi, bilimlarni amalda qo‘llashga qiynaladi,
bilimlar mohiyatini etarli darajada tushunmaydi,
mustaqil fikr yuritishga qiynaladi, fikrlarni galiz tilda,
poyma-poy bayon qiladi, mustaqil xulosa chiqara
olmaydi, ma'lum darajada, lekin ancha noanik
tasavvurga ega bo‘ladi.
Talaba bilimi me'yordan past bo‘ladi, yoki bilimi 2 BAHO (0-54%)
bo‘lmaydi, bilimlarni deyarli amalda qo‘llay olmaydi,
fikrlarni to‘gri bayon qila olmaydi, mustakil fikrlay
olmaydi, xulosa qilish ko‘nikmasi yo‘q, tasavvur qila
olmaydi yoki umuman tasavvur qila olmaydi.

YAKUNIY NAZORATDAN TO‘PLAYDIGAN BALLARNING NAMUNAVIY
MEZONLARI
№

Nazorat

1.

Talaba chuqur bilimga ega bo‘ladi, egallagan 5 BAHO(86-100%)
bilimlarini yozma bayon qila oladi, nazariy
bilimlarning
mohiyatini
tushunadi,
mustaqil
mushoxada yurita oladi, aniq tasavvur kila oladi,
aniq va lo‘nda iboralar bilan mavzuni ifoda eta
oladi, javobida mantiqiy ketma-ketlikka amal qiladi,
mustaqil qaror chiqaradi va xulosa qila oladi.
Talaba etarli bilimlarga ega bo‘ladi, bilimlarni 4 BAHO (71-85%)
etarlicha qo‘llay oladi, bilimlar mohiyatini etarlicha
tushunadi, mustaqil fikr yuritishga urinadi, mantikan
umuman to‘gri javob bera oladi, mustakil xulosa
chiqarib yoza oladi.
Talaba ma'lum darajada, lekin etarli bo‘lmagan 3 BAHO (55-70%)
bilimga ega bo‘ladi, bilimlarni amalda qo‘llashga
qiynaladi, bilimlar mohiyatini etarli darajada
tushunmaydi, mustaqil fikr yuritishga qiynaladi,
fikrlarni galiz tilda, poyma-poy bayon qiladi,
mustaqil xulosa chiqara olmaydi, ma'lum darajada,
lekin ancha noanik tasavvurga ega bo‘ladi.

2.

3.

ko‘rsatkichlari

AJRATILGAN
Ball
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4.

Talaba bilimi me'yordan past bo‘ladi, yoki bilimi 2 BAHO (0-54%)
bo‘lmaydi, bilimlarni deyarli amalda qo‘llay
olmaydi, fikrlarni to‘gri bayon qila olmaydi,
mustakil fikrlay olmaydi, xulosa qilish ko‘nikmasi
yo‘q, tasavvur qila olmaydi yoki umuman tasavvur
qila olmaydi.

ORALIQ / YaKUNIY NAZORATNI BAHOLASh TEXNOLOGIYaSI::
№

Baholash shakli Maksimal
ball

1.

Orfografik xato
uchun 5 baho

(8 ball)

(8-7

Grammatik xato
uchun 5 baho
Mazmuniy xato
3. uchun 5 baho

(7 ball)

(7-6

2.

Jami: 5 baho

5 baho
4 baho
(86-100%) (71-85%)

3 baho
(55-70%)

2 baho
(0-54%)

ball) (7-6 ball)

(6-4 ball)

(5-0 ball)

ball) (6-5 ball)

(5-4 ball)

(4-0 ball)

(15 ball) (15-12.8 ball) (12.5-10.3 ball) (10-8.5 ball)

(7.2-0 ball)

(30 ball) (30-25.8 ball) (25.5-21.3ball)

(16.2-0ball)

(21-16.5ball)

NAZORAT TURLARI BO‘YIChA BAHOLAShNING UMUMIY TEXNOLOGIK
JADVALI
Ajrati
5baho (86- 4 baho
3 baho
2 baho
lgan
100%)
(71-85%)
(55-70%)
(0-54%)
Nazorat
maksi
Turlari
mal
5 baho
30-25.8
Oralik nazorat -1
25-21.2 ball 21-16.5 ball 16-0 ball
ball
(30 ball)
ball
Oralik nazorat-2

5 baho
(30 ball)

30-25.8
ball

25.5-21.3
ball

21-16.5 ball 16-0 ball

Yakuniy nazorat

5 baho
(40 ball)

40-35.8
ball

35.5-30.3
ball

30-25.5
ball

24-0 ball

YaN kalendar tematik rejaga muvofiq dekanat tomonidan tuzilgan reyting nazorat jadvallari
asosida o‘tkaziladi. YaN semestrning oxirgi 2 haftasi mobaynida o‘tkaziladi. JN nazoratlarda
saralash balidan kam ball to‘plagan va uzrli sabablarga ko‘ra nazoratlarda qatnasha olmagan
talabaga qayta topshirish uchun, navbatdagi shu nazorat turigacha, so‘nggi joriy va oraliq;
nazoratlar uchun esa yakuniy nazoratgacha bo‘lgan muddat beriladi.
Talabaning semestrda JN bo‘yicha to‘plagan ballari ushbu nazorat turlari umumiy balining 55
foizidan kam bo‘lsa yoki semestr yakuniy joriy, oraliq va yakuniy nazorat turlari bo‘yicha
to‘plagan ballari yig‘indisi 55 baldan kam bo‘lsa, u akademik qarzdor deb hisoblanadi.
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4.1 Tarqatma materiallar

STUDENT A Read the text about a kind of motivation and learners.
Intrinsic motivation Intrinsic motivation is motivation that comes from inside
the learner himself or herself. He or she may be motivated to learn something
for the pure enjoyment of learning, for example people who are motivated to
learn a language because they love the language and the experience of learning
it. Now talk with other people in your group:
1) explain the kind of motivation you read about in your own words 2) think of
another example of people with this kind of motivation 3) if you can, think of a
time when YOU had this kind of motivation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STUDENT B Read the text about a kind of motivation and learners.
Extrinsic motivation Extrinsic motivation comes from an outside source to
motivate the learner. This could be some kind of reward or a punishment. For
example, people might be motivated to learn a language because they want good
results in an exam, or because they will lose their job if they don’t. Now talk with
other people in your group:
1) explain the kind of motivation you read about in your own words 2) think of
another example of people with this kind of motivation 3) if you can, think of a
time when YOU had this kind of motivation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STUDENT C Read the text about a kind of motivation and learners.
Integrative motivation Integrative motivation is the motivation to integrate or
identify with a target community. If people are learning a language and has
integrative motivation it is because they want to be a part of that community. If a
person is learning English to go and live in an English-speaking country then he or
she may have integrative motivation. Now talk with other people in your group:
1)explain the kind of motivation you read about in your own words 2) think of
another example of people with this kind of motivation 3) if you can, think of a
time when YOU had this kind of motivation
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Testlar
1.A Good Language Learner – Developing learning strategies
1. Learn the following Samoan (South Pacific) words:
Toalua
Husband
Taamaloa
Man
Tamatiti
Child
Tauleatea
Youth
Loomatua
Old woman
Did you find this task easy and fascinating?
d) very difficult?
e) not easy because the words look the same?
f) so boring that you did not even try?
4. Exhausted after swimming in the river Fred decided to get some sleep but the boolles
made it impossible and even the smoke from the campfire did not keep them away.
Boolles are
e) wild animals
f) giant mosquitos
g) noises
h) don’t know
5. Here is a new language
Ek kum chuchu
The train is coming
Ek namas chuchu
The train is very big
Nek kum niva chuchu
The train is not coming
Ek chuchu
It is a train
How would you say “It is not a train”?
f) nek chuchu niva
g) ek niva chuchu
h) nek niva chuchu
i) don’t know
4. You boss tells you that you have been chosen to go on a six month course to learn a
completely new language . You….
e) start looking for another job
f) say that the boss chose the wrong person
g) worry that you will not cope
h) cannot wait to go
5. You take an evening class to learn a language. The class lasts 2 hours a week. List what
sort of practice you might do on your own at home.
6. What do you prefer to use and why?
a) A bilingual dictionary
b) A monolingual dictionary
c) Both a bilingual and monolingual dictionary
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d) I do not need a dictionary at all.
7. Read through this list of words, then write down as many of them as you can without
looking.
Pin church identify luxury accelerate carefully miscalculate occasional anxious knot
daffodil impertinent
8. In 20 seconds write a list of things you could do with a hairbrush apart from using it to
brush your hair.
9. Fill in the blank with one of the words below.
Shakukomespiteare isos wonone ovofef tehe wororolid’s grematerest wriritererners. Hehe
wasis ________ onin Staratafooorrd- inon Aravont.
e) Borotone
f) Born
g) Shoroit
h) I do not know
10. What is your attitude to learning something about British culture (art, literature, way of
life)?
a) I do not need to know about it
b) I am interested a little bit, just out of curiosity
c) I am very interested to find out more about the people whose language I am learning
Answer keys:
2. Mistakes and errors
1. Influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language is called…
a) an interference or transfer.
b) a developmental error.
c) overgeneralization.
2. What type of mistake is a mistake made by learners when they are unconsciously working out
and organizing language, and this process is not yet complete.
a) an interlanguage.
b) a developmental error.
c) overgeneralization.
3.In which line is given the correct definition of the term “Fossilized errors”?
a) The learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn is called
Fossilized errors.
b) an error made by learners when they are unconsciously working out and organizing language
is called Fossilized errors.
c) Errors which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for ever, in
his/her foreign language use.
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4. What is an interlanguage ?
a) An error in which learners wrongly apply a rule for one item of the language to another item.
b) The learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn.
c) Influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language.
5. What is an overgeneralization ?
a) Influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language
b) Error which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for ever, in
his/her foreign language use
c) An error in which learners wrongly apply a rule for one item of the language to another item.
6. What is an error?
a) Errors happen when learners try to say something that is beyond their current level of
language processing .Usually learners can not correct errors themselves because they do not
understand what is wrong.
b) Errors are the result of tiredness, worry or other temporary emotions or circumstances.
c) Errors that can be corrected by learners once they realize they have made them.
7. What is a slip?
a) Slips are the learners’ own version of the second language which they speak as they learn.
b) ) Slips are the result of tiredness, worry or other temporary emotions or circumstances.
c) ) Slip is mistake which a learner does not stop making and which last for a long time, even for
ever, in his/her foreign language use
8. Find out the mistake of accuracy from these lines.
a) Close your mouth! (Said to a groupmate)
b) She like his coat. (Talking about present habit)
c) My girlfriend was at the hospital yesterday.
9. Find out the mistake of appropriacy from these lines.
a) She wear her swimsuit. (Talking about present action)
b) Shut up! (Said to a teacher)
c) Do you know where is the post office?
10. Why do second language learners make errors?
a) Because of influence from the learner’s first language (L1) on the second language.
b) Because they are unconsciously working out and organizing language, bur the process is not
yet complete.
c) Both are correct.
Answer keys: 1.a; 2.b; 3.c; 4.b; 5.c; 6.a; 7.b; 8.b; 9.b; 10.c;
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4.6 Qo’shimcha materiallar
Theme 1. Fossilization
Fossilization refers to the process in which incorrect language becomes a habit and
cannot easily be corrected.
Example,many advanced level learners who have Spanish as an L1 do not distinguish between
‘he' and ‘she'. This could be a fossilized error.
Errors in general take time to correct but a fossilized error may never be corrected unless
the learner sees a reason to do so, e.g. if it is seriously hindering communication. Teachers can
help learners notice their fossilized errors by for example recording them speaking, or by asking
them to keep a record of written errors as part of a language portfolio.
How do you deal with fossilized errors and help students improve their accuracy?
We started off by discussing what is meant by "fossilized errors". Some made the distinction
between an error, a mistake and a slip and it was mentioned that fossilized errors could actually
be either of the first two. Errors were not limited to grammar and pronunciation, although these
seem
to
be
the
most
common
types.
What are fossilized errors?
•
A
mistake
that
students
know
is
wrong
but
keep
making.
• An error from force of habit which students no longer know they are making.
•
Something that
students
learnt
wrong and now
need to
change.
•
An error that students can correct when focused but still make on their own.
•
A
mistake
that
recurrs
despite
constant
correction.
•
An error based in L1 interference that is made by many speakers.
• Mistakes that teachers may not “hear” after a number of years teaching in a particular
context
(and
therefore
do
not
correct).
• A mistake that has been repeated so that it sounds right to the learner.
Some specific errors common to students from different countries were mentioned, such as the
use of "I have 20 years" to talk about age. We also came to the conclusion that young learners
did not have fossilized errors - yet!
We tried to come up with ideas about why errors become fossilized. What actually causes
fossilization?
• Fossilization is due to L1 interference and is a natural feature of interlanguage
development.
•
Lack
of
correction.
•
The
connection
between
interlanguage
and
errors.
•
Lack
of
motion
(the
reason
for
other
types
of
fossilization).
•
Method
of
instruction.
• Errors that come from previous stages of learning (especially with older students).
•
Linear
modes
of
instruction
increase
the
chance
of
fossilization.
• When students realise they can make a mistake and be understood, it can become
fossilized.
• Biological, social-affective, cultural, pedagogical, cognitive and environmental perspectives
of
a
language
can
lead
to
fossilized
errors.
•
Lack
of
motivation
to
correct
oneself.
• Lack of noticing and discovery and too much presentation, meaning students don’t own the
language.
• Lack of learner autonomy – reliance on correction by teacher.
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The conversation then turned to how important it is to do something about fossilized errors. Here
are some of the more popular ideas, many of them questions to think more about and we didn’t
have time to go into too much detail during the chat.
• Do fossilized errors lead to international English? If so, is there anything wrong with
making
these
errors?
•
If
students
communicate
meaning,
are
fossilized
errors
important?
•
Students
love
being
corrected
and
prefer
teachers
that
do
so.
•
It is impossible to correct everything – deal with what affects meaning most.
•
Self-correction
should
be
fostered.
•
Students
should
reflect
on
and
play
with
their
mistakes.
•
Correcting
every
error
can
be
demotivating.
• Focus on common and impeding errors.
There seemed to be a mixed opinion of how important it is to get rid of fossilized errors. Some
chatters thought that communication was the main goal, especially when speaking, therefore as
long as the listener could understand what the speaker wanted to communicate, there wasn’t too
much of a problem. Others thought that accuracy was very important and that all errors should be
corrected, not just those that impede communication. Everybody agreed that the teaching context
was important in this question, and that different situations require different levels of accuracy.
So how can we deal with fossilized errors in an effective way? Some great ideas were shared in
this part of the discussion, and I'm looking forward to trying some of them out!
Practical
Ideas:
• Recording students – you could play the recording, ask for general impression, give them
the tapescript, have them correct their own or peer’s errors – lots of possibilities here!
• Have students self correct and peer correct, which is more effective than teacher
correction.
• Say: "Whaaaaat? That's not English. No one in the UK is going to understand what that
means."
•
Playing
games
with
individual
mistakes
or
common
errors.
• Focus on one error at a time, stopping students and having them correct it before moving
on.
• Writing slows down and takes a snapshot of how learners really feel the language works.
Better
noticing
opportunities.
• Give students a funny look when they make a fossilized error – they will realise something
is wrong and correct themselves (not to be tried with new or very shy students!)
•
Prevention is more significant than defossilization (an apple a day…)
•
Discover
and
clarify
why
and
how
errors
occur.
•
Personalized “fossil” diaries where students record their particular errors.
•
Focus
on
fossilized
errors
at
the
end
of
an
activity.
•
Keep
a
“fossil”
dictionary.
•
Say
“I
don’t
understand
what
you’re
saying”.
•
Dictations
using
common
errors.
•
Ask students to vary their fluency/accuracy during speaking tasks.
•
Write
answers/problems
on
the
board
to
discuss
as
a
class.
• Error diaries – students observe themselves out of class and report back on their usage.
•
Have a wiki – each student has their own page for errors.
• Don’t correct individual students on the spot, but save errors for class correction at the end.
•
Students
must
be
invested
in
correcting
the
error.
• Soundcloud, Voicethread, Voxopop etc to record students. They could listen to themselves
and choose good things they have said or errors they have made.
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•
Motivate
students
to
experiment
with
language.
• Ask some students to be monitors and write down what they hear during speaking activities.
• Use fossil journals in pairs – each student tries to get their partner to make the errors in
their
journal.
• Use humour to point out errors e.g. “I talk to the phone”, act out talking to your phone!
•
Recording students can make students more careful – karaoke effect.
•
Take
a
fun/playful
approach
to
error
correction.
•
Ask students to actually make mistakes for short periods to help master the
accuracy/fluency
control.
•
Drills
•
Explain the consequences
of
mistakes,
especially embarrassing ones.
•
Students as teachers – note down errors for constructive feedback in groups.
•
Laughing
at
our
own
mistakes
can
work
wonders.
•
Grammar
auctions.
• Bring in a guest (who ideally doesn’t speak L1) for students to interview. They may not
understand
the
“fossils”.
• Have students mimic different accents (this cuts down on inhibitions that cause mistakes).
•
Snakes
and
ladders
or
other
games.
• Mixing correct and incorrect sentences on the board and asking students to spot those
with
errors.
Lots of thing to think about and some interesting techniques to try out.
I hope this summary is useful and gives you some new ideas about how to deal with fossilized
errors. I’ll end with a couple of tweets that I particularly liked about the topic of fossilization in
general:
“We all must agree that life is too short to aim for perfection! Teach your students how to be
critical and they themselves will realize their errors.”
“I'm optimistic about it too! I don't see fossilization as a sort of massive failing. It is something
to approach head on.”
Questions.
1. How do you deal with fossilized errors and help students improve their accuracy?
2. What are fossilized errors?
3. Do fossilized errors lead to international English? If so, is there anything wrong with
making
these
errors?
4.
If
students
communicate
meaning,
are
fossilized
errors
important?
Theme 2.The effect of motivation on second language acquisition
Motivation is one of the important aspects of second language acquisition. Motivation is
a kind of desire for learning. It is very difficult to teach a second language in a learning
environment if the learner does not have a desire to learn a language. Taken into consideration
from that aspect, to be able to make the learner active and desirable in learning process gains
importance.
In the 1990s, researchers in the field of applied linguistics called for an expansion of the
motivational construct in second language learning (Skehan 1991; Oxford &Shearing, 1994).
Preliminary evidence has emerged in recent research, which not only demonstrates the relevance
of the new motivational constructs (such as goal-setting, causal attributions and so on) in
language learning, but also shows that incorporation of such new elements into the existing
theoretical models is likely to result in more elaborate models of language learning motivation
(Tremblay & Gardner 1995).
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Reece & Walker (1997), express that motivation is a key factor in the second language
learning process. They stress that a less able student who is highly motivated can achieve greater
success than the more intelligent student who is not well motivated. Sometimes students may
come highly motivated and the task of the teacher is to maintain motivation of the students. The
task of the teacher is to maximize the motivation. Shulman (1986), expresses that students’
learning is facilitated most effectively when students are motivated, and that motivation can be
enhanced through the creation of a positive affective climate. Crookes & Schmidt (1991), defines
the motivation in terms of choice, engagement and persistence, as determined by interest,
relevance, expectancy and outcome.
Motivation depends on the social interaction between the teacher and the learner. To be
able to create an effective learning environment having highly motivated students necessitates
strong interpersonal and social interaction. According to Cooper & McIntyre (1998), if it is
accepted that learning is claimed to be dependent on certain types of interpersonal and social
interaction, it follows that circumstances that make these forms of interaction desirable or at least
congenial become a necessary prerequisite of effective learning. It can also be said that the
appropriate forms of interaction help the learner solve his or her problems in the learning
process.
The importance of the teacher factor in having a high level of motivation in second
language acquisition cannot be neglected. The success of a teacher in second language
acquisition in school affects directly the success of learners. Cooper & McIntyre (1998)
underline the importance of the teacher factor in students’ achievement. They add that the more
successful the teacher is in focusing and facilitating effective pupil calibration, the more
effective the teacher will be in facilitating effective pupil learning.
The choice of teaching strategy on motivation is emphasized by Reece & Walker (1997).
The choice of teaching strategy has an effect upon the motivation and interest of the student. The
manner in which the teacher approaches the teaching strategy will have an effect upon
motivation: an enthusiastic approach is more likely to motivate than a dull approach.
Kristmanson (2000), offers that an effective learning environment can be achieved by:
- Encouraging and supporting students at all times but especially when they are struggling
or lacking confidence in certain areas.
- Being energetic and enthusiastic about what you are teaching and on those days when
you do not have that energy, provide activities that require the learners to put forth the majority
of the energy.
- Creating an atmosphere in which students are not afraid to make mistakes and are
encouraged to take risks.
- Avoiding tension-causing strategies such as surprise quizzes, overly competitive
activities, putting students in front of their peers with no warning or chance for preparation, and
correcting errors in a negative, accusatory fashion.
- Allowing students opportunities to talk about themselves, their interests, and their
culture.
- Providing opportunities for interaction in the target language in and outside the
language learning environment through preplanned and spontaneous activities,
- Encouraging goal setting and a sense of dedication and continuous commitment to the
language learning task through meaningful, relevant and authentic language learning activities.
- Recognizing the "little successes", improvements and progress of all students both
individually and with the entire group.
Attitudes can also play a significant role in the language-learning classroom. They have a
close relationship with motivation. Krashen (1985), proposes that attitudes can act as barriers or
bridges to learning a new language and are the essential environmental ingredient for language
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learning. Krashen (1985), states that learning can only happen if certain affective conditions,
such as positive attitudes, self-confidence, low anxiety, exist and that when these conditions are
present input can pass through the affective filter and be used by the learner. Davies (1996),
states how students can learn a language effectively as follows: “In learning how to use a
language effectively, students must be actively engaged in using language. The teacher of
English must create opportunities within the classroom situation, which enable students to think
through language and to express their learning through the language modes of speaking,
listening, reading and writing. A variety of strategies have been developed which encourage
students as active meaning-makers, using language to go beyond the literal in investigating how
language works and is used as a form of thinking and communication.”
There have been several researches on learners’ motivation in second language learning.
In a laboratory study performed by Gardner, Lalonde and Moorcroft (1985) a French/English
paired associates learning paradigm was used, and it was demonstrated that learning was faster
for subjects classified as having relatively high levels of integrative motivation than for those
with low levels. Subsequent studies have employed the same paradigm but have administered all
material by computer. In one such study, Gardner and MacIntyre (1991), investigated the effects
of integrative and instrumental motivation on the learning of French/English vocabulary, and
found that both interactively- and instrumentally-motivated subjects learned the vocabulary
faster than subjects not so motivated.
The success in second language acquisition depends on many factors. And motivation
factors are among the most important ones. In studies, it has been found that if a learner has a
competency in his or her own language, he or she is more advantageous than those who have not
completed his first language. As to motivation, it has been found that motivated students are
more successful in second language acquisition second language acquisition than those who are
not motivated.
Theme 3. Emotional Intelligence and ELT
The theory of Emotional Intelligence and its measurement, the Emotional Quotient (EQ)
were developed in the 1970s and 80s but popularised by Daniel Goleman in the mid-90s.
EQ is one of many concepts and models originating in psychology which are being incorporated
into language teaching. Goleman defines EQ as ‘the capacity for recognizing our own feelings
and those of others, for motivating ourselves, and for managing emotions well in ourselves
and in our relationships.’
The theory has been applied extensively in the business world, but has also become a focus of
attention in education as the result of research which shows that successive generations are
becoming less emotionally aware. Changes in family structure, the reduced role of parents in
education, mobility and technology are seen as contributing factors leading to the necessity to
develop EQ at all levels of education and across the curriculum.
EQ Theory
EQ theory argues that conventional measurements of intelligence ignore behaviour and character
and that success in education or the business world requires academic ability but also equivalent
social skills. EQ might be seen as a complement to Multiple Intelligence theory, while there are
very strong links between EQ and behavioural models and theories such as Transactional
Analysis, Neuro-Lingustic Programming and Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs. Daniel
Goleman identifies five ‘domains’ of EQ:
Self-awareness - Recognising and being able to name our feelings.
Motivation - The ability to keep going despite failures.
Self-regulation - The way we handle our emotions to avoid negative effects.
Empathy - The ability to read the emotions of others.
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Adeptness - Being sensitive to the feelings of others and handling them appropriately to build
positive relationships.
EQ and ELT
Because EQ is about understanding and assessing behaviour patterns it is relevant to the
development of both the individual and the organisation. In education, it applies to the
institution, teachers and students through promoting academic success while reducing anxiety
and negative feelings during the learning process. At the same time, patterns for future life are
established while skills are developed that are in demand by employers.
At an institutional level, the emphasis is on creating an environment conducive to raising
students’ EQ. Much of this involves creating a sense of identity, safety and value. In this way,
institutions and teachers are responsible for fostering:
Attachment – A sense of belonging to the school or university.
Reassurance – That others experience difficulties.
Bonding – Facilitating the formation of friendships.
Induction – Informing students of what is available.
Training – In study skills, time management and stress reduction.
Holism – Balancing academic learning with physical and social activities.
In the language classroom, all the above apply and are the responsibility of the teacher, but
attention to EQ faces the additional considerations of emotional literacy (the ability to express
emotions) in L2, and the necessity for good group dynamics and student interaction.
In the days of rote-learning and the teacher-centre classroom, interrelationships among the group
were not vital, but in communicative language teaching, where pair and groupwork are the norm,
support and co-operation between learners is essential.
Teenage learners in particular are often reluctant to co-operate, often as a result of repressed fear,
anxiety and anger rather than linguistic inability, and are unlikely to learn much in a studentcentred classroom. Thus, the teacher needs to focus on areas of language used to express
emotions, and on classroom techniques which will reduce tension and produce better group
dynamics.
Teaching techniques
EI is developed through activities which promote the sharing of ideas and communication in the
classroom. Techniques which are already part of the teacher’s repertoire of confidence-building
activities are emphasised:
A variety of activities maintains interest and allows for different approaches to learning and
individual learning styles.
Ice breakers, warmers and mingle activities help students get to know each other and promote
interest in lessons if they are related to the topic area.
Brainstorming and discussion encourages the sharing of knowledge and opinions.
For some learners, it is easier to reveal themselves through a fictitious role. However, role-plays
and simulations should be carefully set up and related to the real world. Guided fantasy and
drama techniques are useful tools in guiding learners into their roles.
Group work encourages cooperation. Group composition should be changed often since there is
a tendency for high EQ students to work together, but EQ can be also learned by example. Tasks
should be designed so that all members have to contribute and have the same outcome.
Collaborative reading and writing activities as well as group speaking activities may be utilised.
Project work. Students are often competitive. Group completion of assessed and unassessed
projects also encourages cooperation.
Giving feedback on performance and making clear what is expected. Feedback should be
specific, objective and focused on an aspect of performance that the student is able to change.
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Getting feedback on tasks and how students felt during the task.
Continuous assessment allows all positive aspects of a student’s performance to be assessed and
rewarded including their contribution to the group.
The language of EQ
The most difficult task for the teacher in teaching the language of emotions is persuading
learners to state their feelings directly, since we all have a tendency to over-complicate how we
feel and / or blame another person. A frightened passenger in a car is more likely to say ‘You’re
driving a bit too fast, aren’t you?’ (meaning please slow down) or ‘You’re driving like a
maniac’ (blaming the driver) rather than ‘I’m scared’. The language teacher, however, has the
advantage of being able to encourage learners to use the simple language of emotions before they
have the range of language to complicate matters. The language itself consists mainly of a few
main verbs, a variety of adjectives, and the use of modals, but is best seen in terms of functions:
Function
Language
Labelling feelings
I feel / I am angry / impatient / bitter / frightened
Taking responsibility for feelings I feel jealous / hurt / left out
Empathising
I understand / accept / realise
Suggesting
I / you could / might
Stating wants and needs
I / you need / would like / want to
Being positive
I’d feel better if
There is also language to be avoided, mainly to do with the functions of giving commands and
strong advice (I / you should), obligation (I / you must) and blaming (you’re insensitive, you’re
making me jealous).
Classroom activities
Language practice materials designed for the global market are often criticised for being too
general, not relevant to individual learning groups and unnatural.

How often do you....

very
often

often sometimes rarely never

laugh
get angry
argue

with

your

parents
make mistakes
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Teachers are encouraged
to
adapt materials to suit
change your mind
local
needs.
EQ
development requires that
really enjoy yourself
teachers
also
adapt
materials
to
enable
learners to find out about
each other’s interests, habits, preferences and characters, both to stimulate discussion and to
strengthen intra-group relationships. Some standard activities already encourage learners to
reveal something about themselves (If I found a wallet in the street I’d.....), but many are
impersonal, ‘closed’, in that follow-up questions are not required, or tend to produce unnatural
responses. A good example is the kind of questions often used to practise frequency adverbs.
Questions such as ‘How often do you watch television / play football with your friends / play
computer games / go shopping?’ are unlikely to produce responses which are revealing,
unpredictable or interesting enough to follow up.
forget things

The questions in the above table require responses which say something about the
speaker and provide opportunities for further questions and for the teacher to feed in some extra
useful language. In this case, students fill in the table before asking and answering questions,
allowing time to think of ‘real’ responses and recall actual incidents from their own lives.
‘Personalised grammar’ promotes meaningful interaction.
Conclusion
Developing EQ and good communicative language teaching go hand in hand, however
the group dynamics necessary for meaningful interaction in the classroom do not occur
automatically, but need to be fostered through techniques which build confidence, create a
positive classroom atmosphere and encourage co-operation. Personalised language practice is
affective in that it encourages learners to talk about themselves and their feelings while making
the use of the language relevant, interesting and therefore memorable.
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